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Abstract

Massive parallelism in emerging high-performance computing applications requires the

use of a manycore architecture relying on an efficient on-chip interconnection system. How-

ever, current electrical interconnections are not efficient enough to support this increasing

number of cores, while ensuring high performance and energy efficiency. Current solutions

are based on a large Network-on-Chip (NoC), which can easily lead to prohibitive com-

munication latency due to long multi-hop paths. In fact, these multi-hop communications

impact directly the performance and energy consumption of the overall system. This effect

is mainly due to the wire interconnections which are not scaling well and to the high num-

ber of routers to traverse for the communication between cores and memory hierarchy.

For these reasons, many interconnect technologies (e.g., Optical, Wireless, RF based on

waveguides) have emerged to improve performance compared to conventional electrical

NoC. However, only on-chip Wireless interconnection technologies could provide a nat-

ural scalable fan-out capability, especially when considering broadcast/multicast system

requirements. In terms of connectivity and scalability, Wireless NoCs (WiNoC) can thus

be considered as one of the most promising solutions. Figure 2.21 shows an example of

a manycore architecture based on a WiNoC as considered in this work. The manycore is

organized as N clusters of M processors. Each cluster contains a Wireless Interface (WI)

and the M processors have access to the WI. Moreover, the N.M processors are organized

around a classical, mesh-based Electrical NoC. Figure 2.21 shows an example with N = 4
and M = 16.

However, wireless interconnections still face many challenges to be embedded into

everyday appliances. Most of the research papers in the state-of-the-art are focused on

antenna and analog transceiver design, especially when operating in the millimeter-wave

range. Nevertheless, few prior works have introduced some interesting NoC wireless chan-

nel models, which are yet not considered into WiNoC simulations. Also, the digital base-

band transceiver is mostly neglected in these simulations. However, the power contribution

of this digital component is significant, especially when it provides Giga bits per second of

data transfer rate. Finally, due to the low complexity of its implementation, the classical

modulation scheme considered for WiNoCs is On-Off Keying (OOK).

Antenna and NoC wireless channel models are key features to designing effective and

efficient on-chip wireless interconnects. On the one hand, the antenna defines the maxi-

mum bandwidth supported by a wireless link. However, the design of efficient wideband

antennas is still a challenge. On the other hand, the on-chip wireless channel defines the
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feasibility to integrate wireless interconnects into NoC solutions. A lossy on-chip wire-

less channel will require a power-hungry RF radio to establish long-range wireless links.

Therefore, the gain obtained by using wireless links will be negligible compared to electri-

cal wired interconnections. In addition, the on-chip wireless channel is prone to multipath

propagation due to the electrical characteristics of the silicon substrate, the physical struc-

tures, and the chip package. Nevertheless, the wireless channel model commonly used in

the literature only considers path loss through free space and Additive White Gaussian

Noise (AWGN). It is understandable, because a multipath propagation channel requires

additional processing to ensure reliable communication, increasing transceiver architec-

ture complexity.

In this context, an on-chip wireless channel model is first estimated and analyzed, be-

fore to study any low-cost channel compensation technique. This channel model is defined

based on the approach given by the intra-chip wave propagation, which considers neither

NoC physical structures nor the chip package. However, even without these physical char-

acteristics, multipath propagation has been shown to be worth considering because of the

resistivity of the substrate, the type of antenna and the distance between antennas. Based

on these results, it was determined that a channel model should include at least two prop-

agation paths for realistic WiNoC simulations together with Additive White Gaussian

Noise (AWGN).

In order to evaluate the impact of this channel model over the wireless communica-

tion, several simulations were performed comparing the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) and

the Bit Error Rate (BER) parameters (Figure 2.8). Results obtained by these simulations

report that a second path, even with a low percentage of energy level compared to the

main path, can rapidly degrade a point-to-point wireless communication link based on

OOK modulation scheme.

Furthermore, as multiple channel access can lead to more efficient utilization of wire-

less interconnects avoiding the waste of wireless resources, the first approach taken into

account was wireless parallel communication. As a consequence, to ensure communica-

tion reliability, three low-cost channel effect cancellation techniques, allowing for mul-

tiple channel access, are studied to offer the best trade-off between BER performance

and area/power consumption. The studied techniques are the following: Direct Sequence

Spread Spectrum (DSSS), Zero-Forcing (ZF) equalization combined with DSSS and Time
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Diversity Scheme (TDS). The DSSS shows lower area and power consumption overhead

than the other techniques, however, its average BER is lower than for the other techniques

with channel effect compensation. On the other hand, the ZF combined with DSSS re-

ports the best performance in terms of average BER, at the cost of highest power and area

overhead. The TDS block shows the best trade-off between BER performance and area

and power over the other techniques, representing less than 1% and 2%, respectively, of

the total wireless interface. Nevertheless, any channel compensation technique requires an

analog-to-digital converter device, which can easily consume the bulk of area and power of

the total wireless interface, especially when communication data rate is aiming at several

tens of gigabits per second. Therefore, the choice of this device has to be made carefully

during the transceiver design. Figure 2.9 shows a conventional Wireless Interface (WI)

based on OOK modulation, whereas Figure 2.22 depicts the proposed WI supporting

multiple channel access and based on adequate channel compensation techniques.

Conventional mesh-based NoCs have to deal with different communication patterns,

such as unicast/broadcast, multicast (e.g., multiple-unicast, many-to-one and all-to-one

communication). Critical bottlenecks are created especially by broadcast/multicast net-

work traffic schemes, which are of outmost importance for cache coherence protocols. To

solve this problem, an adaptive wireless transceiver was designed providing at the same

time high resilience to wireless channel interference. In this context, for unicast/broadcast

communications, a low complexity decision feedback equalizer (DFE) is proposed to over-

come the multipath propagation described previously. This technique exceeds TDS in

terms of data rate, providing very high-speed for long-distance point-to-point and point-to-

multipoint communications. Nevertheless, parallel channel access requirements are present

in the form of multicast communication patterns. For this reason, in order to efficiently

use the wireless interconnections, a TDS technique using dynamic channelization codes

is proposed, offering parallel channel access and resilience to multipath-propagation. The

proposed solution, depicted in Figure 3.3, considers all mandatory elements into the dig-

ital wireless interface part including the compensation techniques. This adaptive wireless

interface represents less than 1% and 10% of the total WI area and power, respectively.

The bandwidth needed to reach a very high-speed data rate increases the power con-

sumption in all single-carrier wireless transceivers. In order to keep a reasonable trade-off

between power consumption and data rate, WiNoC designers have decreased the min-
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imum required bandwidth to support a given data rate (e.g., 16 Gbps). However, this

reduction produces significant communication errors that have to be compensated by

increasing the transmission signal power and the receiver sensitivity. In this context, we

first demonstrate the significant power efficiency degradation of a single-carrier high-speed

system designed with limited bandwidth. We also report that the main contributors in

the power budget are the power amplifiers used to establish high-speed high-bandwidth

communication with very low Bit-Error-Rate (BER). For these reasons, a multi-carrier

wireless system based on Frequency Division Multiplexing (FDM) is proposed and studied

to overcome this issue for future WiNoC generation requirements. Subsequently, a com-

plete and efficient multi-carrier transceiver architecture is designed to be capable of sup-

porting unicast/broadcast, many-to-one, all-to-one, many-to-many and multiple unicast

communication patterns, adopting a spread-spectrum multiple-access technique. Also, an

approach to symbol timing recovery leveraging the spread spectrum technique is studied.

Simulations are performed adopting the newest realistic channel, which is capable of sup-

pressing on-chip multipath wireless propagation using a dedicated communication layer.

Experimental results show that the required SNR to achieve low BER can be significantly

reduced, as well as the energy required to establish multiple wireless links. Figure 4.7

shows the proposed wireless interface based on Frequency Division Multiplexing (FDM)

and Direct-Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS). This transceiver scales well with the band-

width promised by future CMOS devices.

Once efficient wireless links are designed, the next step is to study the network improve-

ment according to the communication patterns generated by the applications. Therefore,

a network simulator was developed in MATLAB to calculate the percentage of wireless

link utilization according to the wireless interface configuration and placement. Besides,

this simulator computes the dynamic energy consumed by an electrical NoC compared

with a WiNoC using a different number of wireless interfaces. The results obtained show

that certain network configurations allow to save much more energy than others, thus

demonstrating the importance of the on-chip wireless links.
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Résumé

Le parallélisme massif des applications émergentes de calcul haute performance néces-

site l’utilisation d’une architecture à plusieurs cœurs reposant sur un système d’intercon-

nexion sur puce efficace. Cependant, les interconnexions électriques actuelles ne sont pas

assez efficaces pour supporter ce nombre croissant de cœurs, tout en assurant une haute

performance et une bonne efficacité énergétique. Les solutions actuelles sont basées sur un

grand réseau sur puce (NoC), ce qui peut facilement entrâıner une latence de communica-

tion prohibitive en raison des longs trajets à bonds multiples. En fait, ces communications

à sauts multiples ont un impact direct sur les performances et la consommation d’énergie

du système global. Cet effet est principalement dû aux interconnexions de fils qui ne sont

pas bien dimensionnées et au nombre élevé de routeurs à traverser pour la communication

entre les cœurs et la hiérarchie mémoire. Pour ces raisons, de nombreuses technologies

d’interconnexion (par exemple, optique, sans fil, RF basé sur des guides d’ondes) ont vu

le jour pour améliorer les performances par rapport aux NoC électriques classiques. Ce-

pendant, seules les technologies d’interconnexion sans fil sur puce pourraient fournir une

capacité de répartition naturelle et évolutive, en particulier si l’on considère les exigences

des systèmes de diffusion/multidiffusion (broadcast/multicast). En termes de connectivité

et d’évolutivité, les NoC sans fil (WiNoC) peuvent donc être considérés comme l’une des

solutions les plus prometteuses. La figure 2.21 montre un exemple d’architecture manycore

basée sur un WiNoC tel que considéré dans ce travail. Le manycore est organisé en N

grappes de M processeurs. Chaque grappe contient une interface sans fil (WI) et les M

processeurs ont accès à la WI. De plus, les N.M processeurs sont organisés autour d’un

NoC électrique classique, basé sur un maillage. La figure 2.21 montre un exemple avec

N = 4 et M = 16.

Cependant, les interconnexions sans fil doivent encore relever de nombreux défis pour

être intégrées dans les systèmes actuels. La plupart des travaux de recherche portent sur

la conception d’antennes et d’émetteurs-récepteurs analogiques, en particulier lorsqu’ils

fonctionnent dans la gamme des ondes millimétriques. Néanmoins, peu de travaux an-

térieurs ont introduit des modèles intéressants de canaux sans fil NoC, qui ne sont pas

encore pris en compte dans la plupart des simulations de WiNoC. En outre, l’émetteur-

récepteur numérique en bande de base est le plus souvent négligé dans ces simulations.

Cependant, la contribution en puissance de cette composante numérique est significative,

surtout lorsqu’elle fournit un débit de transfert de données de l’ordre du Gigabits par

seconde (Gbps). Enfin, en raison de la faible complexité de sa mise en œuvre, le schéma
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de modulation classique envisagé pour les WiNoC est le On-Off Keying (OOK).

Les modèles d’antennes et de canaux sans fil pour les WiNoC sont des éléments essen-

tiels pour concevoir des interconnexions sans fil sur puce efficaces et performantes. D’une

part, l’antenne définit la largeur de bande maximale supportée par une liaison sans fil.

Cependant, la conception d’antennes à large bande efficaces reste un défi. D’autre part,

le canal sans fil sur puce définit la faisabilité de l’intégration des interconnexions sans fil

dans les solutions de WiNoC. En effet, un canal sans fil sur puce avec perte nécessitera

une radio RF gourmande en énergie pour établir des liaisons sans fil à longue portée. Par

conséquent, le gain obtenu en utilisant des liaisons sans fil sera négligeable par rapport

aux interconnexions électriques filaires. En outre, le canal sans fil sur puce est sujet à la

propagation par trajets multiples en raison des caractéristiques électriques du substrat

de silicium, des structures physiques et du bôıtier de la puce. Néanmoins, le modèle de

canal sans fil couramment utilisé dans la littérature ne prend en compte que la perte de

trajet à travers l’espace libre et le bruit blanc gaussien additif (AWGN). C’est compréhen-

sible, car un canal de propagation contenant des trajets multiples nécessite un traitement

supplémentaire pour assurer une communication fiable, ce qui augmente la complexité de

l’architecture de l’émetteur-récepteur.

Dans ce contexte, un modèle de canal sans fil sur puce est d’abord estimé et analysé,

avant d’étudier des techniques de compensation de canal à faible coût. Ce modèle de

canal est défini sur la base de l’approche donnée par la propagation des ondes intra-

puces, qui ne tient compte ni des structures physiques de la NoC ni du bôıtier de la puce.

Cependant, même sans ces caractéristiques physiques, il a été démontré que la propagation

par trajets multiples mérite d’être prise en compte en raison de la résistivité du substrat,

du type d’antenne et de la distance entre les antennes. Sur la base de ces résultats, il a été

déterminé qu’un modèle de canal devrait inclure au moins deux trajets de propagation

pour des simulations WiNoC réalistes, ainsi que du bruit blanc gaussien additif (AWGN).

Dans la thèse, afin d’évaluer l’impact de ce modèle de canal sur la communication

sans fil, plusieurs simulations ont été réalisées en comparant les paramètres du rapport

signal/bruit (SNR) et du taux d’erreur binaire (BER) (figure 2.8). Les résultats ainsi obte-

nus par ces simulations indiquent qu’un deuxième trajet, même avec un faible pourcentage

de niveau d’énergie par rapport au trajet principal, peut rapidement dégrader une liaison

de communication sans fil point à point basée sur le schéma de modulation OOK.
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En outre, comme l’accès à plusieurs canaux peut conduire à une utilisation plus ef-

ficace des interconnexions sans fil en évitant le gaspillage des ressources. La première

approche prise en compte a été la communication parallèle sans fil. Par conséquent, pour

garantir la fiabilité des communications, trois techniques d’annulation de l’effet de canal

à faible coût, permettant un accès à plusieurs canaux, sont étudiées pour offrir le meilleur

compromis entre les performances du BER et la consommation d’énergie et de surface du

silicium. Les techniques étudiées sont l’étalement de spectre en séquence directe (DSSS),

l’égalisation à force nulle (ZF) combinée avec le DSSS et le schéma de diversité temporelle

(TDS). Le DSSS présente une surface et une consommation d’énergie plus faibles que les

autres techniques, cependant, son BER moyen est inférieur à celui des autres techniques

de compensation de l’effet de canal. En revanche, la technique ZF combinée au DSSS

présente les meilleures performances en termes de BER moyen, au prix d’une puissance

et d’un surcoût en surface plus élevés. Le bloc TDS présente le meilleur compromis en

term de BER, de surface et de puissance par rapport aux autres techniques, représen-

tant respectivement pour les deux derniers moins de 1% et de 2% de l’interface sans fil

totale. Néanmoins, toute technique de compensation de canal nécessite un dispositif de

conversion analogique-numérique qui peut facilement consommer la majeure partie de la

surface et de la puissance de l’interface sans fil, en particulier lorsque le débit de don-

nées de communication vise plusieurs dizaines de gigabits par seconde. Par conséquent, le

choix de ce dispositif doit être fait avec soin lors de la conception de l’émetteur-récepteur.

La figure 2.9 montre une interface sans fil classique (WI) basée sur la modulation OOK,

tandis que la figure 2.22 illustre la WI proposée qui prend en charge l’accès à plusieurs

canaux et qui est basée sur des techniques de compensation de canal adéquates.

Les NoC conventionnels à base de maillage doivent faire face à différents modes de

communication, tels que l’unicast/broadcast, le multicast (par exemple, les communica-

tions multiple-unicast, many-to-one et all-to-one). Des goulets d’étranglement critiques

sont créés en particulier par les schémas de trafic du réseau de broadcast/multicast, qui

sont de la plus haute importance pour les protocoles de cohérence de cache. Pour ré-

soudre ce problème, un émetteur-récepteur sans fil adaptatif a été conçu, offrant en même

temps une grande résilience aux interférences des canaux sans fil. Dans ce contexte, pour

les communications unicast/broadcast, un égaliseur à retour de décision (DFE) de faible

complexité est proposé pour surmonter la propagation par trajets multiples décrite précé-

demment. Cette technique dépasse le TDS en termes de débit de données, offrant un très
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haut débit pour les communications longue distance point à point et point à multipoint.

Néanmoins, les exigences d’accès aux canaux parallèles sont présentes sous la forme de

modèles de communication multidiffusion. C’est pourquoi, afin d’utiliser efficacement les

interconnexions sans fil, une technique TDS utilisant des codes d’adaptation au canal

dynamiques est proposée, offrant un accès aux canaux parallèles et une résistance à la

propagation par trajets multiples. La solution proposée, illustrée à la figure 3.3, prend

en compte tous les éléments indispensables de la partie interface numérique sans fil, y

compris les techniques de compensation. Cette interface sans fil adaptative représente res-

pectivement moins de 1% et 10% de la surface et de la puissance WI totales.

La largeur de bande nécessaire pour atteindre un débit de données très élevé augmente

la consommation d’énergie de tous les émetteurs-récepteurs sans fil à porteuse unique. Afin

de maintenir un compromis raisonnable entre la consommation d’énergie et le débit de

données, les concepteurs de WiNoC ont réduit la largeur de bande minimale requise pour

supporter un débit donné (par exemple, 16 Gbps). Cependant, cette réduction produit

des erreurs de communication importantes qui doivent être compensées en augmentant la

puissance du signal de transmission et/ou la sensibilité du récepteur. Dans ce contexte,

nous démontrons d’abord la dégradation significative de l’efficacité énergétique d’un sys-

tème haut débit à porteuse unique conçu avec une bande passante limitée. Nous signalons

également que les principaux contributeurs au budget de puissance sont les amplificateurs

de puissance utilisés pour établir des communications à grande vitesse et à large bande

avec un taux d’erreur binaire (BER) très faible. Pour ces raisons et pour les besoins des fu-

tures générations de WiNoC, un système sans fil multi-porteuses basé sur le multiplexage

par répartition en fréquence (FDM) a été proposé et étudié. Par la suite, une architecture

complète et efficace d’émetteurs-récepteurs multiporteurs est conçue pour être capable

de prendre en charge des modèles de communication unicast/broadcast, many-to-one, all-

to-one, many-to-many et multiple unicast, en adoptant une technique d’accès multiple à

étalement de spectre. Une approche de la récupération de la synchronisation des symboles

utilisant la technique d’étalement de spectre est également étudiée. Des simulations sont

réalisées en adoptant le canal réaliste le plus récent, qui est capable de supprimer la pro-

pagation sans fil à trajets multiples sur puce. Les résultats expérimentaux montrent que

le SNR nécessaire pour obtenir un faible BER peut être considérablement réduit, ainsi

que l’énergie requise pour établir de multiples liaisons sans fil. La figure 4.7 montre l’in-

terface sans fil proposée, basée sur le multiplexage par répartition en fréquence (FDM) et
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l’étalement du spectre en séquence directe (DSSS). Cet émetteur-récepteur s’adapte bien

à la largeur de bande promise par les futurs dispositifs CMOS.

Une fois que des liaisons sans fil efficaces sont conçues, l’étape suivante consiste à

étudier l’amélioration du réseau en fonction des modèles de communication générés par

les applications. Un simulateur de réseau a donc été développé dans MATLAB pour cal-

culer le pourcentage d’utilisation des liaisons sans fil en fonction de la configuration et

du placement de l’interface sans fil. En outre, ce simulateur calcule l’énergie dynamique

consommée par un NoC électrique par rapport à celle WiNoC utilisant un nombre diffé-

rent d’interfaces sans fil. Les résultats obtenus montrent que certaines configurations de

réseau permettent d’économiser beaucoup plus d’énergie que d’autres, démontrant ainsi

l’importance des liaisons sans fil sur puce.
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INTRODUCTION

Context and Motivations

The evolution of Silicon technologies and requirement in data rate for High Perfor-

mance Computing (HPC), involve large number of computation resources and faster com-

ponents (e.g., processor, memories) to support the application needs. Adding more execu-

tion resources in a single chip increases the need for efficient on-chip communication media,

and the introduction of new kinds of interconnects therefore becomes one of the major

challenges for next CMPs (Chip MultiProcessor) and MPSoCs (Multiprocessor System-

on-Chip). Manycore architectures are quickly becoming the de-facto standard and they

imply impressive gain in the domain of HPC and servers but also in the area of embedded

systems. Applications in all these categories are greedy for parallelism and the number of

cores will continue to increase. So, tackling the interconnect bottleneck in terms of energy

consumption and data rate is a key concern.

Networks-on-Chip (NoC) have emerged as communication backbones to enable a high

degree of integration for such manycore systems, solving several problems of traditional

bus-based networks. However, as the links become longer, the global interconnects suf-

fer from higher energy utilization due to the required extra hops. Besides, the multiple

hops required to transfer the information lead to a longer propagation delay. Indeed,

these issues will significantly degrade the overall network performance, creating critical

bottlenecks and reducing the throughput of future CMPs and MPSoCs. To deal with,

new interconnect solutions have emerged, such as 3D-NoC, Radio-Frequency Intercon-

nects (RF-I) based on waveguides, Optical NoC, and Wireless NoC. But, to our point of

view, only the on-chip wireless interconnection technologies embedded into a Network-

on-Chip (WiNoC) offer a promising solution for such manycore architectures, providing a

natural scalable fan-out capability to interconnect multiple points at the same time. These

characteristics can easily be exploited for Broadcast communications, which require more

complex designs for the other previously enumerated solutions.
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In this context, this thesis is part of the “BBC” (on-chip wireless Broadcast-Based

parallel Computing) project, funded by CominLabs, whose objective is to evaluate the

feasibility of using on-chip wireless link and also to define new associated computing

paradigms. Especially because the use of wireless communications easily enables broadcast

capabilities for Wireless Networks-on-Chip (WiNoC) or on-Board (WiNoB), as well as

new management techniques for memories and parallelism. The key elements taken into

account concern the improvement of power consumption, the estimation of achievable

data rates, flexibility and reconfigurability, size reduction, and the easiness of parallelism.

Objectives of the Thesis

Although it is true that Wireless Network-on-Chip (WiNoC) is one of the most promis-

ing solution for the communication infrastructure of CMPs and MPSoCs, the reliability of

on-chip wireless links is still an important and unsolved issue. Most of the approaches from

the literature estimate performance using a very simplistic wireless channel model, which

only considers path loss through free space and Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN).

However, a realistic wireless channel model should consider some of the most important

parasitic phenomena introduced by the physical structures of the chip (e.g. multi-path

propagation), especially, when communication data rate is aiming at several tens of giga-

bits per second. A huge data rate has a very small symbol duration with a high probability

to be smaller than the total multipath propagation time. In consequence, the multipath

waves will interfere to the others symbols, degrading the communication between cores.

Two examples of multipath propagated through the silicon are illustrated in Figure 1b,

where the direct paths d1 and d3 produce two different reflected path durations (Td2 and

Td4), which are larger than a symbol duration transmitted at e.g., 10 Gb/s (100 ps). In-

deed, these reflected paths will produce interference at this data rate.
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: (a) General principle of WiNoC communications. (b) Two examples of
multipath propagated through the silicon.

Another issue related to high-speed data link is the digital circuit required to establish

a communication between two or more distant IP cores. This block has to be energy

efficient to avoid adding a huge power consumption to the final wireless interface (WI).

The WI is mainly divided into two parts: the RF circuits (analog part) and the blocks

required to establish a digital communication (digital part). Most research works in the

literature consider only the analog part, making reference to the high-speed that a wireless

communication can provide to an NoC. Nevertheless, the digital part is mostly neglected,

disregarding the challenges of creating a single link to transfer tens of gigabits per second.

Contributions and Organization of the Thesis

This Thesis work is focused on digital baseband processing. The radio frequency (RF)

chain and the network layer are not treated. Besides, the system is assumed to be uncoded

(no channel coding) and without knowledge of the real state of the channel, even if these

aspects are mentioned in the first chapter.

The first chapter begins with the evolution of CMPs and MPSoCs architectures, de-

scribing the limitations found on their communication backbone due to the increasing

number of embedded IP cores. Then, we explore the different interconnection solutions

proposed in the literature, listing their pros and cons. Subsequently, we dedicate a section

to fully explore the Wireless NoC state-of-the-art, according to their frequency spectrum,
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architecture and type of channel access control. Finally, we highlight the gaps in the lit-

erature for the wireless interconnect solution.

In the second chapter, we explore a more realistic channel for WiNoC communications.

This channel is estimated based on the approach given by the intra-chip wave propaga-

tion, which considers neither NoC physical structures nor the chip package. However, even

without these physical characteristics, multipath propagation has been shown to be worth

considering because of the resistivity of the substrate, the type of antenna and the dis-

tance between antennas. Based on these results, it was determined that a channel model

should include at least two propagation paths for realistic WiNoC simulations together

with Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN). Subsequently, we study several low-cost

channel compensation techniques to design a transceiver offering the best trade-off be-

tween BER performance and area/power consumption.

In the third chapter, we improve the previous transceiver, adopting multiple configura-

tions. This configurations are based on the different traffic patterns used by a NoC during

a program execution. The modifications adopted allow to increase the data transfer rate

during a single link or share the channel during a multiple link request, always assuring a

channel interference resilience.

The fourth chapter is dedicated to explore a wireless interface (WI) for future high-

speed wireless links. This WI considers the newest innovative on-chip wireless channel

propositions for WiNoCs, which offer a close to ideal channel for wireless communica-

tions. Besides, we unveil the issue related with current RF designs to increase the data

rate, highly compromising the power consumption and dissipation.

In Chapter five, we study the network improvement using the previously proposed WI,

injecting the communication traffic generated by synthetic and application benchmarks. In

this context, a network simulator was developed in MATLAB to calculate the percentage

of wireless link utilization according to the wireless interface configuration and placement.

Besides, this simulator computes the dynamic energy consumed by an electrical NoC

compared with an NoC. The results obtained show that certain network configurations

allow to save much more energy than others, thus demonstrating the importance of the

on-chip wireless links.
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STATE OF THE ART

Through the content of this chapter, as a first step, we examine the general proces-

sor and System-on-Chip (SoC) history, concluding with major drawbacks of current and

future multi/manycore architectures. Then, we introduce the Network-on-Chip (NoC)

paradigm proposed to overcome the limitations of a conventional shared bus. Addition-

ally, we recall the metrics for evaluating the performance and limitations of conventional

NoCs for futures manycore architectures. Subsequently, we introduce a general view of the

state-of-the-art of the emerging interconnect technologies proposed as promising solutions

for future massive core integration. Nevertheless, we dedicate a section to deeply analyze

the state-of-the-art of on-chip wireless interconnect solutions along with the gaps in the

literature. Wireless NoC (WiNoC) is then the solution used along this thesis work.

1.1 Background

The aggressive technology scaling began with the first MOS transistor demonstra-

tion, performed by Kahng and Atalla in 1960 [Loj07], fabricated in 20 µm. This tech-

nology allowed starting a large scale integration era, exceeding the limits imposed by

the bipolar processes to increase a chip complexity. As a consequence, in November

1971, Intel corporation announced the first commercially available microprocessor, the

Intel® 4004 [Fag+96]. This microprocessor was fabricated in 10 µm using a P-channel

Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor (pMOS) silicon gate technology (SGT). This method made

it possible to design smaller and more efficient microchips than previous generations. The

large-scale integration (LSI) era began with thousands of transistors on a single silicon

semiconductor die, and continues to grow, reaching today an ultra large-scale integra-

tion (ULSI) with billions of transistors on the same die. Manufacturers pushed in two

directions at once after the release of the first invented microprocessor [Fag+96]: 1 to
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increase the processing power for the flourishing PC market, and 2 to reduce the chip's
footprint, power consumption and costs.

In the first direction 1 , after the first single-core microprocessor in 1971, it was only 30

years later, in 2001, that the first chip multiprocessor (CMP) was commercially produced

by IBM and called POWER4 [BTR02]. Early tests with this type of processors showed

that two processors in a single chip outperform multiple discrete processors by 50%. This

advantage was due to the shorter distance and faster shuttling of data between two CPU

cores. Contrary to IBM, Intel places on the market its multicore processor solution in

2006 [Dow06], the Intel® coreTM2 Duo. This processor was capable of delivering 40%

more performance, while consuming 40% less power than a previous Intel® PentiumTM

D Processor 960.

The goal of the second direction 2 of integrated circuits (IC) was mainly to be em-

bedded into everyday appliances, which soon gave rise to the micro-controllers (MCUs).

MCUs were the staple for embedded systems for many years, and still remains for a lot

of applications. However, they were not powerful enough to run advanced applications,

and a new level of integration began in the 1990s as the cellphone industry began to take

off. Thus, the integration of multiple digital signal processing (DSP) cores alongside reg-

ular CPU cores, increased RAM, and flash ROM was the target of many silicon vendors

in the early 2000s [WJM08; AAB+00], giving rise to the modern system-on-chip (SoC) era.

An SoC can integrate a single or multiple instruction-set processors (CPUs) along with

other hardware subsystems to implement a system. In practice, most SoCs are multipro-

cessor SoC (MPSoC) because it is difficult to design a complex system-on-chip without

making use of multiple CPUs. This is especially true when everyday devices require more

processing power, as well as energy efficient and sophisticated integrated circuits. De-

pending on the application domains, an SoC can be classified into two categories [KC14]:

general-purpose multiprocessor SoC (MPSoC) and application-specific SoC. Furthermore,

this type of SoCs can be categorized by having a homogeneous or heterogeneous set of pro-

cessing elements (PE) and storage arrays. The evolution of an SoC to an MPSoC solution

was faster than a single-chip processor to a CMP. The main reason lies in its applications.

For instance, a CMP is developed to speed up calculations for high-performance comput-

ers (HPCs), whereas an MPSoC is designed to be embedded into everyday devices (e.g,

cell phones, networking, digital television, video games, etc.). Furthermore, contrary to

an MPSoC, a CMP requires the optimization of operating systems and software to take
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full advantage of the parallelism offered by the CMP solution. For these reasons, the first

MPSoC [AAB+00] released in 2000, already had four CPUs attached to a high-speed bus.

This MPSoC was designed for wireless base stations, in which identical signal processing

is performed on several data channels.

The aggressive technology scaling and the ever-increasing demand for more compu-

tational power within tight energy budgets have led to radical evolution of CMPs and

MPSoCs. As shown in Figure 1.1, this evolution had an exponential growth, starting

around 2000s, with two and four processors and reaching 4096 cores in 2017. However,

Figure 1.1: Evolution from single-to-many-core computing architecture [AT+19]

multiple challenges have been introduced for the design of such big manycore architectures.

One of them is the interconnection fabric, which must allow for a seamless integration of

numerous cores performing various functionalities.

At the beginning, the most common approach to interconnect the cores was a shared

bus [AAB+00]. A shared bus provides a global communication infrastructure between

the multiple processors and other hardware subsystems, as depicted in Figure 1.2. Even

nowadays, it is still used in SoCs whose number of interconnect elements (microproces-

sors, memories, IP (intellectual property) core, etc.) can go up to few tens. However, as

far as architecture scalability is concerned, this represents a limiting factor. As explained

by Ho et al. [HMH01], due to the intrinsic characteristics of metals, increasing the wire
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Figure 1.2: General Architecture for an MPSoC using a shared-memory bus-based
system

length to interconnect farther cores causes delays in message delivery, signal attenuation,

and higher energy dissipation. According to the ITRS projections [Sem07], without any

changes in design philosophy in the next years, up to 80% of microprocessor power will

be consumed by the interconnect. This dramatic increase of the interconnect impact on

performance and power shows clearly the challenges created by the scaling of the conven-

tional metal/dielectric system. Moreover, the voltage scaling down added to the global

wires becoming thinner will seriously increase the delay in transmission of signals over

these wires. Indeed, the overall achievable performance of any system will be radically re-

duced. In the last few years, IC manufacturers have recognized the difficulty of addressing

interconnect performance limitations by technology means alone, thus implementing new

designs and architecture improvements to address these limitations. But even with these

architectural and design innovations, interconnects still remain a critical bottleneck for

many applications. However, this bottleneck also creates an ever increasing opportunity for

future chip designers to introduce alternative technology solutions beyond metal/dielectric

interconnects.

1.2 The Network-on-Chip Paradigm

A network-on-chip (NoC) interconnection fabric is a response to the limitations car-

ried out by the conventional shared-bus system to enable many-core integration. The

concept of on-chip networks was introduced by Dally and Towles [DT01] in 2001, cap-

turing the attention of the academia and industry. In consequence, the multi-processor

architecture adopted by an SoC has initiated a paradigm shift from computation-centric to

communication-centric systems. An on-chip network introduces a higher level of commu-
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nication abstraction, enabling partitioning the design effort into minimally interdependent

sub modules. To give a flavor for on-chip interconnection networks, Figure 1.3 illustrates

a basic design for a 4-by-4 on-chip network, which is based on a tiled architecture. The

common characteristic of these architectures is that the cores communicate with each

other using network adapters, routing nodes (switches/routers) and links. Routers route

the packets from the source node to the destination node depending on the underlying

network topology and routing strategy. The network adapter, or network interface (NI),

module deals with the mechanisms required to integrate the cores with the routers.

Figure 1.3: Topological illustration of a 4-by-4 grid structured NoC

The communication between cores in NoCs takes place through switching techniques.

These techniques are classified as circuit and packet switching. In circuit switching, a

physical path from source to destination is reserved before the transmission of the data.

However, this technique is inefficient and produces excessive blocking, which rapidly can

lead to exorbitant communication latency. On the other hand, in a packet switching,

each message is partitioned into specific length packets. Further, the packets are trans-

mitted without reserving the entire path. A packet-switched network can be classified as

store-and-forward (SAF), virtual cut-through (VCT), and wormhole. In SAF switching,

a packet is completely buffered at each immediate node before it is forwarded to the next

node. Therefore, it needs huge silicon area. In VCT switching, a packet is transmitted to

the next router as soon as there is sufficient space to store the packet. This switching tech-

nique overcomes the latency penalty of SAF. However, it also requires huge silicon area to

store the entire packet. In wormhole switching, the packets are divided into flow control

units (flits), such as header flit, payload flit, and tailer flit. The information about source
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and destination are contained into the header flit. The intended message is transmitted

into the payload flit, whereas the end of packet information is contained into the tailer

flit. In this technique only a few flits are expected to be stored into the buffers, resulting

in a reduced buffer size in the respective switches, compared to SAF and VCT switching.

Generally wormhole switching is adopted for any on-chip network architecture, due to the

small silicon area required compared to the others techniques. In the last decades, several

advances in NoC research have made wormhole switching the choice for the communica-

tion backbone of multi/manycore architectures.

The rest of the section first introduces the general metrics to evaluate NoC perfor-

mance, before to present the main limitations of traditional NoC architectures.

1.2.1 General Metrics for NoCs

In addition to the general parameters that characterize and evaluate NoC performance,

such as scalability or bit error rate, there exist some of which being cited below.

Latency

Latency is defined as the time interval between the data transmission and reception

into its respective destination. This delay includes the propagation time through the

physical link as well as the processing time at the transmitter, the receiver and possibly

intermediate components, such as routers. This is particularly important for communi-

cation systems with request/confirmation signals before actual data is sent. Usually, the

latency is expressed in number of cycles. Latency can be measured in different configu-

rations of NoC. The idle latency is measured in the presence of a only message in the

network while the average latency is measured in the presence multiple messages on the

same network, which characterizes the capacity of the network manage resource sharing

by multiple messages

Throughput

The throughput is defined as the maximum quantity of information capable of being

delivered per time unit. It is also commonly known as the maximum traffic accepted by a

network. Usually, the throughput is measured as the number of flits successfully routed to

their destination per second or clock cycle. As the throughput depends on flit and network
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size, it is frequently normalized, resulting in a total number of flits delivered per core per

cycle.

Saturation Point

The saturation point is the point separating the two operating zones of the network

in terms of capacity to dispose of the data circulating there. Indeed, for message injection

rates below the saturation point, the latency remains predictable and is reasonable whereas

beyond saturation point, the latency is no longer predictable and is very high and therefore

no longer acceptable.

Energy Profile

Like any electronic circuit, NoC's power or energy consumption is an essential point

to consider. The overall power consumption of NoC can be categorized into static and

dynamic power consumption. Static power is due to leakage currents. It depends mainly

on the technology engraving thickness and the number of resources used. Dynamic power

and depends mainly on the activity, which is the toggle tare between the two signal states.

In an NoC, the energy profile is given by the network fabric and the interconnections.

Experimental results using 90 nm technology reported by Mullins [Mul06] show that the

static power of the router does not exceed 22%, the dynamic power can go up to 65% of

the total consumption of NoC. Moreover, a certain percentage up to 28% of the overall

NoC consumption is due to the inter-router wire link, which area can be 1.5 mm long

among routers in average.

Silicon Area

Due to the growing need to increase the integration density in SoCs, it is interesting

to evaluate the area dedicated to interconnections. The surface cost of a network on a

chip is determined by the routers or the transmitters/receivers, crossing points as well

as the physical communication links. Generally, the silicon surface of on-chip network is

dominated by routers or by transmitters/receivers, depending on the type of NoC used.

Other metrics

There are other metrics such as the degree of nodes that is given by the number of

communication links associated with a router or transmitter. The NoC diameter is given
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by the maximum number of jumps required to route a message between the two furthest

nodes of the NoC, and this, by borrowing the shortest way.

1.2.2 Limitations for Traditional NoC Backbone

A conventional NoC is based on regular metal wire interconnects, as illustrated in

Figure 1.3. The signal is transmitted by charging/discharging the whole wire. Due to the

cheap and easy implementation, wires have been providing the necessary requirements

for performance, power consumption and area overhead for any intra-chip communica-

tion during the last many decades. Nevertheless, with the increasing number of cores into

a chip, the communication between two distant cores can reach prohibitive latency and

power consumption. This is due to the metal interconnect-based multi-hop communica-

tion nature of conventional NoCs, as illustrated in Figure 1.4. Based on this, multi-hop

communications represent a limiting factor for the scalability of future manycore archi-

tectures. To alleviate this problem, insertion of long-range links in a standard mesh NoC

using conventional metal wires has been proposed by Ogras and Marculescu [OM06]. An-

other technique to improve the degradation caused by the multi-hop communication was

proposed by Kumar et al. [Kum+08], introducing ultra-low-latency and low power express

virtual channels, which are predefined lanes in the network on which packets can bypass

intermediate routers by skipping the entire router pipeline. Although, both techniques are

significantly more power and delay efficient compared to their conventional counterparts,

they are still based on metal wire interconnects. However, long-range physical links is

not a right solution, because it requires to use global wires, which according to Ho et

al. [HMH01] does not scale with technology.

Figure 1.4: Multi-hop communication present in NoCs

Despite the wiring length for global interconnection might remain the same, the wire

thickness and spacing have been continuously decreasing with technology scaling. This
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increases wire resistance and capacitance [Sem09], intensifying the wire delay. Contrary

to global interconnection, local wires shorten in length as technologies scale have delays

that either track gate delays or grow slowly relative to gate delays [HMH01]. However,

even with this scaling of local wire performance, computer-aided design (CAD) tools must

still become more sophisticated to deal with these wires, as explained by R. Ho et. al.

Figure 1.5 shows the increasing gap between gate delay and wire delay, indicating that

communication and not computation will be the key performance bottleneck in future

technologies.

The following section provides an overview of current promising solutions to deal with

these issues, such as Optical NoC (ONoC), RF Interconnects (RF-I) based on waveguides,

Surface-Wave Interconnects (SWI), and Wireless NoC.

Figure 1.5: Relative delay comparison of wires vs. process technology [Sem05]

1.3 Emerging Interconnect Solutions

The number of processing cores integrated into a many-core SoC/microprocessor ar-

chitectures is expected to exceed the thousands by during the 2020s [ITR13]. However,

on-chip metal/dielectric-based interconnects are the major bottleneck to overcoming the

power-performance barrier in the future many-core architecture generations.
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1.3.1 Optical Interconnects

On-chip nanophotonic networks are a promising solution to overcome the limitations

of conventional electrical NoCs. Especially, when the current trends indicate that more

than hundreds of cores will be housed on a single chip in a not too distant future [Kur+10;

Lee+09]. Thus, electrical NoCs will have scalability issues with such huge networks. Op-

tical interconnections for VLSI systems were proposed at least 35 years ago, starting

with the first on-chip silicon photonics published in 1984 by Goodman et al. [Goo+84].

Subsequently, many research papers on this domain have been published.

This solution consists of replacing the electrical connections by optical waveguides.

Optical interconnects provide an opportunity to overcome the drawbacks of wire in global

communication, such as high bandwidth using multiple optical wavelengths, low elec-

tromagnetic interference, and low propagation delay of on-chip signals [Kir+06; Don+15;

Oha+09]. The modulation scheme used for this solution is mainly On-OFF Keying (OOK),

which, because of its simplicity, is perfectly suited to this type of application. Once one

optical link is established, the transmission is very fast, providing low latency with a con-

siderable amount of data (huge bandwidth), contrasted with the metal wire interconnects.

Principle

The architecture of a network-on-chip based on optical interconnections is relatively

simple. As shown in Figure 1.6, it consists of a laser source, an on-chip light modulator,

a waveguide, a photo-detector, a driver to control the light intensity, and an amplifier to

compensate for the losses [Chi+17; Hau+06]. The integration of the laser source in the SoC

remains a challenge for optical interconnect solutions because off-chip laser integration has

some advantages over on-chip integration and vice versa.

Figure 1.6 shows a typical optical communication system. The first essential element is

a light source, which can be either on-chip or off-chip. Nevertheless, when the light signal

is generated off-chip, a coupler device is required to bring this optical signal into the chip.

Then this optical signal is modulated to encode information into a waveguide. Typically, a

microring resonator [TD18] is used to modulate the light. This device translates the data

provided by the driver as an electrical signal into a modulated optical signal. Subsequently,

a waveguide is used to carry the optical signals around the chip. This waveguide is a slab of

silicon or a polymer that guides light along its path. A typical waveguide used by on-chip

optical communication has a ribbed structure from 0.5 to 0.1 µm wide made of silicon.
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Figure 1.6: Conventional optical network interface architecture [Chi+17]

At the receiver side, three components are used to detect the optical signal: a microring

resonator, a photodetector, and a transimpedance amplifier. The microring is required to

extract a particular wavelength from the data waveguide. The separated wavelength is fed

into the photodetector, converting the optical signal into an electrical one. Finally, the

transimpedance amplifier is used to amplify the received signal.

A laser is built around a simple principle: stimulate a material to produce light. This

material is known as the “gain medium” and is fundamental to produce light. This mate-

rial is stimulated by injecting electrical charge or transmitting an optical signal through

it. Mostly, the gain medium is placed between two optical mirrors, stimulating the gain

medium by light bounces, producing more light. This light forms the output of the laser.

The gain medium of an off-chip laser is typically made of silicon doped with gallium and

arsenic or with erbium-doped silicon. On the other hand, multiple parallel communications

are required to take advantage of the optical interconnection. Consequently, a dense wave-

length division multiplexing (DWDM) technique is used to achieve this goal [Van+08].

This can be done either off-chip with a multiwavelength source or on-chip with comb-based

splitters [Lev+11], which can split monochromatic light at 1.550 nm to produce light at

different equispaced wavelengths. Subsequently, the off-chip laser is coupled to a waveg-
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uide inside the chip using an special tapered waveguide [Pen+10]. Another laser category

proposed for off-chip laser applications is called DML 1 laser, which allows to directly

modulate the output of the laser by electrical power variations. These types of lasers are

commercially available and more than a dozen research prototypes have been fabricated

and demonstrated [Fau+13; Fau+12]. Furthermore, it is possible to create an array of

DML lasers using a tunable laser source with multiple power levels, as demonstrated by

Peter et al. [Pet+15].

On-chip lasers are another laser category, which allows for full integration of opti-

cal interconnection into the chip. This type of light source was invented by Koyama in

1977 [Koy06], and called the VCSEL 2 laser. It consists of two parallel Bragg reflecting

surfaces with a quantum well in the middle and typically produces around 3 to 10 mW of

optical power. According to Amman and Hofmann [AH09], VCSEL lasers have relatively

higher wall-plug efficiency and can be modulated at GHz frequencies. The wall-plug effi-

ciency is the energy conversion efficiency with which the system converts electrical power

into optical power. This wall-plug efficiency is around 30% today, but it is expected to

grow up to 50% over the next decades [AH09]. On the other hand, the VCSEL lasers have

their own set of problems, starting with the fact that they are integrated into the chip,

adding their power dissipation into the already stressed dissipation system of the chip.

Contrary to off-chip lasers, where the dissipation stress can be better managed.

Challenges

On-chip nanophotonic networks mainly face challenges related to complexity, thermal

regulation and power budget requirements [Hau+06; Mil09]. Researchers have different

point of view related to optical interconnect power consumption. Optimistic researchers

argue that the absence of RLC impedance together with the quantum efficiency can offer

better pJ/bit than regular metal wires [Kir+06; Hau+06]. In contrast, pessimistic re-

searchers are more skeptical due to the existent power-hungry and low-efficiency optical

devices [Daw+03; Kur+10; Li+16]. Moreover, since current devices decay the signal sig-

nificantly, optical multicast requires more optical power to make multicast just with a few

optical devices.

Another challenge of optical interconnects is related to their complexity. They require

an expensive area and sometimes non-CMOS devices to transfer signals from electrical to

1. Directly Modulated Laser
2. Vertical-Cavity Surface Emitting Laser
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optical form [Mil09]. Non-CMOS devices are placed off-chip, adding additional issues to

the manufacturing process. Besides, additional couplers are required to bring the optical

signal into the chip, which might provide important losses demanding a power-hungry

budget. However, advances in more-than-Moore options represented by silicon photonics

devices have almost eliminated the CMOS compatibility challenge [Mea+14; Mic11]. But

these technologies are still immature, facing their own challenges. Consequently, optical

interconnects are still a relatively costly alternative despite all the significant advances.

On the other hand, waveguide design is constrained to avoid hard turns, which causes

major signal degradation.

Thermal tuning management is a major challenge for optical interconnects, which is

required in microring-based wavelength filters. Otherwise, spatial and temporal thermal

variations might lead to system communication failures in many-core systems [Li+12;

Che+13]. Furthermore, according to Mustafa et al. [Moh+14], resonant devices charac-

teristics (e.g., passband wavelengths of microrings and racetracks) are sensitive to device

dimensions and refractive indices of materials. This degrades the system performance and

increases power dissipation, when passbands of receivers and transmitters are not fully

overlapped [Moh+14]. Some techniques are introduced to compensate for thermal and

process variations, however, their complexity increases the optical interconnect cost and

power budget. Therefore, due to theses strong challenges, optical interconnects are still

on a longer term perspective.

1.3.2 RF Interconnects with Transmission Lines (RF-I)

Similar to the optical Gigabit solution, RF waves travel at a speed close to the speed of

light. However, unlike optical solutions, Radio Frequency (RF) directly benefits from full

compatibility with CMOS technology. RF waves can be transmitted through the free space

using antennas or by waveguided propagation using transmission lines (TLs), which is

known as RF-I [Cha+08b; Cha+08a; Cha+08; VSP13]. These types of interconnects offer

more immunity to interference, reasonable signal attenuation, low global communication

energy, and high throughput compared to regular wires. Many research papers propound

RF-I as a supplementary interconnect for the metal wires [Cha+08b; Cha+08a].
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Principle

RF-I solutions requires an integrated transceiver and capacitive/inductive coupling

to transfer the electrical signals into a waveguided medium, such as transmission lines.

There are three main types of on-chip TLs [Car+12] proposed for RF-I NoC, which are

the microstrip line (MSL), the coplanar waveguide (CPW), and the differential line or

coplanar strips (CPS), as depicted in Figure 1.7. According to Carpenter et al. [Car+12],

CPS and CPW provide much less crosstalk contrasted with MSL, especially in millimeter-

wave frequencies. Nevertheless, MSL is simpler than both and potentially provides good

throughput. But due to the crosstalk, it saturates very fast. Moreover, even if CPS has

similar characteristics than CPW, CPS lines lead to higher interconnect density than

CPW.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1.7: Three main types of on-chip TLs: (a) microstrip line (MSL), (b) differential
line or coplanar strips (CPS), and (c) coplanar waveguide (CPW)

According to Chang et al. [Cha+01], microwave transmission in guided mediums, such

as MSL or CPW, has low attenuation up to at least 200 GHz [Fra+91]. Reported results

depict that signals transmitted through a 1-cm-long and 100-µm-wide CPW experience

extremely low loss (−1.6 dB at 100 GHz) and low dispersion (< 2 dB). In contrast,

as demonstrated by Chang et al. [Cha+01], the loss of conventional metal interconnects

is severe, up to −60 dB and −115 dB per centimeter at 100 GHz for 1-µm and 0.1-

µm-wide interconnect lines, respectively. Therefore, metal lines with narrow geometry

are not suitable to be used as interconnect lines for communication. The access to TLs

is achieved using capacitive coupling [Cha+01; SZ05], inductive coupling [Kim+12] or

a simple direct connection [Cha+08a]. Figure 1.8 shows the capacitive and inductive

coupling types. The capacitive coupling is the most advantageous because it allows for a

reduction of the disturbance of the characteristic impedance of the transmission line due

to multiple accesses.
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.8: Transmission lines coupling types: (a) capacitive and (b) inductive

In RF-I solutions, the information is modulated using either amplitude or phase mod-

ifications. Two simple and popular modulation schemes for this application are binary

phase-shift keying (BPSK) and amplitude-shift keying (ASK) [VSP13]. In order to improve

the spectral efficiency, other works have proposed more complex modulation schemes, such

as QPSK 3 and 16-QAM 4 [Bri+15]. These modulation schemes allow for the system to

achieve higher data rates, but at the cost of reduced noise margin and power expensive

RF transceivers.

A general scheme of RF-I using transmission lines is depicted in Figure 1.9. The

transceivers can be designed with the ability to modulate the baseband signal with one or

several high-frequency carriers. Besides, one transmission line can be dedicated to trans-

mitting the carrier wave(s) itself(themselves) to serve as source synchronization on the

receiver side. Finally, because of the large area required to route TLs, it is necessary to

share the lines between nodes. At least 4 techniques are proposed to share the lines. The

first one uses an isolation switch, which allows for controlling the access to the transmis-

sion line [Car+12]. This technique is very simple, but it adds additional delay creating

network contention at the RF-I access. Other efficient TLs access technique are proposed

in the literature, such as CDMA 5 [Cha+00], FDMA 6 [Cha+08a; Cha+08; Cha+01], and

OFDMA 7 [Bri+15]. Each technique has its advantages and limitations, however, the most

3. quadrature phase-shift keying
4. quadrature amplitude modulation
5. Code Division Multiple Access
6. Frequency Division Multiple Access
7. Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access
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complex is OFDMA, which requires a more sophisticated transceiver. Indeed, this tech-

nique allows to further increase the data transmission rate, and also use the frequency

spectrum more efficiently, but the price paid in power consumption is high. Nevertheless,

as the data rate reached is high and multiple nodes can be allocated, the communication

latency is further improved.

Figure 1.9: General scheme of the transmission line link interconnect

RF-I is not a recent technology, at least a few on-chip demonstrations were performed

to validated the feasibility of this solution. One demonstration was performed by Chang et

al. [Cha+00] using a baseband CDMA-interconnect system on 0.35 µm. The CDMA-

interconnect system consisted of emitters and receivers, T/R capacitive couplers, a shared

transmission line, high-impedance receiver front-ends, ADCs 8, and a reconfiguration en-

able switch. The maximum clock rate of the designed baseband RF-interconnect is about

500 MHz with a power consumption of 50 mW/transceiver. Moreover, the authors pro-

jected the use of 25 sub-carrier-channels allocated into 100 GHz of bandwidth, containing

4 CDMA subchannels per carrier-subchannel.

Another demonstration was performed by [Cha+01] considering a complete transceiver

CDMA architecture tuned at 5 GHz RF carrier. This transceiver was developed using

0.18 µm CMOS with a supply voltage of 1.8 V. The clock rate for the baseband CDMA-

interconnect was measured at 1.1 GHz with digital input data rate of 275 Mb/s/subchannel.

The power consumption is measured to be 48 mW per transceiver-pair, where 15 mW are

consumed by digital circuits and 33 mW for the RF transceiver. The authors claim a

demonstration of FDMA, however, no precision is given about the number of carriers

8. Analog-to-Digital Converter
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used during the experimentation, neither for the RF transceiver. The data rate per chip

projections given by the authors for their proposed transceiver is overestimated up to

20 Tb/s/chip assuming 200 RF-interconnects. This is a huge number of RF-I nodes, con-

sidering the non-negligible power consumption of each transceiver.

A non-coherent ASK modulation-based RF-I system was developed by

Kim et al. [Kim+12] for memory interface design. The proposed system is not

limited by thermal noise, which leads to a compact and energy-efficient transceiver

architecture design. This transceiver is conceived in 65 nm CMOS with a supply voltage

of 1.2 V, supporting a simultaneous bidirectional 8 Gb/s/pin communication. The

transceiver power consumption is measured to be 32 mW. The digital part of the

transceiver consumes 14.4 mW, and the RF radio tuned at 18 GHz requires 17.6 mW.

The total chip area occupied by this transceiver is 0.12 mm2.

A baseband transceiver OFDMA-based RF-I system was proposed by Alexan-

dre et al. [Bri+15]. This transceiver allows to reach a maximum bandwidth occupa-

tion and further improve average communication latency. Nevertheless, the surface and

power of transceiver is mainly due to FFT/IFFT and ADC/DAC blocks. For instance, the

FFT/IFFT and ADC blocks can easily consume 135 mW and 162 mW, respectively. Even

with technology scaling, the power consumption drained by these blocks will be always

non-negligible, dissipating a huge heat into a very small area. Moreover, the RF radio

required by this kind of transceiver requires more sophisticated modulation schemes, such

as BPSK, QPSK, and M-QAM, adding additional costs.

Challenges

RF interconnects based on TLs face inherent challenges of RF circuitry such as in-

terference and technology limitations. Nevertheless, the main challenge faced by RF-I is

crosstalk among TLs and between the surrounding circuitry and TLs. The TLs are prone

to crosstalk, especially at high frequencies or in long distance. This is due to the skin-

effect, which is increased as the operating frequency is increased. To solve this problem,

Hiroyuk et al. [Ito+08] have proposed to use transmission lines with low characteristic

impedance (Z0). However, this also increases the power dissipation. Another solution is

proposed by Beckman and Wood [BW03], using alternating power and ground shielding

lines between each transmission line, in addition to the reference planes above and be-

low the signal layer. Some studies propose the insertion of an interleaved metal pattern

underneath of a signal line in a multi-layer design [HLH12]. This inserted metal plays a
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paramount role in signal propagation, resulting in a lower loss tangent and crosstalk.

A second challenge is concerned with the area overhead and the interconnect density

of the different transmission lines. The TLs are fabricated using the upper-layer of CMOS

metal wires, which has low resistance and large capacitance. Therefore, the parasitic effects

are controlled using a wider inter-metal dielectric [BW03]. As the TLs can easily occupy

a high chip area based on worm or cycle layouts, significant performance improvements

are required to justify this cost.

A third challenge is concerned with the limitation of the multi-drop points and TLs

discontinuity. These drop points allow to utilize the same line for multiple communications,

instead of many segments. Nevertheless, when the line is used as a multi-drop medium, the

signal degradation is so severe that the system no longer works [Car+12], which raises the

question of scalability in manycore processors with 1000s of cores. Researchers have tried

to mitigate this problem using an off-chip but in-package CPW as a sharing broadcasting

medium [Cha+01]. The RF transceivers are connected to this TL using capacitive couplers

as near-field antennas.

1.3.3 Surface Wave Interconnect (SWI)

Similar to RF-I based on transmission lines, Surface Wave Interconnect uses a ded-

icated communication upper-layer as a waveguided medium to propagate heterogeneous

electromagnetic (EM) waves into a metal-dielectric surface. This type of propagation was

firstly identified by Zenneck [Zen07] who noticed that a wave is propagated along the

interface between two media without radiation. A Zenneck surface wave is a transverse

magnetic (TM), non-uniform plane wave that is bounded to an interface and is non-

radiating. In order to excite a TM Zenneck surface wave, two conditions are required: (1)

incidence close to the Brewster angle onto a planar or spherical boundary interface, and

two homogeneous media having different dielectric constants. The designed surface for

this solution is basically a waveguide that traps the EM signal in a 2-D medium instead of

three dimensional free space. As RF-I based on transmission lines, this solution requires

an RF integrated transceiver, which directly benefits from full compatibility with CMOS

technology. Unlike optical interconnect that still requires integration of non-CMOS devices

and additional voltage source.
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Principle

The optimal surface to propagate a Zenneck wave is purely reactive. This optimal

surface is provided by corrugated metallic surface because it has a purely reactive surface

impedance. According to Hendry et al. [Hen10], the surface characteristic impedance of

the corrugated surface wave can be calculated as

Zs = jZw
d

D
tan(2πh

λ
)

where d, D and h are defined in Figure 1.10a, Zw is the characteristic impedance of the

dielectric material in the grooves (e.g., Z0 = 377 Ω for air), and λ is the wavelength. The

dimensions of the corrugated surface are proportional to the wavelength, with at least three

or four repetitions in one wavelength and a depth less than quarter of the wavelengths.

According to Hendry [Hen10], the characteristic impedance (Zs) of this reactive surface

should be around 10 + j300 Ω to keep the wave tied even if a 45 degree gradient is

introduced.

The E-field decay rate, with this type of surface, from a source horizontally along the

boundary is around 1√
distance

. Figure 1.10b shows the E-field decay rate for a surface-wave

propagated over a corrugated surface, where the red color represents the strongest E-field,

and the dark blue is the weakest one. Some space wave are not bounded to the corruga-

tions, because the source used on the author's simulation is not a perfect surface wave

launcher. To excite a fully bounded surface-wave, it is required a launcher with infinite

aperture perpendicular to the boundary. This interface can be implemented on-chip by

placing it on the upper-layer of the chip, or off-chip.

(a) (b)

Figure 1.10: (a) Dielectric-coated metal surface, (b) E-field decay rate [Hen10]
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Another surface proposed for surface-wave propagation was successfully developed

by Agyeman et al. [ATM15], using a dielectric-coated metal flat surface, overlaid with

a conductor sheet. Figure 1.11a depicts the disposition of the layers composing the de-

veloped surface, where three mediums are highlighted: metal (Medium1), solid dielec-

tric (Medium2) and air (Medium3). Moreover, the surface requires a positive reactance

(Xs) to enable the field concentration in Medium2 for TM-surface wave propagation.

The authors in [ATM15] propose a low 0.25 mm loss effective-cost Taconic material as

Medium2. This material can achieve a surface reactance of Xs = 30 Ω to Xs = 150 Ω
over the frequency range of 20 GHz to 100 GHz. As shown in Figure 1.11b, the E-field

propagated on this type of surface is strongest (red color) than the one propagated over

the corrugated surface. Furthermore, the surface can carry a wide range of frequencies

with relatively very low signal dissipation.

(a) (b)

Figure 1.11: (a) Dielectric-coated metal surface, (b) SW propagation decay [Hen10]

To launch the wave signal into any surface designed for surface-wave propagation, a

transducer has to be linked to the RF transceiver [WTW15]. This can be as simple as a

coaxial to waveguide flange transducer for directional transmissions. Turner et al. [TJT12]

have performed some experimentation to demonstrate the transfer of data using two

coaxial waveguide transducers and a corrugated aluminum sheet as surface waveguides

between them. They thus demonstrated the concept of surface-wave and the possibility

to achieve high bandwidth connectivity between the communication nodes. For omnidi-

rectional transmissions, it is possible to use a vertical dipole or monopole antenna with

parallel plate waveguide [HU08; Kar+12; Kar+13]. This antenna can be realized using

the Through-Silicon-Via (TSV) technology, as shown in Figure 1.12.
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Figure 1.12: Integrated transceiver and integrated transducer (inverted
quarterwavelength monopole) stacked over a designed surface. [Kar+15]

Challenges

The surface-wave interconnection can be considered as the newest and very promising

emerging interconnect, especially because the natural fan-out provided by this technology

is only limited by the cover area of the propagated signal. Moreover, according to the

material used for the surface-wave propagation, it can provide a very low signal loss.

Thus, the RF transceivers can be designed to be very energy efficient. In consequence,

the potentials of this emerging technology requires research to tackle a set of design and

implementation challenges at different levels in order for it to be utilized in future NoC.

The first challenge of this interconnection is related to the integration of components.

Once the designed surface for SWI is integrated on the chip, the connection between the

transceiver and the transducer requires some 3D integration technique, such as TSV and

flip-chip bonding [Kar+15]. According to the ITRS [Sem09], the 3D integration is still an

active research area and face many challenges for manufacturing and factory integration,

such as advanced process control, thinning the wafer, low TSV capacitance, and design

challenges. Nevertheless, nowadays great progress is being attained in these areas and

there exists a number of solutions for each problem.

A second challenge is related to the design of the surface and the transducer used

to launch the surface-wave. For instance, a SWI may pick up some noise signals for the

nearby integrated devices on a MPSoC, which could affect the wave guide surface injecting

undesired interference. Moreover, careful considerations have to be taken to launch the

surface-wave signal, because if the incident signal is not close to the Brewster angle, many

reflections can be propagated, thus degrading the communication [Kar+13].
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1.4 Wireless Network-on-Chip

A conventional NoC with metal wire interconnects operates at 5 GHz in the best case.

Nevertheless, this may only correspond to around 1.5% of the frequency band available

for a specific CMOS 9 technology. This frequency band is constrained by the CMOS cut-

off frequencies (fT/fmax), which increases with the technology scaling. In case of 32 nm
process [Sem07], the maximum transit frequency or unity-gain frequency (fT ) is 280 GHz,

and the maximum oscillation frequency (fmax) is 340 GHz. Both values mostly used for

the design of power amplifiers and oscillators. On the other hand, changing the transistor

fabrication process can result in higher operation frequencies. For instance, a very high

fmax = 1.1 THz was reported in [Urt+11] using a 130nm Indium Phosphide (InP) double

heterojunction bipolar transistor (DHBT) technology. Furthermore, a fmax = 720 GHz
have been achieved for SiGe process technologies [Hei+16]. However, these technologies are

too expensive to be used ubiquitously in consumer devices. Contrary to CMOS technology

which has good switching performance and low cost, dominating the fabrication of current

digital and mixed-signal ICs.

Electrical NoCs suffer from the weakness of reconfiguring the allocation of the available

bandwidth, high power dissipation, and latency that increases with the number of cores.

The Wireless Network-on-Chip (WiNoC) is proposed to overcome these limitations. A

wireless interconnect system consists of integrated receivers and transmitters with on-chip

antennas which communicate across a single chip or between multiple chips at a specific

phase velocity 10(Vp), via electromagnetic waves. The possibility of on-chip wireless inter-

connects was first demonstrated by Floyd et al. [FCO02], using the wireless interconnects

for distributing clock signals throughout the IC. After this first demonstration, wireless

interconnects were broadly explored to be applied into on-chip networks.

The major asset of WiNoC is to take advantage of the very wide frequency band

available in the CMOS process. In this context, it is expected that the transistor cut-off

frequencies (fT/fmax) will reach 0.6/1 THz in 16 nm CMOS technology [Sem07]. This

would allow the design of wideband wireless systems requiring very little silicon surface to

be implemented. Furthermore, communication patterns, such as broadcast and multicast

are easier to reach using wireless than metal wire interconnects. Wireless links are an

innovative solution, which allows decreasing the number of hops in a traditional NoC,

thus improving the performance in latency, power consumption, and throughput. Using

9. Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor
10. Rate at which the phase of the wave propagates through space
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wireless links, the transmission range can increase, covering the whole chip. Therefore,

for the same given transmission distance between two nodes, the same message may

be received by other wireless nodes at the same time. These characteristics outperform

optical links, where an optical wavelength can be only received by one optical node tuned

at the same wavelength. However, this problem can be somehow solved using multiple

optical wavelengths. On the other hand, wireless links are not facing crosstalk problems,

unlike between the transmission lines used in RF-I. The benefits of WiNoCs are then fully

ensured starting from a certain size of multi/many core architectures. Nevertheless, there

are still many challenges to be solved before implementing this technology.

1.4.1 WiNoC Frequency Spectrum

The effectiveness of WiNoCs strongly depends on the design of the physical layer,

which is required to establish the wireless communication. The miniaturization of on-chip

antennas and transceivers improves the performance of the physical layer. Characteristics

of both these elements are directly related with the operating frequency range of com-

munication. WiNoC architectures explored by different research groups can be broadly

classified into five classes depending on their operating frequency range, ultra-wideband,

millimeter-wave, sub-terahertz, terahertz, and optical waves.

Ultra-WideBand (UWB)

Ultra-WideBand (UWB) wireless communication systems are emerging as a promis-

ing solution for high-data-rate and short-distance wireless data transmission. Other terms

associated with ultra-wideband include “impulse radio”, “short-pulse”, “non-sinusoidal”,

“carrierless”, “time domain”, “super wideband”, “fast frequency chirp” and “mono-

pulse” [OHI05]. Different from several other developed wireless interconnect technolo-

gies, UWB can achieve low-power and low-cost implementation, providing high-bandwidth

communication over a large portion of the radio spectrum. Moreover, contrary to conven-

tional narrow-band and carrier-wave transmission, UWB transmits signals in a manner

that causes very little interference with existing narrow-band radio systems. However, this

type of communication is very sensitive to distance, rapidly decreasing the data transfer

rate at a short distance.

The US Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has defined a UWB system as

one whose fractional bandwidth is more than 20% or whose absolute bandwidth is wider
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than 500 MHz between 3.1 GHz and 10.6 GHz [Com+02]. Nevertheless, due to the short

distances into on-chip wireless communication, the frequency range provided by the FCC

is not mandatory. Especially, because the transmission power used for this kind of commu-

nication system is negligible compared to other applications. The UWB technique requires

a very low emission power density, as well as resilience to multi-path interference [WS98]

and low-cost implementation. For these reasons, it was proposed as an alternative solution

to provide communications between functional blocks on a large integrated circuit chip

(intra-chip) as well as communications between functional blocks on separate chips (inter-

chip) located on a multi-chip module [SSK04], where the distances between functional

blocks are measured in a few to tens of centimeters.

A UWB transmitter uses Gaussian monocycle pulses (GMP) generator to produce an

ultra-short pulse to realize an extremely low power spectral density (PSD). The most

common modulation schemes used for the transmitted pulse are: pulse position modula-

tion (PPM), on-off keying (OOK), and biphase modulation (BPM) or binary phase shift

keying (BPSK). The receiver is made up of a wideband low-noise amplifier (LNA), a corre-

lator that consists of a multiplier and integrator, an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) and

some synchronization circuits. Besides, multiple access capabilities can be implemented

using time hopping and direct sequence coding [QLS05]. Coherent and non-coherent de-

modulation techniques are available too, as for carrier-based communication systems. As

explained by Welborn [Wel01], UWB systems using OOK and PPM can use envelope de-

tectors to simplify timing requirements and the bandwidth required by A/D converters,

but at the expense of performance. However, in case of using BPM, the demodulation

must be coherent, because every pulse would look the same at the output of an envelop

detector. The BPM modulation provides 3 dB advantages in efficiency compared to PPM

and OOK, to achieve the same bit error rate (BER), which is a function of the distance.

With the development of integrated antennas into integrated circuits [KK99], on-

chip wireless communications started to take relevance, especially after demonstrating

the possibility of using wireless interconnection for clock distribution and data transmis-

sion [FCO02; Zha04]. As a UWB radio using GMP does not require any carrier, contrary to

a heterodyne-based radio, it offers a low-cost and high data-rate communication solution

for short-distance wireless links. For these reasons, it caught the attention of researchers to

provide an alternative solution for capacitive and inductive coupling technique propounded
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for inter-chip 3D custom stacked systems [Miz+04], as well as intra-chip communication.

In this context, at least three types of antennas were proposed for on-chip UWB com-

munication systems, as shown in Figure 1.13. The potentiality of an integrated on-chip

antenna to scale with CMOS devices made wireless interconnection a very promising so-

lution among any other interconnection technology. However, there are some drawbacks

related to the attenuation and channel characteristics, which are analyzed in Chapter 2.

Two UWB transmitters for data and clock transmissions using GMP generator and

OOK modulation were proposed by Fukuda et al. [SK+06] for global wireless interconnec-

tion of a 3D stacked-chip. The clock and data transmitters were developed using 0.18 µm
CMOS technology with 1.8V power supply, requiring an area of 0.163 mm2 (46 mW)

and 0.136 mm2 (36 mW), respectively. The linear half-wave dipole antenna used for both

transmitters was tuned at 1 GHz, with a length of around 43.5 mm, as shown in Fig-

ure 1.13a. The data rate provided by a single data wireless link is 250 Mbps, offering an

energy efficiency of 144 pJ/bit. This transmitter overcome the transmission distance limit

of inductive and coupling interconnections, but was however not powered efficient.

Sasaki et al. [Sas+09] proposed a UWB receiver with a meander dipole integrated

antenna using 0.18µm CMOS technology. This receiver is capable of retrieving forwarded

data from a UWB transmitter based on GMP generators with OOK modulation. The

antenna is tuned at 3 GHz, with an area of 4 mm × 0.45 mm. The area occupied by

the receiver is 0.54 mm2, consuming a total power of 43 mW at 1.8 V. This receiver is

capable of recovering 200 Mb/s from a signal, which was transmitted from an integrated

antenna at a distance of 0.5 mm. Timing signals must be inserted into the transmitted

data to perform synchronization at the receiver side.

A GMP transmitter for UWB radio was designed by Takamaro et al. [Kik+08] for

intra/inter chip transmissions. This transmitter consists of an 8-stage differential voltage

controlled oscillator (VCO), a 8 to 1 multiplexer (MUX), a triangular pulse generation

(TPG), a differentiator, a single-input dual-output amplifier (SIDO), a differential-output

amplifier, and a source follower. In order to verify the GMP transmitter, a test chip was

fabricated in a 0.18 µm CMOS technology with a supply voltage of 1.8 V. Two meander

dipole antennas were printed on the chip occupying an area of 2.98 mm × 0.45 mm, as

shown in Figure 1.13b. The total power dissipation, including the output amplifiers was

21.6 mW. The transmission and reception of generated GMP at the rate of 1.16 Gb/s was

demonstrated for a communication distance of 1 mm.

A complete UWB prototype transceiver using an on-package monopole antenna was de-
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1.13: (a) Linear Dipole Antenna, (b) Meander dipole antenna, (c) Monopole
antenna [YYY06]

signed and implemented, using 0.18µm CMOS, by Zheng et al. [YYY06]. The on-package

monopole antenna shown in Figure 1.13c was fabricated in the LTCC substrate to avoid

the lossy nature of the CMOS substrate. The Gaussian monocycle pulses are modulated

using biphase modulation. This prototype achieves a maximum data rate up to 200 Mb/s
over the inter-chip wireless channel of length 20 cm. According to the authors, the same

transceiver is capable of reaching 2.5 Gb/s, with a low bit-error-rate (< 10−6) considering

the same wireless channel. The entire transceiver consumes a total power of 120 mW with

a supply voltage of 1.8 V, occupying a die size of 2.32 mm×1.75mm, without considering

the A/D converter.

As shown in the previous studies, the feasibility to employ low cost carrier-less radio-

based UWB transceiver for inter/intra-chip communications was successfully demon-

strated. In this context, WiNoC solutions using short-distance UWB interconnection have

been proposed. For instance, Zhao and Wang [ZW08] propose a collision-free QoS-aware

MAC protocol for WiNoC using UWB transceivers. Where each transceiver uses a GMP

generator with a central frequency 3.6 GHz modulated by OOK scheme, achieving a

data rate of 1.16 Gb/s. The area and power for the transmitter and receiver extracted

from [SF+06; SK+06], are 0.1 mm2 (21.6 mW) and 0.54 mm2 (40 mW), respectively.

In order to achieve a high data rate, the GMP transmitter proposed by Kikkawa et
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al. [Kik+08] was integrated into the transceiver architecture, successfully providing a

data rate of 1.16 Gb/s for a communication distance of 1 mm.

Zhao et al. [Zha+11] proposed a multi-channel WiNoC, replacing all data wire links

by UWB wireless interconnection. Nevertheless, a wired control channel was implemented

for fast and simple channel arbitration. Each RF node serves as a wireless router which

supports routing, multi-channel arbitration, and buffering mechanisms for high-speed cost-

efficient on-chip communication. The authors reported the exponential relationship be-

tween distance and transmission power for UWB interconnections. They also highlight

the need for a proper trade-off between the communication performance and the trans-

mission power and to restrict the transmission range at a certain distance. Besides, the

results showed that the network throughput scales up while latency scales down, when

the network size increases, outperforming a baseline NoC. Nevertheless, with a larger net-

work, the packet hop count becomes larger, reaching the saturation point earlier. There-

fore, the network throughput improves until the network saturates. The frequency range

used in the UWB technique is limited by the FCC for commercial applications. However,

for inter/intra-chip short distance communication this restriction is not really an issue,

because the chip-package can be easily adapted to isolate any RF signals. In this con-

text, an approximation with different cut-off frequencies, according to the CMOS node

trend [Sem07], is shown in Table 1.1. For instance, considering 22 nm CMOS node, the

ft = 550 GHz allows to reduce the antenna dimensions at least by 5 times. Furthermore,

the data rate by single channel is increased up to 27.5 GHz, improving the energy per

bit. However, the power dissipation in a small area is also increased, which can easily be

converted to prohibited heat levels.

Table 1.1: UWB Interconnect Scaling [Zha+11]

Technology (nm) 90 65 45 32 22

Maximum transit frequency (GHz) 105 170 280 400 550

Data rate per band (Gbps) 5.25 8.5 14 20 27.5

Dipole antenna length (mm) 0.41 0.26 0.16 0.11 0.08

Meander type
antenna area (mm2)

0.738 0.459 0.279 0.194 0.14

Power (mW) 33 40 44 54 58

Energy per bit (pJ/bit) 6 4.7 3.1 2.7 2.1
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Millimeter-Wave

In very broad terms, millimeter-wave (mm-wave) technology can be classified as occu-

pying the electromagnetic spectrum in the range of 30 GHz to 300 GHz. The frequencies

in this range are applied for a variety of applications due to the large bandwidth, which

provides a data rate of Gigabit/s among wireless links. Besides, the antenna and other

passive devices drastically reduce their size, contrasted with frequencies below this fre-

quency range. In the beginning, monolithic microwave integrated circuits (MMICs) were

manufactured using high fabrication cost technologies, such as GaAs 11 and InP 12. How-

ever, in 2005, Doan et al. [Doa+05] have designed MMICs tailored for the specific details

of CMOS, presenting for the first time CMOS amplifiers operating above 30 GHz and

fabricated in a 130 nm CMOS process. The CMOS technology allowed to decrease the

manufacturing cost compared to that of GaAs and InP, opening a new commercial mar-

ketplace. In the same year, Behzad [Raz05] proposed the first CMOS 60 GHz RF front-end

fabricated in a 130 nm CMOS technology. This receiver was based on a homodyne ar-

chitecture, which uses synchronous detection driven by a local oscillator whose frequency

is identical to the carrier frequency. Besides, it was composed of a low-noise amplifier

(LNA), quadrature mixers, and baseband amplifiers, operating at 1.2 V supply.

Several mm-waves transceivers were proposed for inter/intra-chip communications,

such as the 60 GHz transceiver reported by Lee et al [LCH10] fabricated in 90 nm CMOS

technology. The total power consumption of this transceiver is around 286 mW, offering

a data rate of 1 Gb/s over 60 cm. Another transceiver with a carrier frequency of 43 GHz
was designed and fabricated in 180 nm SiGe BiCMOS by Chen et al [Che+09]. This

transceiver provides a data rate of 6 Gb/s over a distance of 20 mm, but consuming a

total power of 117 mW. Moreover, Kawasaki et al [Kaw+10] proposed a more interesting

transceiver solution with a carrier frequency of 58 GHz and fabricated in a 40 nm CMOS

process. This transceiver provides a data rate of 11 Gb/s over a distance of 14 mm with

a total power consumption of 70 mW.

On the other hand, Deb et al [Deb+10] propose, for the first time, the utilization

of mm-wave on-chip wireless long-distance links as shortcuts to be used by small-world

network topology. A small-world topology can be constructed by re-wiring connections

from any given node to any other node, creating wired short cuts among distant nodes

11. Gallium-Arsenide Technology
12. Indium Phosphide Technology
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in the network, as explained by Ogras and Marculescu [OM06]. Thus, the proposition

of Deb et al [Deb+10] was to replace the wired short cuts by wireless links operating

at 60 GHz. The wireless transceiver was designed using the Multi-Project Circuits plat-

form [CMP99], adopting a 65 nm CMOS process. Besides, it was designed employing the

modulator/demodulator design from Lee et al [LCH10], sustaining a data rate of 16 Gb/s
with a power dissipation of 90 mW, including analog and digital parts. However, the power

consumption of each part was not detailed by the authors. Therefore, it is not possible to

compare the power consumption of this transceiver with the other ones described above.

But, indeed, the power consumption was still high to be a viable solution. In this context,

Yu et al [Xin+10] analyze, by simulations, the performance of an on-chip wireless receiver

front-end for WiNoC solutions. But, it was only in 2011 that Yu et al [Yu+11] introduced

the design of the first 60 GHz transceiver tailored for WiNoCs requirements, making

the WiNoC solution a competitive candidate to circumvent the limitations of traditional

multi-hop NoCs. A few improvements were added by Chang et al [Cha+12], achieving an

estimated power consumption of 36.7 mW from a 0.8 V supply voltage. Finally, in 2014,

an on-chip wireless transceiver was designed and fabricated, by Yu et al [Yu+14a; Yu+15]

using 65 nm CMOS process, achieving a power consumption of 33 mW from a 1 V supply

voltage. Indeed, optimizations were performed to improve the power consumption with a

higher voltage.

More details related to these transceivers will be given in Chapter 2. In the state-of-the-

art, most of the WiNoC solutions still work with this kind of mm-wave transceivers due

to the feasibility demonstrated by the ones discussed above. However, the sub-terahertz

and optical spectrum are being attractive solutions for futures Wireless NoCs, due to the

large bandwidth offered by these frequency bands, as discussed in the next section.

From Sub-Terahertz to Optical Spectrum

The terahertz (THz) communication refers to the use of the frequency range from 0.1
to 10 THz [AJC14]. This frequency band is being explored for conventional wireless com-

munication as a key to satisfy the increasing demand for higher speed. Two main benefits

are provided in this spectrum. First, the antenna and some transceiver analog components

are greatly reduced in size. Second, a very large bandwidth is available, making an at-

tractive solution for applications that requires a high data rate for short-distance. In the

context of on-chip wireless communication, there still exist several research challenges, re-

quiring innovative solutions to well-establish THz technology. One of the main challenges
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is imposed by the very high path loss at such frequencies, e.g. −68 dB at 150 THz [NFJ17],

limiting the communication distance, especially in case of isotropic radiation (< 100 µm).

Also, the modulation and generation of electromagnetic waves, greater than 300 GHz,

ceases to be possible by conventional electronic devices, demanding the development of

more sophisticated devices and techniques. Detection of signals above 300 GHz is an im-

portant challenge, due to the poor gain of transistor at such frequencies, as well as the

increase of interconnection loss [Seo+08].

It is important to note that the THz band is occupying a part of the radio (0.1 to 0.3 THz)

and optical (0.3 to 10 THz) spectrum, as illustrated in Figure 1.14. The frequency band

from 0.1 to 0.3 THz is also called as sub-terahertz band [Deb+12; Vet+19]. In this

band, there exist CMOS transceivers proposed for short-range communications [Mog+15;

Kim+18], but they are not tailored for WiNoC solutions. The power consumption of these

transceivers is high compared with the ones of mm-wave. For instance, a 210 GHz transceiver

designed and fabricated in 40 nm CMOS technology can consume around 421 mW of DC

power by providing 10.7 Gb/s over 1 cm distance [Mog+15]. Another example is given

by [Kim+18], with a 127 GHz transceiver fabricated in 65 nm CMOS, which consumes

79.5 mW for a data rate of 20 Gb/s over a distance of 1 mm.

Source: https://www.nasa.gov/directorates/heo/scan/index.html

Figure 1.14: Range of frequencies in wireless communications.

On the other hand, the optical spectrum manipulation, for wireless communication,

is still in its infancy. The development of optical nano-antennas “for light” is a challenge

for designers, even with the revolutionary propositions reported in [Kem+07; BDN09;
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Dor+10; AE10; Bel+17]. An optical antenna is defined as a device designed to efficiently

convert free-propagating optical radiation to localized energy, and vice versa [BDN09].

Optical nano-antennas were proposed to be used in WiNoC solutions, even before mm-

wave antennas [Gan+09]. The nano-antenna proposed for WiNoC was based on carbon

nanotubes (CNT) [Kem+07], requiring a laser source to vibrate. These kind of anten-

nas were an attractive solution for WiNoCs, due to the large bandwidth (≈ 500 GHz),

high efficiency (up to 40 dB), and excellent directional properties [HYL08]. However,

the main challenge of this technology is the monolithic integration into the CMOS fab-

rication process [XZ12], avoiding the low-cost fabrication of CNT-based devices. One

difficulty to achieve this integration is the huge synthesis temperature required for CNT

(800-1000 ◦C), compared with the CMOS synthesis temperature (< 300 ◦C) [ART20]. On

the other hand, recent research works have proposed the integration of hybrid optical plas-

monic Vivaldi antennas, tuned at 193 THz (λ = 1550 nm), providing high gain and large

bandwidth [Bel+17]. This type of antennas allows for a high integration of ONoC and

WiNoC approaches [Cal+18], due to the fact that the signal is fed into a silicon waveg-

uide, already present in ONoC solutions. Furthermore, contrary to CNT antennas, the

Vivaldi plasmonic antennas are compatible with standard CMOS processing techniques,

thanks to the material used in its fabrication (e.g., silver, aluminum, and gold). However,

in contrast to CNT antennas, the plasmonic ones are designed to be used for a nanoscale

network or ultra-short distance.

1.4.2 WiNoC Architecture

The main goal of on-chip communication systems is to transmit data with low latency

and high throughput, impacting the power consumption as little as possible. As discussed

in Section 1.2.2, the major challenges in traditional metal wire interconnects are the

high latency and power consumption of their multi-hop links. The design of suitable

antennas tuned at the optimal frequency, wireless interfaces, and transceiver circuits allow

to establish efficient on-chip wireless links into a NoC. WiNoC architectures can be broadly

classified into two categories:

1. wireless-based architecture, where the communication among IP cores is mainly

transmitted through wireless links, and

2. hybrid architecture, where the communication among IP cores is distributed be-

tween traditional wired-based interconnects and the wireless links.
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The following sections describe those two categories.

Pure Wireless-Based Architecture

In the pure wireless-based architecture, the wired communication is replaced by the

wireless interconnection, aiming to provide a scalable, cost-effective and flexible intercon-

nection backbone. Therefore, compared with a fully connected wire-based NoC design,

all the links among nodes (routers) should be wireless links. However, channel/distance

limitations and power consumption are the biggest limitations for a pure wireless NoC

design. Especially, when the number of cores for future on-chip networks are considered

to be hundreds and even thousands of cores in a single die. In consequence, the scalability

of such fully connected wireless topology is poor, and there exist only few works that have

proposed this architecture [ZW08; WWZ10; Zha+11].

An implementation of this WiNoC architecture was proposed using UWB antenna

and transceivers due to the short distance [ZW08] of each wireless link communication.

Zhao et al. [Zha+11] proposed a flexible communication network based on a multi-hop

WiNoC. The main topology in this architecture is a mesh, as illustrated in Figure 1.15.

Each RF node serves as a wireless router, supporting arbitration, buffering and routing

Figure 1.15: Pure multi-channel wireless-based NoC with a mesh topology [Zha+11]

mechanisms. Besides, control wires are deployed among RF nodes to handle the channel
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access. For instance, a transmitter sends a request to the receiver through these wires, and

the receiver grants authorization only to one request among the multiple ones. Further-

more, a multi-channeling capability is integrated in this architecture based on spreading

codes [SS88], with channel limitations according to the number of available codes. This ca-

pability allows for multiple RF nodes to transmit in parallel on different channels opened

by each orthogonal code. Contrary to the traditional mesh-based NoC, the WiNoC ar-

chitecture proposed by Zhao et al. [Zha+11] targets to achieve a flexible communication

range (1.43 mm ∼ 14.2 mm) by changing the RF transmission power of each wireless node.

However, long transmission range are not suggested for carrier-less radio-based UWB sys-

tems due to their sensibility to the distance. As discussed in Section 1.4.1, increasing the

distance range rapidly degrades the data transfer rate, requiring more power consumption

than a conventional mm-wave system to sustain the same data rate. Nevertheless, for a

short distance, such carrier-less UWB transceivers provide a low complexity communica-

tion system.

Another problem related to the distance range is that the communicating nodes will

incur in more channel arbitration in this type of pure Wireless NoC. Consequently, the

communication will be degraded in terms of latency and power consumption during mul-

tiple link communications. Therefore, the communication range has to be carefully chosen

to avoid excessive channel arbitration.

On the other hand, a pure Wireless NoC based on irregular mesh topology was pro-

posed in [WWZ10]. This type of topology is usually applied for MPSoCs with heteroge-

neous IP cores. Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge, irregular topologies are rarely

studied in WiNoC designs. As illustrated in Figure 1.16, the irregular mesh topology is

adapted according to the heterogeneous IP cores. Each RF node has a static ID and static

transmission range assigned, requiring to use a multi-hop communication system to trans-

fer the packets forwarded by each core. Furthermore, as depicted in Figure 1.16, not all the

RF nodes deployed into the network are connected to a processor tile. This configuration

is implemented to keep the same distance among RF nodes and consequently preserve

the low complexity and power consumption provided by carrier-less UWB transceivers.

Furthermore, the authors of [WWZ10] proposed a low-cost and high efficient distributed

minimal table based routing scheme for this type of irregular mesh topology.
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Figure 1.16: Pure wireless NoC based on an irregular mesh topology [WWZ10]

Hybrid Architecture

The hybrid architectures use wireless links with other interconnection solutions, such

as wired [Gan+11; Deb+13] or optical [Sik+15; SKL16] links, to construct the on-chip

network. In these hybrid designs, the network traffic is distributed over a dominant wired

or optical interconnection instead of transferring the information using wireless links only.

A hybrid network based on wired and wireless links takes advantage of reliable short-

distance wired links for local traffic within a small group of nodes, and uses the wireless

links to long-distance communications. This significantly improves performance and power

efficiency of the entire network.

In the case of a hybrid network based on optical and wireless interconnects, the wireless

links are oriented to overcome the broadcast/multicast limitations present in any optical

network. To the best our of knowledge, this type of hybrid network is only studied in

a few Wireless NoC architectures. In contrast, hybrid designs using wired and wireless

links dominate in WiNoC research works. We will discuss the recent research works on

the hybrid WiNoC architectures in the following sections.
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NoCs Based on the Mesh Topology A hybrid WiNoC architecture based on the 2D

mesh topology is basically a conventional NoC, but with some wireless nodes deployed

strategically on the network and used as shortcuts. An example of this hybrid architecture

was presented by Wang et al. [WHB11], taking advantage of wireless links to minimize

the latency and energy dissipation of the NoC. In this design a tile consists of a processor

core, network interface, and router. Each router has 64-bit bidirectional links connecting

with its neighbor routers. Moreover, to guarantee deadlock-free, the authors propose to

add two extra vertical ports to each router, dividing the whole network into two sub-

networks: E-subnetwork and W-subnetwork. This network division was already explored

in [BLB07], with promising results. Furthermore, some conventional baseline routers (BR)

are replaced by wireless routers (WRs) capable of transferring information through wired

and wireless links. Figure 1.17 illustrates the network distribution of each element nec-

essary for communication on a hybrid WiNoC design based on a 10 × 10 IP cores. This

Figure 1.17: 2D mesh-based hybrid WiNoC architecture [WHB11]

hybrid network is divided into four sub-networks with a centered wireless router providing

a shortcut among distant wireless nodes. The adoption of a Frequency Division Multiple

Access technique (FDMA) was proposed to provide simultaneous communication among
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the multiple WRs deployed along the network. In contrast with a pure wireless NoC, the

number of multiple simultaneous communication is significantly decreased, reducing the

complexity of any channel arbitration technique. Nevertheless, the performance of this

type of hybrid network is tied in with how the network is divided and organized, as well

as the distribution of each wireless router.

Another example of this type of hybrid WiNoC was proposed by Shreedhar and

Deb [SD16] for cache coherency problems, as depicted in Figure 1.18. In this case, the

routers do not possess two extra vertical ports, as the previous design. Furthermore, the

Figure 1.18: 2D mesh-based hybrid WiNoC architecture [SD16]

network is also divided into subnets –or clusters– containing N/4 cores, where N (a power

of 4) is the total number of cores. However, contrary to the previous design, the cores are

clustered or grouped according to their utilization. Thus, a cluster contains the cores with

a higher probability of using and updating data in a cache within the cluster. Therefore,

the cluster creation depends on the benchmark specification. Some constraints are given

by the authors during the cluster creation. A core can be part of only a single cluster, each

cluster will have exactly N/4 cores, and each cluster should contain only one wireless in-

terface. The architecture proposed in [SD16] addresses the cache coherence problem in two

levels: intra-cluster and inter-cluster cache coherency. In the case of intra-cluster, the cache

is maintained within a cluster using the coherence directory scheme. For inter-cluster, the
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authors propose a new cache coherency algorithm based on the wireless interconnections

deployed on the network. The position of each wireless link is chosen according to the

minimum average distance from all cores of the respective cluster. Besides each wireless

link is optimized to cover the entire chip, communicating in a single-hop all the cache

coherency data. To avoid interference in the wireless channel, a token ring algorithm is

proposed to be employed as a channel arbitration. The token only provides access to one

wireless link, avoiding data collision. This network organization is an interesting proposi-

tion. However, scalability is not assured for hundreds of cores, since the number of cores

per cluster will increase indiscriminately. As a consequence, the positive impact of the

wireless link will be negligible compared to the negative one generated inside each cluster,

due to the large number of cores inside a cluster. For instance, considering a network

composed of N = 256 cores, the number of cores per cluster will be 64, consequently, the

improvement provides by the four wireless interfaces will be negligible.

Multiple-Tier Architecture A multi-tier architecture is basically a multi-level architec-

ture with different network organization. This type of network was proposed to address the

scalability issues present in conventional NoCs for hundreds and thousands of cores. Con-

trary to previous architecture, where a conventional 2D mesh is only divided into clusters,

a multi-tier architecture can contain groups, sets, and clusters to take better advantage

of the wireless interconnections. An example of this multi-tier architecture was proposed

by Lee et al. [Lee+09], introducing a hybrid architecture to interconnect hundreds to

thousands of cores in chip multiprocessors (CMPs). The proposed WCube architecture

is a two-tier hybrid wireless/wired architecture, including the wireless backbone and a

concentrate 2D mesh topology to offer a local route for neighborhood inter-core message

exchanges. A concentrate mesh (Cmesh) topology is a 2D mesh where a router can concen-

trate k number of IP cores [BD06]. For instance, a baseline router can provide a network

connection to 4 cores or 3 cores with a L2 cache memory, as illustrated in Figure 1.19a.

The Cmesh topology has reported more efficient results than a conventional mesh and

torus in terms of area, energy, and packet latency [BD06]. This is essentially because the

number of hops is reduced by a factor of k, allowing to contain more IP cores working

into the network. The block of cores connected to a router is called by the authors as

cluster. A set of these clusters is named as WCubei. Each WCubei has a wireless router

shared by four clusters and placed on the center of the set, as depicted in Figure 1.19a.

Thus, a WCubei can easily contain 64 cores connected only using 16 routers. Furthermore,
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.19: A WCube architecture [Lee+09]

in order to reach 1024 cores, four WCubei are assembled in groups of n = 4, as shown

in Figure 1.19b. Each wireless router has a single transmitter and 2n receivers, each of

which tuned to a different frequency channel for communications between groups and

sets. The transceiver operates in the frequency range of 100-500 GHz, consuming around

of 4.5 pJ/bit. The reported results show an improvement in latency while consuming a

power comparable to a mesh network.

DiTomaso et al. [DiT+11] present another example of this multi-level architecture

for 64 and 256 cores, named as iWISE. The iWISE architecture is based on a Cmesh

topology, concentrating four cores connected to only one router, as the previous WCube

design. However, in contrast with WCube, each router has the capability of both wire-

less and wired interconnections. The wired interconnections are used to connect adjacent

routers (clusters). The wireless links are employed to offer connections between sets and

groups, as illustrated in Figure 1.20. In iWISE with 64 cores, wireless links are also used

for diagonal communications inside each logical set. Nevertheless, in the case of 256 cores,

this diagonal wireless communication is removed to save bandwidth and replaced with

wired links, as shown in Figure 1.20b. The transmission power of each wireless link can

be adjusted to avoid consuming more power than needed. Besides, each of these wireless

transmitters is able to transmit on four frequency channels, but not simultaneously. On

the other hand, an architecture with 64 cores only requires clusters and sets, as depicted in

Figure 1.20a. Increasing further the number of cores leads to a higher level of logical orga-

nization, assembling sets into groups, as shown in Figure 1.20b. Each group has a “group
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.20: A iWISE architecture [Lee+09]

router”, placed such that the traffic load leaving the group is more evenly distributed.

According to the authors, the use of distributed routers and the reduction of intermediate

routers improve performance by avoiding bottlenecks. Indeed, this distribution is possible

thanks to the multi-level logical organization of the network. The main differences be-

tween this architecture and the previous ones are the number of wireless nodes and the

improved architecture of the crossbar used in router groups and sets. Simulations results

reported show promising results in terms of speedup, throughput, and average power per

packet compared with a Wcube, 2D mesh, and RF-I NoC.

Hybrid designs are not only based on wire and wireless interconnections. In the

state-of-the-art NoC architectures combining nano-photonic and wireless links also ex-

ist [Sik+15; SKL16]. The first Optical-Wireless Network-on-Chip (OWNoC) was pro-

posed by Sikder et al. [Sik+15] as a solution to maximize the efficiency of lasers, reduce

latency and reduce insertion losses (using shorter waveguides). The architecture of this

optical-wireless hybrid architecture is very similar to the previous designs, as depicted

in Figure 1.21. However, in this case, the authors use the name tile for a cluster, and a

cluster for a set, but the structure is like the other multi-level architectures. Therefore,

the network organization is like: cluster (assembling 4 cores), set (assembling 16 clus-

ters), group (assembling 4 sets), and chip (assembling 4 groups). However, contrary to

the previous designs, the communication into a set is only done by optical means, and
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Figure 1.21: Optical-Wireless Network-on-Chip architecture [SKL16]

any communication inter-groups is done only by wireless links. This network organization

allows for optical solutions to scale for a large number of cores (e.g., 1024 cores), reducing

significant area and power overhead.

An optimization of this architecture was proposed by the same authors in [SKL16],

named as R-OWN. The main differences between R-OWN and OWN are: the use of re-

configurable wireless links, bandwidth optimization, inclusion of local arbiter, and dead-

lock avoidance technique with higher input buffer utilization. Each set has three wireless

transceivers to send packets to and from the horizontal, vertical, and diagonal sets. In-

deed, three wireless transceivers are enough for an architecture with 256 cores. But in

case of 1024 cores, four wireless transceivers are required for an efficient inter-group com-

munication, as shown in their previous architecture [Sik+15]. Wireless channel access

is controlled by FDMA and TDMA 13 to ensure efficient inter-set and inter-group com-

munications. Simulation results reported in both works [Sik+15; SKL16] show that this

architecture requires less area than only optical design, but at the price of a higher power

consumption. The results are the opposite for wire/wireless links using the WCube design.

The main advantages of wireless links are their flexibility and the natural broadcast pro-

vided to the network. These characteristics are not easy to be implemented using optical

or wired interconnections.

Small-World Network Based WiNoC Conventional NoCs based on 2D mesh topology

are deficient due to the multi-hop nature of networks with hundreds and thousands of

13. Time Division Multiple Access
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cores. Indeed, a large number of cores require many intermediate hops to communicate

data across the network. This is due to the spatial rules used to interconnect a mesh net-

work, which connects the nodes based on cardinal neighbors. Additionally, high latency

and power dissipation are caused by the multiple intermediaries between a source and

destination core. To reduce the network degradation caused by multi-hop communica-

tions, Ogras and Marculescu [OM06] have proposed the insertion of long-range wire links

among highly communicative cores based on a small-world topology. A small-world is an

irregular topology that connects routers based on the probability of establishing a link

between them. Therefore, cores communicating more frequently have a higher probability

to be connected by a direct link. Indeed, this topology is application depended, therefore,

it can not be used for a system designed to execute multiple applications.

The small-world topology is a very attractive solution for NoCs. However, long-wired

direct links are not sustainable for hundreds or thousands of cores, because a wire length

of just 5 mm can consume around 1.06 pJ/bit [Deb+13], being able to reach 18 pJ/bit

at 20 mm [Cha+12]. This peak is mainly caused by the number of electrical buffers re-

quired to sustain the current using long wires, which consequently produce non-negligible

power consumption and latency. For this reason, it is not recommended to use long-wired

links beyond 5 mm. Thus, Deb et al. [Deb+10] proposed to use wireless links to in-

terconnect highly communicative cores. As illustrated in Figure 1.22, a small-world-based

WiNoC directly connects (like shortcuts) highly communicative cores by wire and wireless

links, improving the performance of the NoC compared with some conventional topologies.

This kind of architecture can be also divided into multiple subnets, containing different

topologies (e.g, mesh, ring, tree, etc.), as depicted in Figure 1.23. The intra-subnet com-

munication normally has a “short” path length due to the size of the subnet. Each subnet

is supplied with many routers(switch), and a wired hub or wired/wireless hub. The hub

connects the subnetworks with the main network forwarding packets through the wired

and wireless channels according to the distance among cores, whereas the intra-subnet

communication is only via wired lines. As the main network is constructed with hubs

connected by wired and wireless links, the position of each wireless link is critical to the

network performance. Ganguly et al. [Gan+11] highlight the importance of building highly

efficient NoCs based on the small-world topology. For this reason, the authors propose

that after the initial network construction, established probabilistically, the network could

be optimized by using Simulated Annealing (SA) [KGV83].
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Figure 1.22: 64-core WiNoC architecture based on small-world topology [Mur+16].

Figure 1.23: A hybrid (wireless/wired) hierarchical WiNoC architecture with
heterogeneous subnets and small-world-based upper-level configuration [Cha+12].
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1.4.3 Wireless Access Channel Control for WiNoCs

A channel access method grants more than two terminals to use the same commu-

nication channel for transmission, minimizing the interference among the terminals. In

wireless communications, a channel access method is part of a control mechanism, also

known as medium access control (MAC). The MAC layer is part of the data link layer,

which belongs to the second layer of the OSI 14 model [Li+11]. The MAC basically con-

trols the hardware responsible for interaction with the wireless transmission medium. In

order to achieve the desired performance benefits using WiNoC, the available communica-

tion resources should be utilized optimally. Therefore, the implementation of an efficient

medium access control mechanism is crucial for the efficient utilization of the wireless

channel. Consequently, the adopted MAC has to be simple and lightweight to be used for

WiNoC solutions, avoiding a huge area overhead and power consumption.

In the WiNoC literature, the wireless channel access is mainly managed by the creation

of multiple isolated spaces (SDM) [Zha+11], by frequency (FDM) [Lee+09], using or-

thogonal frequencies (OFDM) [GGD17], adopting channelization codes (CDM) [Vid+12],

taking turns using a token flow [Deb+10; Cat+16], dividing the channel utilization in

time slots [Pan+09], and sensing a possible carrier before transmitting (CSM) [CL14].

However, each channel access method comes with some challenges to be implemented in

WiNoC, such as early network saturation, several band-pass filters, frequency synthesiz-

ers, (inverse) fast Fourier transform blocks and analog-to-digital converters.

The most used MAC protocol for WiNoC applications is the token passing flow, due

to its low complexity. Token passing provides the channel access to the transmitter pos-

sessing the token. Once the data transfer is done, the token circulates among all the

transmitters announcing that the channel is free to be taken. This method certainly offers

utilization advantages contrasted with more sophisticated control mechanisms. However,

a large number of transmitters easily generate network contention and latency, because

a transmitter node requires to wait for the token to be released. This is mainly due to a

wireless node that is holding a token for transmitting packets, increasing the probability

that other nodes will enqueue packets for a new transmission [Cat+16]. In this context,

Deb et al. [Deb+10] demonstrate that a 512-core WiNoC using a token control mechanism

provides the best trade-off using 10 wireless interfaces. Similarly, for a WiNoC containing

14. Open Systems Interconnection model
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128 and 256 cores, the best trade-off offered by the token passing flow is offered using 4

and 6 wireless interfaces, respectively.

A solution to improve the network latency is proposed with the implementation of

multiple parallel non-overlapped frequencies, also known as frequency division multiple

access (FDMA). This control mechanism divides the entire frequency bandwidth into mul-

tiple sub-channels, allowing multiple communications without the need for a token. The

main drawback of this method is related to filter complexity required to properly sepa-

rate the different sub-channels. Besides, this control mechanism requires additional RF

components, such a frequency synthesizer or multiple local oscillators, which consumes

additional power. An example of this access method is proposed by Lee et al. [Lee+09],

using as many sub-channels as available sub-networks. The authors propose the utilization

of 16 sub-channels comprised from 100 GHz to 500 GHz, each one capable of transmitting

at 10 or 20 Gbit/s for distance around of 20 mm. However, the elements necessary to im-

plement an FDMA method with such characteristics will dissipate too much energy in a

very small area. Consequently, even with the promising bandwidth given by this system, it

is not a practical method using these characteristics. In contrast, Matolak et al. [Mat+12]

proposed an FDMA control mechanism using 16 sub-channels centered around 100 GHz,

each one providing a bandwidth of 5 GHz for distance of 5 mm. Indeed, contrary to the

previous transceiver supporting FDMA, this work will consume much less energy, due to

the short distance and bandwidth per channel. However, the creation of 16 non-overlapped

sub-channels still remains an important parameter to be taken into account as a drawback.

If the filter is complex (e.g., any active filter), it will consume a non-negligible power by

each channel. Furthermore, this method is mostly combined with a time division multiple

access (TDMA) [Pan+09] when a multi-tier WiNoC or a small-world WiNoC architec-

ture are applied. Basically, a TDMA method allows for creating many time slots on each

channel, allowing us to interact with multiple packets in the same sub-channel. Neverthe-

less, the main drawback of this method is related to the starting time of each slot. The

receiver has to be capable of keeping the correct timing between slots, requiring an active

block dedicated to this task, which will consume additional power. Besides, as explained

in Chapter 2, in the case of large bandwidth per sub-channel, each communication will

be affected by multipath propagation, making it more complicated to keep the correct

timing between slots.
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Another solution proposed for WiNoCs is related to the orthogonal frequency-division

multiple access (ODFMA). This control mechanism efficiently divides the channel band-

width, in contrast with the FDMA method. However, the complexity and power con-

sumption is higher in the OFDMA than in the FDMA method. Gade et al. [GGD17]

proposed this method with its respective transceiver, offering data rates from 43.6 Gbit/s
to 195.32 Gbit/s according to the number of sub-channels, 64 and 256, respectively. How-

ever, there are some information not detailed by the authors, such as the ADC and DAC

required for such communication method. Besides, as the modulation proposed is QAM

modulation, additional synchronization parameters have to be controlled (e.g., phase and

frequency). For these reasons, this method is not really considered in current WiNoC lit-

erature as a viable solution.

The code division multiple access (CDMA) is another access method, which allows mul-

tiple nodes to access the wireless channel, using a spreading code (e.g., Walsh-Hadamard,

orthogonal gold codes, etc.). Indeed, the correlation between codes has to be orthogonal to

avoid interference in the synchronization point. This method was proposed to be used for

WiNoC by Vidapalapati et al. [Vid+12], using Walsh-Hadamard code size of eight CDMA

chips per bit. This code size allows for at least seven simultaneous transmissions using

the wireless medium. However, the main drawback of this method is the ADC required

to distinguish among the different spreading codes.

Another method proposed as a simple channel control mechanism is the space division

multiple access (SDMA). This method takes advantage of WiNoC implement with short-

range wireless links, allowing multiple communication in different chip regions without

interference. Zhao et al. [Zha+11] used this method combined with a channel arbitration

scheme in charge of resolve the contention due to the multi-requesting of a receiving chan-

nel or competition of limited channel processing resources. Normally, this method should

be implemented using many wireless interfaces and controlling the transmission distance.

Finally, the carrier sense multiple access (CSMA) channel control mechanism was

proposed as an alternative to the use of token-passing flow control for WiNoC applica-

tions [CL14] without wired links. This access control mechanism senses the absence of

other traffic before transmitting on a shared medium. Therefore, the token rotation time

is removed from the system. A wireless node is continuously sensing the channel before de-
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termining that it can transmit a packet. In case of a failed transmission, the transmission

is rescheduled for the next transmission until success. According to the results reported

by the authors in [CL14], this mechanism outperforms the token passing in latency and

throughput for 16 and 64 wireless routers. Nevertheless, the authors do not specify the

modulation employed, and how it can affect the latency for the CSMA mechanism. In fact,

sensing the carrier before performing any transmission is a good way to avoid a collision,

but only if a carrier is transmitted during the whole packet transmission. In the case of

OOK modulation, the carrier wave is not continuously present during a packet transmis-

sion, especially every time that the packet contains zeros. Therefore, the probability of

collision is highly increased due to false free channel detection. The authors propose the

utilization of time slots and constant packet lengths to improve performance. But constant

packet lengths means that each IP core will generate the same message length, or that

empty flits are sent to complete a short message, adding unnecessary transmission time.

1.5 Gaps in WiNoC Literature

Most research works in the WiNoC literature focus on antennas and transceiver de-

signs, especially operating in the millimeter-wave range. As explained in the previous

sections, in order to provide high throughput, the antennas should be operating at much

higher frequencies to benefit from the higher bandwidth available in that part of the

spectrum. However, in such high frequencies, the loss introduced by the channel is more

important for short distances (e.g., 5 mm). Other technologies to fabricate more efficient

antennas are still immature and, if even possible, it would be very expensive. Also, fabri-

cation of other RF devices, such as oscillators and amplifiers operating at extremely high

frequencies remains a complicate task.

On the other hand, the wireless channel model used in almost all the papers evaluat-

ing WiNoCs is a very simplistic model. Especially, because this channel model does not

represent a real or close to real channel of the wireless on-chip communication. This is

a gross simplification since the WiNoC landscape is complex, with irregularities in the

physical structures, different layers of substrates, and possible reflecting surfaces from the

package. Indeed, this physical characteristics can easily introduce parasitic phenomena,

highly degrading the communication. The channel characteristics for conventional WiNoC

structures will be more detailed in the following chapter.
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Table 1.2 shows a summary of comparisons of the main interconnect solutions proposed

for NoCs, highlighting their key features. But, the most important interconnect solutions

are optical and wireless links. These interconnections have received a lot of attention due

to seamless integration into the silicon process. However, these solutions have yet to tackle

the power consumption and thermal issues, caused by the wireless and optical links, re-

spectively. Also, a new research area is opened for surface wave interconnection, which

can offer a better performance than free-space wireless interconnect. However, surface

wave is still an immature solution, requiring some tricky configurations to excite the wave

propagation.

In the following chapter, we study a semi-realistic wireless channel model and some

traditional channel cancellation techniques. The main objective of these cancellation tech-

niques is to improve the communication reliability and adapt them to the on-chip wireless

communication context. Finally, We propose a digital transceiver architecture for each

of the adopted techniques and evaluate their performance, power consumption and area

overhead.
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Table 1.2: Comparison between current emerging on-chip interconnects [Kar+16]

Features Metal wire Transmission lines
Wireless

interconnect
(WiNoC)

Optical interconnect
Surface wave

(SWI)

Power

Dynamic power is
proportional to
the wire
capacitance and
voltage.

Power consumption
is relatively tolerable.

High free space
power dissipation

High power
consumption.

Power
consumption is
relatively
tolerable.

Signal Decay

Limited by
latency, which
increases
exponentially
without
repeaters.

Low signal decay and
dissipation.

High decay,
inversely
proportional to
distance.

Very low signal decay
and dissipation.

Low signal decay
and dissipation
inversely
proportional to
square root of
distance.

Reliability
Cross-talk
problems.

Cross-talk exists
(capacitor and
inductor coupling).

Noise coupling to
the antenna and the
possibility of
multipath
interference.

High signal integrity.
Less subject to
noise coupling.

Fan-out

Needs extra power
for multi-drop bus
(stubs) and lower
propagation
velocity.

Stubs cause
impedance
discontinuity, which
will lead to signal
reflection.

Limited by
the propagated
signal strength.

Requires optical
splitters and
combiners that decay
the optical signal
(3dB per splitter).

Limited by
the propagated
signal strength.

Bandwidth

Limited by
interconnect
delay. Thus, bit
rate depends
on distance.

Transistor cut-off
frequency limited by
process technology,
currently
100 to 200 GHz.

Transistor cut-off
frequency limited by
process technology.

Very large bandwidth
with multi-wavelength
capability up to
500 Gbps.

Transistor cut-off
frequency limited by
process technology.

Complexity

Needs repeaters
for cross-chip
communication
that consume
transistors, via
and restrict
floor-planning.
However, still
the cheapest and
simplest
interconnect.

Medium complexity.
Requires:
(1) integrated
transceiver, (2) wide
thick wires and
spacing (12-45 µm),
(3) may require
shielding wires and
plans to overcome
coupling,
(4) matching
circuits in case of
forking path.

Medium complexity.
Requires:
(1) integrated
transceiver,
(2) integrated
antenna or cluster of
antennas based on
the required
bandwidth and
operational
frequency.

High complexity and
some devices are not
CMOS compatible.
Requires: (1) laser
source, (2) photo
detectors, (3)
modulators and filters,
(4) waveguide, (5)
laser-waveguide
couplers in case of off
die laser source, (6)
nanoscale mirrors,
(7) splitters/combiners.

Medium
complexity.
Requires:
(1) integrated
transceiver,
(2) integrated
designed surface,
(3) integrated
transducer.
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WIRELESS RELIABILITY FOR ON-CHIP

NETWORKS

Wireless Network-on-Chip (WiNoC) was proposed as a feasible and promising solu-

tion that can scale with transistor technology and the ever-increasing number of cores in

a NoC [Gan+09]. Most of the contributions in the literature attempt to demonstrate that

the WiNoC paradigm can overcome the limitations of conventional multi-hop NoC archi-

tectures for core-to-core [Pan+09], [DiT+15], and core-to-memory (e.g., cache coherency)

[KSEG15], [ACV17] communications. Many works have also investigated different net-

work topologies to take advantage of long distance links [Kim+16], [Pan+09]. WiNoC can

thus allow for the reduction of energy consumption involved by transporting information

packets through the network routers. The topology also impacts the total latency and

throughput of the network [Gan+09].

Despite all these efforts to propose efficient WiNoC architectures, the considered wire-

less channel model is very simple (i.e., usually relying on a channel model based on Ad-

ditive White Gaussian Noise) and therefore not representative of actual on-chip wireless

channels. In particular, this basic model does not consider the frequency and time be-

havior of WiNoC for isotropic antennas, such as multi-path propagation and bandwidth

limitation. However, few prior works have introduced some interesting channel features

that could be considered for WiNoC simulations. As an example, the authors of [MKK13]

give a general overview of the main WiNoC characteristics considering a two-ray chan-

nel model. Besides, their analysis concludes that on-chip wireless channel resembles to

familiar terrestrial settings. An analytical channel model is proposed in [AVM16]. This

model introduces the concept of molecular absorption attenuation (MAA), which makes

the wireless communication through the air unsustainable. In any case, both analyses
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consider multi-path propagation as an unavoidable phenomenon for intra-chip wireless

communications.

However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no work that considers during perfor-

mance simulations the significant impact of multi-path propagation on the reliability of

WiNoC communications. In contrast, the use of highly directive antennas based on car-

bon nanotube (CNT) is proposed in [Gan+11], which could avoid multi-path propagation.

Nevertheless, CNT antennas are still facing many challenges to be fully integrated in cur-

rent chip fabrication process. Moreover, with such solution, broadcasting wireless signals

will be hardly achievable without a dense antenna array. Other research studies around

antennas designed for on-chip communications (e.g., [Lin+07], [ZCS07], [KBK01]) also

provide relevant information to build more realistic WiNoC channel models. However, the

experimental setup only considers simple scenarios such as point-to-point communications

without effects of chip package and real multicore context as it should exist in WiNoC.

Effects of wave propagation caused by using monopole or dipole antennas fabricated on

silicon wafer as well as channel analysis for this simple type of communication are also

proposed [ZSF06], [Haj07], [Bab+06], [KYO00].

The main contributions of this chapter are as follows:

— We demonstrate, by simulation, the significant degradation of wireless communica-

tions facing multi-path propagation for current Wireless NoC architectures. Sim-

ulation is performed by adopting proposed semi-realistic wireless channel models,

based on the wireless intra-chip communication literature.

— We study traditional channel cancellation techniques to improve communication

reliability and adapt them to the on-chip wireless communication context.

— We propose a digital transceiver architecture for each of the adopted techniques

and evaluate their performance, power consumption and area for a 28 nm FDSOI

technology and show that this overhead is very small compared to the gain in

communication reliability.

2.1 Conventional WiNoC Communication Scheme

The classical modulation scheme considered for WiNoCs is On-Off Keying (OOK)

with a maximum data rate of 16 Gbit/s. The main reason is its ability to achieve high

energy efficiency due to its low design complexity. In order to simplify the system analysis,
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this chapter uses the OOK baseband representation to perform the different simulations.

Nevertheless, in Chapter 4, we extend this approach using a bandpass model, allowing for

a more accurate behavioral model of the communication system.

The baseband representation allows for designers to rapidly model the digital commu-

nication system, neglecting the receiver front end and transmitter back end. A general dig-

ital communication system may be described by the block diagram depicted in Figure 2.1.

The communication chain starts at the transmitter with the information source for-

Figure 2.1: Block diagram of a digital communication system

warding an analog or digital signal to the source encoder block, which converts the data

information into binary digits with the minimum number of binary digits (1's and 0's).
Subsequently, the channel encoder block adds certain redundancy to the information

that can be used by the receiver to detect and/or correct errors. Then a digital modu-

lator maps the discrete signal into an appropriate signal waveform that is forwarded into

the communication channel. This channel is frequently corrupted by Additive White

Gaussian Noise (AWGN) and other interference sources that contribute to the waveform

corruption. One of these interference sources is determined by the signal reflection and

diffraction phenomena due to the surrounding obstacles, which are present in any com-

munication channel creating multiple transmission paths. These multiple copies of the

original signal arrive at different times and with different phases generating interference

between consecutive symbols, causing Inter Symbol Interference (ISI). Another source of

interference is given by other signals introduced by multiple-user transmissions, gener-

ating Multiple Access Interference (MAI). Once the signal passes through the channel,

at the receiver, the digital demodulator transforms the corrupted received waveform

back into a sequence of binary digits and the channel decoder uses the available redun-
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dancy to estimate the data information with minimal errors. Finally, the source decoder

constructs an approximation of the original source signal. Nevertheless, this is a general

communication chain for any digital communication system used by many applications. In

case of a specific application such as WiNoC, the data information received by the digital

transceiver is already represented as binary digits. Therefore, these binary digits can be

directly treated by the channel encoder/decoder or the digital modulator/demodulator

blocks.

2.1.1 Mathematical Model of the Channel

An important parameter required to model the digital communication system is the

mathematical channel model that needs to reflect the most important characteristics of

the physical communication channel. This mathematical model is used for the design

of the channel encoder/decoder and the digital modulator/demodulator. The simplest

mathematical model adopted by most WiNoC simulations is the additive noise channel.

As shown in Figure 2.2, in this kind of additive noise channel, any transmitted signal s(t)
is corrupted by an additive random noise process n(t).

Figure 2.2: The additive noise channel

This additive random noise may arise from electronic components and amplifiers at

the receiver side, or from any interference encountered during transmission. In most cases,

the noise introduced by electronic components and amplifiers, at the receiver side, is char-

acterized as thermal noise. As this type of noise can be statistically modeled as a Gaussian

noise process, it is usually called AWGN channel. As explained by Hamilton [Ham94], the

Gaussian white noise process considers a collection of T independent and identically dis-

tributed (i.i.d) variables εt = {ε1, ε2, ..., εT}, with mean E(εt) = 0 and variance E(ε2
t ) = σ2.

The variance σ2 is mostly treated as noise power in a communication system corrupted

by additive white Gaussian noise.
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Another source of interference is determined by the signal reflection and diffraction

phenomena due to the surrounding obstacles, creating multiple transmission paths of the

same original signal. Therefore, these copies may reach the same antenna at different

times and even with different phases, which generate interference between consecutive

symbols. Current WiNoC simulations do not consider this phenomenon into their channel

model. However, this interference is present in any wireless communication channel. The

mathematical model approach for this multi-path propagation may be represented by the

method of the impulse response used for studying linear systems. Firstly, this method

supposes that a transmitted signal can be represented as an ideal Dirac pulse of elec-

tromagnetic power at time 0, i.e. x(t) = δ(t). Secondly, due to the presence of multiple

electromagnetic paths, more than one pulse will reach the same receiver at different times.

This time difference between paths is possible since each path has a geometrical length,

possibly different from that of the other ones. Thus, the time-invariant channel impulse

response function ha(t) of the equivalent multi-path model is expressed as [Pro07]

ha(t) =
L−1∑
l=0

κlδ(t− τl) (2.1)

where L is the number of received impulses (equivalent to the number of electromagnetic

paths), τl is the time delay and κl the multi-path gain coefficient of the lth sample of

the impulse response [QXP05]. The coefficient κl can be represented as a real or a com-

plex (with a magnitude and phase term). When complex coefficients are adopted, the gain

can be modeled as κl = ρle
jφl . Otherwise, when real coefficients are adopted, the gain can

be modeled as κl = +⁄-αl, where αl is the multi-path energy. An example is depicted in

Figure 2.3a.

On the other hand, to be analyzed in the baseband domain, the channel impulse

response is sampled at every T symbol period, as illustrated in Figure 2.3b. Moreover,

Al represent the contribution of all possible paths present during the sampling period T .

Thus, the sampled channel impulse response function h(t) of the equivalent multi-path

model is expressed as

h(t) =
L−1∑
l=0

Alδ(t− lT ) (2.2)

A long multi-path duration can highly degrade the communication performed between

one or multiple wireless nodes, due to the interference inflicted on multiple transmitted
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symbols. Thus, the TM parameter is used to denote the severity of the multi-path condi-

tions. TM is called multi-path time or delay spread and is equal to TM = τL−1 − τ0. This

parameter is defined as the time delay between the first and the last received impulse,

as depicted in Figure 2.3. If the symbol duration of a transmitted signal is long enough

compared to the delay spread (around 10 times), an ISI-free channel can be expected.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.3: Representation of the multi-path channel impulse response

On the other hand, keeping a linear time-invariant system, it is also possible to rep-

resent the multi-path phenomenon by the channel transfer function H(f). This transfer

function is defined as a continuous time Fourier transform of the channel impulse re-

sponse ha(t). Knowing that the Fourier transform of a Dirac impulse is a complex expo-

nential function, the channel transfer function H(f) is expressed as

H(f) = F(ha(t)) =
∫ +∞

−∞
ha(t)e−j2πftdt =

N−1∑
n=0

ρne
jφne−j2πfτn .

The channel transfer function allows for designers to conduct a deeper analysis of the

channel behavior along different frequencies. This analysis is interesting when the simu-

lation model considers the carrier frequency, which provides a more accurate perception

of the frequencies affected by destructive interference. As illustrated in Figure 2.4, the

obtained channel transfer function characteristics may have an appearance of a sequence

of peaks and valleys distributed in all the frequencies. Moreover, the distance (in Hz)

between two consecutive valleys is defined as the coherence bandwidth (BC). This is a

statistical measure of the range of frequencies over which the channel can be considered

“flat” (i.e., a channel which passes all spectral components with approximately equal gain

and linear phase) [Rap96].
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Figure 2.4: Mathematical model of the multi-path channel transfer function

In practice, the channel impulse response is measured in the frequency domain using

a frequency domain channel sounder, as explained by Rappaport [Rap96]. This channel

sounder is based on a vector network analyzer (VNA), which is used to monitor the

frequency response of the channel H(f). Then this response can be converted to the time

domain by applying the inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT). In Chapter4, we will

present an extensive analysis of the channel response, obtained from a frequency domain

channel sounder. Nevertheless, in this chapter, we will use a simplified time-invariant

channel impulse model relying on a baseband approximation. This allows us to rapidly

analyze the effects of a multi-path interference, only considering the paths that a low-cost

transceiver can detect and resolve.

2.2 WiNoC Channel Characteristics

In any wireless communication system, it is very important to estimate the channel

characteristics. Depending on the channel, the design of the transceiver needs to ensure

a certain degree of wireless link reliability, as well as to reach a trade-off in design com-

plexity. WiNoC, as a specific scheme of intra-chip wireless communication, also requires

a precise estimation of the channel. The channel must be modeled considering the para-

sitic phenomena introduced by the physical structure and electrical properties of all the

components inside the chip, as well as the chip-package [AVM16]. As a result, building an

accurate model of a WiNoC channel is important but it is also a tricky task.

The design of efficient on-chip antennas and the channel characteristics are some of
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the keys to the implementation of future wireless NoCs since they allow the design of

low-power RF transceivers. Nevertheless, on-chip antennas suffer from radiated energy

loss due to the silicon substrate. In fact, as explained by Aydin et al. [Bab+06], most of

the energy radiated into the air is absorbed by the silicon substrate. This phenomenon

happens because the silicon substrate presents a high relative permittivity εr ≈ 11.7
compared with that of air εr = 1. Additionally, the energy absorbed by the substrate will

be easily dissipated due to the ohmic loss within the substrate [Haj07].

A wave propagated through an on-chip channel can suffer reflection, refraction and

diffraction. Accordingly, waves can be propagated using different media at the same time.

This approach was modeled and validated in [KBK01], creating different ray paths through

the silicon wafer, as shown in Figure 2.5. Besides, Zhang et al. demonstrated that at least

three types of waves on which the signal is propagated over intra-chip channel must be

considered [ZCS07]: space wave (ray A), surface wave (ray B), and guided wave (ray C).

Space wave is supported as if there was not wafer but an infinite air space. Surface wave

occurs near the interface between the wafer and bottom layer (BL), which typically is air

or Aluminium Nitride (AlN). Guided wave is realized by the reflections within the wafer.

As the reflected ray D plays a significant role generating destructive interference [KBK01;

Xia+02], it is mostly suppressed using the bottom layer thickness. Rays which travel

within the silicon dioxide (SiO2) layer are neglected because the dioxide thickness is

negligibly small compared to a wavelength. Finally, the results reported by Zhang et

al. show that the dominant path is mainly transmitted by surface wave, as the TX-RX

separation increases [ZCS07].

Figure 2.5: Cross-section of on-chip antennas fabricated on silicon wafer

The signal attenuation of the surface wave is directly related with the electrical resis-

tivity (ρ) of the silicon substrate. The results reported by [Bab+06] have demonstrated
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that a low-resistivity ρ = 10 − 20 Ω · cm produces more signal attenuation than a high-

resistivity ρ ≥ 5 kΩ · cm silicon substrate, reporting a difference up to 17 dB in extreme

cases. For this reason, a high-resistivity silicon substrate is quite recommended for intra-

chip wireless communications.

On the other hand, a delay spread was measured for different antennas (zigzag, me-

ander, and linear) in [ZCS07]. It was observed that the delay spread generally increases

with the transmitting and receiving antennas (Tx-Rx) separation, although delay spread

for a specific channel impulse response (CIR) depends on the surrounding of the Tx-Rx

pair. For instance, as explained by Zhan et al. [ZCS07], densely spaced metal lines with

parallel direction between antenna pairs help to reduce delay spread for both zigzag and

linear antennas. Nevertheless, densely spaced metal lines with normal direction lead to

higher delay spread than loosely spaced ones. This effect is due to parallel structures

helping wave propagation, whereas normal metal lines tend to scatter the energy away.

However, the metal line direction between antennas are close to be aleatory for realistic

on-chip wireless interconnection using multiple communication points. This randomness

makes it difficult to define the best direction of the metal lines to reduce the delay spread.

In [ZCS07], the authors provide a delay spread measured according to the distance be-

tween different antenna types, as shown in Figure 2.6. For instance, a delay spread for

a distance of 10 mm, using zigzag monopole-pair with some interference structures can

reach easily 120 ps. Therefore, the multi-path duration is sufficiently long to affect data

transmission rates beyond 10 Gb/s, where a symbol duration is around 100 ps.

In this chapter, to estimate and analyze the impact of a semi-realistic channel, the

simulations are based on the previously discussed models defined for intra-chip wave

propagation. We consider that a channel impulse response should include at least two

propagation paths for realistic baseband WiNoC simulations together with Additive White

Gaussian Noise (AWGN). Obviously, the number of paths depends on the symbol duration.

For instance, considering a data rate up to 32 Gb/s for WiNoCs, the symbol duration will

be as small as 32.25 ps, which is around four times smaller than the delay spread for a

distance of 10 mm. This indicates that the number of significant paths could be up to

three, each one separated by a symbol duration.

On the other hand, due to the low complexity of its implementation, the classical

modulation scheme considered for WiNoCs is On-Off Keying (OOK) with a maximum

data rate of 16 Gb/s. However, other modulation schemes (BPSK, QPSK, 16-QAM, etc.)

can provide better spectral efficiency and higher resilience to multi-path propagation,
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Figure 2.6: Scatter and fitted lines for first arrival locations over distance [ZCS07].

although consuming more power and area than OOK.

To summarize, our simulations consider a two-ray model, and a time-invariant

frequency-selective channel impulse response (CIR) composed of only two paths (the

direct and the reflected paths), separated by a symbol duration, as shown in Figure 2.7.

Also, the gain of the reflected path, defined as a percentage of the direct one, varies from

α = 0% to α = 60%.

Figure 2.7: Channel impulse response with α = 60%

In order to evaluate the reliability of current WiNoCs facing multi-path propagation,

Figure 2.8 represents the Bit-Error Rate (BER) of an OOK transceiver as a function of

the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) per bit in various multi-path conditions (α = 0% to
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α = 60%). As observed in Figure 2.8, the communication starts to degrade rapidly as

soon as the reflected-path gain increases, even with small values of α. The degradation

becomes significant even if the amplitude of second path is only 30% of the main path.

For this reason, multi-path cancellation techniques and their respective architectures are

required to increase the reliability of WiNoC communications facing real channels.

Figure 2.8: Scaling of BER performance according to the SNR per bit (Eb/N0) for
different reflected-path gains in the OOK scheme.

2.3 Conventional WiNoC Communication Scheme

A traditional Wireless Interface (WI) connects a conventional router/switch with the

wireless medium. The WI can be divided into three main parts: antenna, analog and

digital blocks, as shown in Figure 2.9. The digital domain mainly includes the channel

access token controller and a Serializer/Deserializer. The analog domain includes an On-

Off Keying (OOK) transceiver module, which has a very low complexity compared to

other modulation schemes. There exist several architectures proposed in the literature for

the OOK transceiver, considering coherent or non-coherent detection [Yu+14a; Yu+15;

Yu+14b]. Moreover, power consumption reduction mechanisms can be applied [Min+16],
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which would allow to optimize the power according to the distance.

Figure 2.9: A conventional Wireless Interface of a WiNoC.

As explained in [KC14], the communication between the router/switch and the WI

begins with the source core setting the corresponding message into the Network Interface

(NI) module. The NI packetizes the message by breaking it into several flits (such as

header, payload, tailer). The router/switch is then used to forward the data flits into the

wired interconnection network or towards the WI, whether the token flow controller (TFC)

authorizes the use of the wireless medium. The data flits will be converted into a serial data

stream using the serializer (SER) block. Then the OOK modulator adapts the baseband

frequency signal into a high frequency one (carrier frequency). The signal obtained is

transmitted to the power amplifier (PA), which delivers the required transmitting power.

Finally, this amplified signal is spread through the wireless medium using a dedicated or

shared antenna. In case of a shared antenna, a nonmagnetic nonreciprocal passive CMOS

circulator [RZK17] allows for full-duplex (frequency-division duplexing) or half-duplex

communication.

At the receiver side, once the signal reaches the antenna, it is intensified by a low noise

amplifier (LNA). Then, a demodulator shifts the high frequency signal into a baseband

one. The next step is to amplify and filter the serial baseband signal, which is converted

into a parallel data stream of flits using the deserializer (DESER) block. Finally, consider-

ing that the destination core is connected directly to the router/switch, the received flits

will be conducted towards the NI to retrieve the message forwarded by the source core.
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2.4 Improving Communication Reliability

To the best of our knowledge, current transceiver solutions from WiNoC literature

do not consider some channel effect cancellation mechanisms, even during performance

simulations. In this chapter, we therefore study, simulate and synthesize traditional chan-

nel cancellation techniques adapted to on-chip wireless communications. One reasonable

hypothesis of this work is that the WiNoC channel is time invariant. This characteristic

prevents the use of complex adaptive filtering algorithms for WiNoC communications.

Finally, the theoretical and mathematical approaches of each considered technique is ob-

tained from [Pro07].

2.4.1 Equalization Techniques

Equalization techniques are widely studied in conventional wireless communication

to compensate for Inter Symbol Interference (ISI) created by multi-path propagation.

Equalization can be linear (e.g., Zero Forcing, Minimum Mean Square Error) or non-

linear (e.g., Decision Feedback Equalizer). The effectiveness of multi-path cancellation

varies widely in practice, according to the type of equalizer applied. Furthermore, hardware

cost and computation complexity are important issues when equalization techniques are

adopted.

In this section, we analyze the impact of Zero-Forcing (ZF) linear equalization,

which is less complex than other equalization techniques. The goal of ZF is to design a

linear equalizer whose frequency response B(f) is the inverse of the channel frequency

response B(f) = 1/H(f). Thus the combination of channel and equalizer gives a flat

frequency response and linear phase H(f)B(F ) = 1. Generally, a linear transverse filter

is used when ZF technique is adopted in time domain. This type of filter has an impulse

response b(t) expressed as

b(t) =
K∑

i=−K
biδ(t− iT ) (2.3)

where bi represent the 2k + 1 equalizer coefficients. In order to calculate the filter coeffi-

cients, the channel and the filter response are convoluted as
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p(t) = h(t) ~ b(t)

= h(t) ~
K∑

i=−K
biδ(t− iT )

=
K∑

i=−K
bih(t) ~ δ(t− iT )

=
K∑

i=−K
bih(t− iT ).

Since we are considering a baseband system, the continuous signal p(t) can be represented

in its discrete-time form, sampling the signal at sampling times t = lT :

p(lT ) =
K∑

i=−K
bih[(l − i)T ]

p[l] =
K∑

i=−K
bih[l − i]

pl =
K∑

i=−K
bihl−i.

Then, the tap coefficients of the ZF can be determined by solving the following system of

linear equations:
K∑

i=−K
bihl−i =

1, l = 0
0, l = ±1,±2, ...,±K

(2.4)

where h(t) is the channel response with causal characteristics of length L sampled at every

symbol period T , and K is generally chosen sufficiently large to mitigate the multi-path

interference. This system of linear equations can be expressed by its matrix form:

h−K−(−K) · · · h−K−(0) · · · h−K−(K)
...

...
...

h0−(−K) · · · h0−(0) · · · h0−(K)
...

...
...

hK−(−K) · · · hK−(−0) · · · hK−(K)





b−K
...

b0
...

bK


=



0
...

1
...

0


(2.5)

To design a three-tap ZF equalizer (2K + 1 = 3), the matrix form of Equation 2.5 is
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rewritten as 
h0 h−1 h−2

h1 h0 h−1

h2 h1 h0



b−1

b0

b1

 =


0
1
0


Then, considering the CIR of Figure 2.7, where h0 = 1, h1 = 0.6, and hl = 0, for any

other l value, the linear system to be solved is the following:
1 0 0

0.6 1 0
0 0.6 1



b−1

b0

b1

 =


0
1
0


The filter tap gains are then as follows b−1 = 0, b0 = 1, b1 = −0.6. These filter impulse

response b(t) is applied to the received signal r(t) using the calculated filter coefficients bi

as

r(t) = h(t) ~ s(t) + n(t) (2.6)

where the transmitted signal s(t) is corrupted by the CIR h(t) and an additive random

noise process n(t), and ~ denotes convolution. In consequence, the resulting signal after

equalization r̂(t) is

r̂(t) = b(t) ~ r(t)

= b(t) ~ [h(t) ~ s(t) + n(t)]

= s(t) + b(t) ~ n(t).

Although the ZF equalizer is relatively easy to design, it is not widely used, since

it can lead to overall performance degradation due to noise amplification. This noise

amplification is due to the convolution between the filter impulse response b(t) and the

additive random noise n(t), as shown above. The impact of using the ZF technique is

simulated with different number of tap coefficients 2K + 1 adopting the CIR with α =
60% as defined in Section 2.2. As illustrated in Figure 2.10, the multi-path cancellation

efficiency improves with the number of coefficients. However, a large number of taps

occupies significant area and consumes a relatively high amount of power, especially when

computed at high frequency. Furthermore, even with a large number of coefficients, the

simulated BER will never match the theoretical OOK BER. This phenomenon occurs

because the zero-forcing equalizer amplifies the noise power during the signal filtering

process.
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Figure 2.10: Demodulation BER performance according to the SNR per bit (Eb/N0)
using Zero-Forcing equalizer with different number of filter taps.

2.4.2 Direct Sequence Spread-Spectrum (DSSS)

Direct Sequence Spread-Spectrum (DSSS) is a transmission technique used in wire-

less network communications where a data signal at the transmitter is combined with a

code sequence (e.g., Gold sequence, M-sequence, Hadamard codes) running at a higher

frequency than the data rate, the chip rate. DSSS combines usersâĂŹ data based on a

spreading factor (SF = Rc/R) defined as the chip rate Rc divided by the symbol (data)

rate R. In practical systems, this ratio is always an integer number which is related to

the code sequence size. Once the transmitted signal reaches the receiver, it is correlated

with a synchronously generated replica of the code sequence used at the transmitter, to

recover the original information. Indeed, due to the spreading factor, the bandwidth of

the encoded information BWc = Rc is much larger than that of original data BW = R.

This characteristic gives several main properties to a DSSS system, such as resistance to

jamming and interference, less background noise, multiple-access capability, and a cer-

tain degree of multi-path resilience depending on the code sequence characteristics. The

multi-path resilience comes from the ability of the signal spectrum to span over many

lobes of a frequency-selective channel, overcoming the degrading effects of a multipath
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environment [Amo96]. Nevertheless, as any system has a maximum data rate supported

for communication, it must be divided by the SF to apply the DSSS technique. But the

multiple-access capability supported by a DSSS system can recover almost all the effective

data rate when combining several users. Therefore, for WiNoC applications, the multiple-

access capability has to be exploited to compensate for the reduction of the effective

data rate. This technique was already adopted by [Vid+12], demonstrating promising re-

sults over conventional NoCs. However, simulations and performance estimations provided

in [Vid+12] were only considering an ideal wireless channel.

DSSS Multiple-access Approach

The DSSS technique shares the communication channel using the same frequency

spectrum, as illustrated in Figure 2.11. This characteristic is exploited in this thesis

Figure 2.11: DSSS in which each channel is assigned a unique code sequence.

work to allow for multiple WI to simultaneously use the on-chip wireless channel. As the

effective data transmission rate is divided by SF , this approach is not interesting for single-

user channel implementations. In fact, multiple distributed WI sharing simultaneously the

channel can easily alleviate the network contention according to the application running

into an NoC. To achieve this goal, each WI requires to use a unique code sequence during

data transmission. This code sequence must be orthogonal with any other code sequence

used by other WI simultaneously. In order to model a multiple-access approach, we suppose

that multiple WIs use the WiNoC channel in a synchronous way, transmitting a block of

data containing N bits encoded by a unique code sequence containing Nc chips. The kth
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WI binary data ak and code sequence Ck have elements {1, 0}. As explained in [Pro07],

there are several methods for impressing the code sequence on the transmitted signal sk(t).
Nevertheless, the simplest method is altering directly the code Ck according to the ith bit

of the binary data aik as follows:

sk =


Ck if aik = 1

Ck Otherwise

Subsequently, the encoded sequence sk is transmitted at baseband by an On-Off Keying

modulation scheme, described by

sk(t) =
∑
j

sjkgc(t− jTc)

where Tc = 1/Rc is the code chip duration and gc(t) is the code pulse shape illustrated in

Figure 2.12. At the receiver, the expression of the signal received by the kth WI, sampled

at the frequency 1/Tc, is

r(t) =
K∑
k=1

hk(t) ~ sk(t) + n(t).

As the WIs are placed at different distant positions, each transmitted signal sk is affected

by its respective CIR hk(t) in addition to the additive Gaussian noise n(t).

Figure 2.12: Code pulse shape.
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DSSS Code Sequences

The type of code sequence adopted by any DSSS system is important for its resilience

against both multi-path interference and multi-user interference. In this context, to over-

come these interference, several considerations must be satisfied. For example, each ele-

ment of the set of code sequence adopted must be periodic with a constant length,

balanced 1, and easy to distinguish from other code sequence, as well as from a time-

shifted version of itself.

An essential characteristic concerning the multi-path propagation effects is related to

the auto-correlation. A code with deficient auto-correlation property with different time-

shifted versions of itself avoids self-interference due to multi-path propagation. In the case

of multi-user interference, all the codes adopted to share the channel with multiple wireless

nodes simultaneously need to be orthogonal among them, which means that the cross-

correlation function must be zero at the synchronization point. Therefore, both functions

are used to evaluate the quality of the set of codes used by the DSSS communication

system. A correlation function measures dependency or association between two random

variables, however, to emphasize that equal or different variables are being considered

they are called auto-correlation or cross-correlation, and they are defined as

Γxx(τ) = 1
N − 1

N∑
n=0

xnxn+τ

Γxy(τ) = 1
N − 1

N∑
n=0

xnyn+τ

(2.7)

Usually, the code bits called chips are represented by +1 or −1, to be evaluated by

the correlation functions. The code sequences mostly used in DSSS technique are: M-

sequence 2, Gold, orthogonal Gold, Kasami, and Walsh-Hadamard sequences. Each one

has different characteristics and various applications in radio communication systems, due

to their different correlation properties.

A correlation function is also performed at the receiver side, to remove the spectrum

spreading technique by a correlation between the received signal and the local code C

version assigned to the specific receiver. Subsequently, the remaining information-bearing

signal is demodulated using a decision device. Sometimes, the code chips at the receiver

side are represented in their binary form. As a consequence, the correlation function must

1. Set of code for which each codeword contains an equal number of 0's and 1's.
2. Maximal-length sequence
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be performed as

R(τ) = 1
N

N−1∑
n=0

rn(2Cn+τ − 1) (2.8)

where the received signal r is correlated with the binary local code Cn∈{0,...,N−1}, using

a time window size related to the code size N . Indeed, the considered DSSS system is

synchronized at the point of τ = 0.

An example is illustrated in Figure 2.13a, where the first N = 8 bits of the received

signal rn are correlated with the local code sequence Cn = {1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0}. These N -bit

are coding the first symbol “+1”, which is transmitted at the baseband BPSK scheme

without additive noise. The resulting correlation is a positive value, normalized accord-

ing to the code size N , as shown in Figure 2.13a. In contrast, when a symbol “−1” is

encoded at the transmitter side, and then correlated at the receiver side, the resulting

correlation is a negative value, as depicted in Figure 2.13b. Therefore, considering that

the baseband BPSK symbols“+1”and“−1”are transmitted equally over a communication

channel [Cou00], the optimal voltage threshold VT after the despreading can be approxi-

mated as VT = Amax−Amin

2 , where A is the resulting signal amplitude after the despreading

process. In these conditions, the optimal voltage threshold is defined as VT = +1−1
2 = 0 in

the case of DSSS and BPSK.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.13: Correlation function between received signal and local non-balanced code
sequence, considering baseband BPSK coding scheme.

On the other hand, a baseband OOK coding scheme is represented by 0's and 1's.
Therefore, considering the same conditions of the previous example, the resulting cor-

relation with a synchronized replica of the spreading signal has also positive and neg-
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ative values, as illustrated in Figure 2.14. Nevertheless, the correlation of the received

spread signal with a non-balanced code Cn produces different values less than ±1, con-

trary to the previous example. Indeed, this phenomenon is related to the zeros included

in the received signal. Thus, the optimal threshold after the despreading process is de-

fined as VT = 0.25−0.75
2 = −0.25. Furthermore, in any DSSS system based on the OOK

modulation scheme, the correlation and decision device must be performed in the digital

domain.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.14: Correlation function between received signal and local non-balanced code
sequence, considering baseband OOK coding scheme.

In the case of balanced codes, the resulting signal amplitude after correlation is sym-

metrical and therefore centered on zero, as illustrated in Figure 2.15. In conclusion, a

set of non-balanced codewords can require different optimal thresholds for each of them.

Maybe this characteristic is not a problem after synchronization, however, as illustrated

in the previous example, evidently the energy of the code will be different according to

the bit encoded by the spreading code sequence (“1”→ C and “0”→ C). Hence, the system

synchronization using the replica of the spreading signal will be very hard to be achieved

during the spread signal acquisition. Therefore, for the sake of simplicity, the best set of

code chosen will be a set where all the codewords are balanced, and the sequence length N

is assumed to be a multiple of two. Because, a sequence length N defined as an odd number

requires a particular clock to be generated, as explained by Harada et al. [HP02].
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.15: Correlation function between received signal and local balanced code
sequence, considering baseband OOK coding scheme.

Walsh-Hadamard codes

A set of Walsh codes are obtained from the Hadamard matrix, which is a square matrix

where each row is orthogonal with all the other rows, and the same case for each column.

The Hadamard matrix Hn can be generated by starting with a unitary 1-by-1 matrix

and applying the Hadamard transform successively. Indeed, each column or row in the

Hadamard matrix is conformed by a Walsh code sequence of length n. Furthermore, this

set of codes provides perfect orthogonality (Γxy = 0) between code sequences when they

are perfectly synchronized (τ = 0). Usually, the Walsh-Hadamard codes are just called

Hadamard codes.

The Hadamard transform is defined as:

Hn = [1] (2.9)

and

H2n =
Hn Hn

Hn Hn

(2.10)

Thus, with n = 1 we get

H2 =
1 1
1 0

(2.11)
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Repeating the Hadamard transform again for n = 2, we get

H4 =

1 1 1 1
1 0 1 0
1 1 0 0
1 0 0 1

(2.12)

Repeating the Hadamard transform again for n = 4, we get

H8 =

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1
1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1
1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1
1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0

(2.13)

Matrix (2.13) consists of 8 Walsh codes, each of 8-bit length. In this matrix, the contained

codes are balanced with the same number of 1's and 0's, which means that the threshold

is always centered on zero. It is worth noting that this characteristic will be true for

all Hadamard matrices. Therefore, as previously explained, for balanced codes the energy

observed during the synchronization process will be the same either a “0” or “1” is encoded

using any of these code sequences at the transmitter side. For these reasons, the set of

code sequences chosen in this thesis work is Hadamard codes.

According to its correlation properties, each code can provide different resilience levels

facing multi-path environments. As an example, 4-bit Hadamard codes are analyzed as a

function of the correlation relationship among them, as shown in Figure 2.16. Firstly, the

cross-correlation function defined in Equation (2.7) is applied for each code combination

contained in the Hadamard set. As explained above, the Hadamard codes provide perfect

orthogonality when they are perfectly synchronized (τ = 0). Otherwise, some codes begin

to resemble other ones contained in the Hadamard set. For instance, the cross-correlation

result is Γxy = 1 for the Hadamard codes allocated in row 3 and row 4 of the Hadamard

matrix H4, meaning that both codes are identical when a delay of one chip (τ = Tc)

is achieved by one of them, as depicted in Figure 2.16a. Consequently, the interference
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Figure 2.16: (a) Cross-correlation function between the codes contained into the
Hadamard matrix H4, (b) autocorrelation function for each code contained in H4.

between them is imminent, indeed, in this condition the receiver will not be able to

distinguish between them.

On the other hand, the auto-correlation function was applied to each of them to analyze

the self-interference. As expected, when τ = 0, the auto-correlation is Γxx = 1 because

this function compares a code with its replica. An ideal case would be that for every value

of τ 6= 0 the auto-correlation result is Γxx = 0, providing a better synchronization and

some degree of resistance to self-interference. Nevertheless, as illustrated in Figure 2.16b,

some Hadamard codes have a poorly auto-correlation property, meaning that the DSSS

signal will be degraded by its replica during communication, and synchronization would

be a little harder with certain codes.

Simulations were performed in MATLAB to test the reliability of an OOK-DSSS sys-

tem using Hadamard codes facing multi-path propagation with α = 0.6 considering single

and multiple channel access scenarios. Figure 2.17 and Figure 2.18 represent the Bit-

Error Rate (BER) of an OOK-DSSS transceiver as a function of the Signal-to-Noise Ratio

(SNR) per bit for both scenarios. Firstly, a single-channel scenario was performed for

each Hadamard codes of length N = 4 and N = 8, as illustrated in Figure 2.17a and

Figure 2.17b, respectively. Thes results demonstrate the resilience of OOK-DSSS facing

multi-path environments contrasted with a communication system without any compen-

sation technique, as depicted in Figure 2.8. Furthermore, it was observed that increasing

the code size improves the SNR, which can enhance the final power consumption of the

transceiver, but at the cost of reducing the effective data rate. Nevertheless, in the case
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of multiple channel accesses, the communication system is fully compromised due to the

interference generated by the replica of the other codes. Therefore, in this condition, it

is not possible to establish communication among multiple wireless nodes simultaneously

using the DSSS technique alone.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.17: Performance evaluation for a set of (a) three Hadamard codes of length
N = 4 and (b) seven Hadamard codes of length N = 8, facing multi-path interference

during single-access channel.
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Figure 2.18: Performance evaluation for a set of (a) three Hadamard codes of length
N = 4 and (b) seven Hadamard codes of length N = 8, facing multi-path interference

during full multiple-access channel.

DSSS Quantification

The sampling and quantization are performed using an analog-to-digital con-

verter (ADC) at the receiver side. In a DSSS digital receiver, sampling occurs at the

chip frequency 1/Tc. As the chip rate is higher than the data rate, the required sampling

frequency can be very high, especially in systems demanding very low latency data trans-

fer. Indeed, this requirement needs a high sampling frequency to recover the transmitted

chips and then to decode and convert these chips into the original information. However,

a high sampling frequency limits the achievable ADC resolution because designing both a

high-sampling and high-resolution ADC requires non-negligible power consumption and

sophisticated design.

Moreover, a low N -bit resolution can highly decrease the system performance because

it introduces additional errors referred to as quantization noise (QN). The QN is a distor-

tion inherent in any quantization process due to the truncation/rounding errors. Besides,

the amount of noise generated is inversely proportional to the number of quantization

levels 2N used during the process.

An OOK scheme based on coherent or even non-coherent detection can provide a close
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to optimum performance using a 4-bit ADC, as demonstrated by Kiyani et al. [KHD12].

Nevertheless, a DSSS system frequently designed to support multiple-access will quickly

degrade its performance according to the number of wireless nodes sharing the channel.

We therefore studied the number of WI supported by different N -bit resolution ADC, as

shown in Figure 2.19. The analysis was simplified using an optimum OOK detector during

simulation, as well as a perfect synchronization among WIs. The goal of the optimum

detector is to obtain the lowest BER when the input signal is just corrupted by AWGN

noise. Two elements are required to implement an optimum detector: a product detector

and a matching filter processing.
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Figure 2.19: Average BER for multiple WIs sharing the channel using DSSS with OOK
modulation for coherent detection in AWGN channel with QN for different values of N

at SNR = 15 dB.

The results reported in Figure 2.19 illustrate that for a SNR = 15 dB, where the

optimum OOK detector provides a BER = 10−8, the DSSS system is highly degraded

with more than three WIs using a 3-bit ADC. The system degradation can easily reach

BER = 10−3 considering seven WIs at the same SNR. In contrast, the same DSSS system

with 3-bit ADC and three WIs is capable of sustaining a BER around 10−7, only loosing

an SNR of 1 dB. Nevertheless, considering a lower BER (e.g., 10−15), this difference will

be more pronounced due to ADC limitations. Therefore, to obtain a very low BER, the
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system requires a 4-bit or 5-bit ADC according to the number of wireless nodes sharing

the channel. Another solution could be the implementation of an error-correcting code to

improve the obtained results, but at the cost of further decreasing the data transfer rate

and increase complexity. For these reasons, we consider that, for a close to optimal result

using three WIs, the system requires at least a 4-bit ADC resolution. Otherwise, in order

to reach a very low BER with more than seven WIs, the DSSS system requires at least a

5-bit ADC resolution or the implementation of an error-correcting code to overcome the

ADC limitations.

2.4.3 Time-Diversity Scheme (TDS)

This technique implies that the same data is transmitted repeatedly at different time

schedule. Thus, considering a channel with multi-path propagation, there are multiple

copies of the same signal transmitted according to the number of multi-path components.

Therefore, as depicted in Figure 2.20, DSSS also takes advantage of this characteristic

assuming L correlators between the input data signal y(t) and code sequences delayed by

i = 0 . . . L − 1 chip periods. The correlator outputs are combined using a diversity com-

bining rule with their respective weighting coefficients (Gi). On the other hand, since this

technique collects the energy from the received signal components to provide diversity,

it is often called the RAKE receiver. The RAKE receiver resembles an equalizer, but in

reality, it exploits the path diversity. The interference-suppression capability of this tech-

nique stems from the fact that duplicated code sequence reaching the same receptor due

to multi-path interference, will be time-shifted by merely one chip. Moreover, they have

very low correlation between them, decreasing the interference between RAKE fingers.

Therefore, code sequences with very low auto-correlation are a better option for establish

a communication link surrounded by multi-path interference. Moreover, properly weight-

ing signals coming from different reflection sources provides an improved signal-to-noise

ratio at the RAKE output.

2.5 Architecture of the Wireless Interface

This section presents the WiNoC and wireless transceiver architectures considered and

developed in this work.
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Figure 2.20: Diversity demodulator for spread-spectrum signals over multi-path
channels.

2.5.1 WiNoC Architecture

Topology

As power overhead limits the number of wireless links, creation of clusters (subnetworks

of processing elements) is necessary during the topology design. Each cluster typically

incorporates a single WI connected to one or several router/switches of the electrical

NoC.

The topology adopted in this chapter is based on a wired 2-D mesh conventional

NoC architecture, divided into N clusters including a wired sub-network. Each cluster

has one Wireless Interface (WI) connected to a dedicated router/switch, responsible for

providing wireless access to the cores placed in the same cluster. Figure 2.21 illustrates a

20mm×20mm chip example composed of 8×8 cores. The WiNoC architecture is divided

into N = 4 clusters of 16 cores with a WI located at the center of each cluster.

This kind of WiNoC architecture was already experimentally analyzed in [Cat+17]

using a wired 16 × 16 mesh topology. The authors show that a wireless link utilization

of 48% for real traffic scenarios leads to significant latency and energy improvements

compared to an electrical-only NoC.
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Figure 2.21: Wireless interface distribution among a clustered WiNoC hybrid topology
with N = 4 clusters of 16 cores.

Wireless Multiple Access

Due to the availability of multiple channels, the synchronous DSSS technique is adopted

for channelization to achieve simultaneous multiple communications among the WIs. Each

cluster i uses a dedicated code sequence Ci for data transmission and knows the code

sequence of the other clusters for data demodulation at the receiver side. Besides, we con-

sider that signal synchronization is performed only once in the WI to open the different

simultaneous channels.

2.5.2 Wireless Interface

The adopted WI architecture is similar to the one explained in Section 2.3. However,

the digital domain part is modified to comply with the proposed techniques. Figure 2.22

depicts the global architecture of the digital transceiver, which is divided into three parts

classified by clock frequencies: low 1 , medium 2 and high 3 . Furthermore, zero-forcing

equalization and time diversity scheme are implemented using DSSS as a baseline architec-

ture. Therefore, in our simulation and synthesis results, we tested three main architecture

configurations detailed in this section and shown in Figure 2.22: DSSS, TDS with DSSS,

and ZF with DSSS. Additionally, DSSS needs an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) block

to distinguish each code-channel. Consequently, to avoid excessive area cost and power

consumption, we propose to adopt a 10 Giga-samples-per-second Time-Interleaved Suc-
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Figure 2.22: Enhanced digital-domain transceiver architecture with three decoder
configurations.

cessive Approximation Register (SAR) ADC [Tua+14] instead of a flash ADC. This ADC

provides eight 4-bit words in parallel at 1.25 GHz corresponding to eight consecutive

samples.

Despite the use of serializer (SER) and de-serializer (DESER) blocks is mandatory in

any wireless communication system, previous WiNoC literature rarely details information

about these blocks. Therefore, we propose to adopt a SER/DESER binary MUX tree

topology with half-rate architecture [Cla+15], [MIH15], which uses a 625 MHz half-rate

clock source to generate 1.25 Gb/s data rate. In addition, this architecture is a good

compromise between higher data rates and risks of duty-cycle distortion and clock skew.

DSSS Architecture

Its architecture is divided into two main functional blocks: encoder and decoder. Fur-

thermore, the code sequence adopted in this architecture is a Hadamard binary code on 8

bits (SF = 8). As each cluster has a dedicated code sequence, the design of the encoder

block is very simple.

The encoder is composed of registers whose outputs are arranged according to the

Hadamard code sequence assigned to the considered cluster. Besides, as illustrated in Fig-

ure 2.23, each of one is initialized by the considered code sequence (Ci) or its complement,
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according to the input data being equal to 1 or 0, respectively.

Figure 2.23: DSSS encoder architecture.

The decoder , depicted in Figure 2.24, is a dedicated block used to retrieve the infor-

mation forwarded by other clusters. As a consequence, the decoder is composed of one

correlator for each block with which it communicates, using the respective code sequence

assigned to the considered cluster. As an example, for the architecture of Figure 2.21 with

four clusters, three correlators will be used in each cluster. Each correlator receives eight

4-bit words Dj in parallel from the ADC, with Dj ∈ {0, 1, ..., 15} and j = {0, 1, ..., 7}.
These Dj input values are directly compared with the jth bit of ith code Ci,j related

to the ith cluster. Consequently, the value of Dj is turned to negative if the jth bit is

1, and remains positive otherwise. Then, the correlator performs addition or subtraction

operations to calculate

Corr = ±D0 ±D1 ±D2 ±D3 ±D4 ±D5 ±D6±D7. (2.14)

The final step is to make a decision based on the resulting value of Corr, using a threshold

detector. The optimal threshold value for DSSS with OOK modulation using Hadamard

codes is 0. In our case, the decoder output is 1 when Corr < 0 and 0 when Corr > 0.

This decision operation is simplified by connecting the sign bit (the MSB as we consider

two's complement representation) of the resulting value of Corr directly to the decoder

block output.

TDS with DSSS architecture

As explained in Section 2.4.3, the TDS technique is based on DSSS signaling. There-

fore, it uses the same encoder block architecture. However, the decoder, depicted in Fig-

ure 2.25, increases the number of correlators used by cluster code sequence according to
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Figure 2.24: DSSS decoder architecture.

the number of significant multi-path components (MPC) estimated from the CIR. As the

Figure 2.25: Decoder architecture of the time diversity scheme.

architecture is designed using the CIR studied in Section 2.2 with α = 60%, two corre-

lators are used by code sequence to retrieve the forwarded information from one cluster.

The first one compares the input values Dj with the jth bit of ith code Ci,j related to

the ith cluster and the second one compares Dj with a time-shifted version of Ci. The

time-shifted version of the code moves the final entry to the first position according to the

chip distance between the first path and the reflected one. Then the correlation results

are combined using a diversity combining rule, called Maximum Ratio Combining (MRC).

The MRC uses weighting coefficients obtained from the CIR to combine the correlator

outputs. Finally, the sign bit (MSB) of the resulting combination value obtained from

MRC computation is connected directly to the decoder block output. To illustrate the
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correlator and MRC operations, Figure 2.26 displays one Hadamard code with its one

time-shifted version. These codes are processed by the correlators and the MRC combiner

Figure 2.26: Time-diversity scheme optimization.

as follows:

Corr0 = −D0 −D1 −D2 −D3 +D4 +D5 +D6 +D7

Corr1 = D0 −D1 −D2 −D3 −D4 +D5 +D6 +D7

MRC = G0 × Corr0 +G1 × Corr1 (2.15)

TDS Decoder Optimization

The optimization is performed by grouping the similar bits of the code sequences and

their time-shifted version, as shown in Figure 2.26. Generally, Hadamard codes contain

similarities with their time-shifted version. Therefore, this characteristic is exploited to

decrease the number of operations in a correlator by rewriting Equation (2.15) as

Corr0 = −D1 −D2 −D3 +D5 +D6 +D7

Corr1 = −D0 +D4

MRC = G0 × (Corr0 + Corr1) +G1 × (Corr0 − Corr1)
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Zero Forcing with DSSS Architecture

This architecture uses the same encoder block as the simple DSSS. The decoder block,

as illustrated in Figure 2.27, is composed of three main sub-blocks: a circular buffer (CB),

a ZF filter to mitigate multi-path propagation and a DSSS correlator with a code sequence.

The coefficient values of the ZF filter are calculated from Equation (2.5) using the CIR

of Section 2.2 with α = 60%.

Figure 2.27: ZF equalizer with DSSS decoder architecture.

2.6 Results

To evaluate the performance metrics of the different techniques studied in Section 2.5,

an end-to-end wireless communication system has been implemented for simulation and

hardware synthesis. The effectiveness of each technique is evaluated adopting the multi-

path channel characteristics described in Section 2.2. The system under study is first sim-

ulated in MATLAB to estimate the BER performance. Then, the different architectures

are modeled in C/C++ for High-Level Synthesis (HLS). Each architecture is synthesized

to RTL using Catapult HLS and to the gate level by Synopsys Design Compiler. A 28-nm
FDSOI technology library is used during hardware synthesis as a target with a supply

voltage of 1 V. Finally, power consumption is estimated with Synopsys PrimeTime tool af-

ter activity extraction from a back-annotated gate-level simulation using 3.2×105 random

input data.

2.6.1 Bit Error Rate Evaluation

The end-to-end system modeled in MATLAB considers a half-duplex communication

and consists of four wireless interfaces to open three code-channels simultaneously. Each
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code-channel uses a dedicated orthogonal Hadamard code of 8 bits. The channel model em-

ployed in simulation was two-ray time-invariant frequency-selective channel with AWGN.

The modulation scheme simulated was coherent OOK. The simulated model considers

the quantization noise (QN) added in the demodulation process by a 4-bit ADC at the

receiver side [KHD12]. The average BER, which considers three parallel code-channels, is

estimated by Monte-Carlo simulation with a confidence interval of 95%. Simulation results

Figure 2.28: Demodulation performance BER scaling according to SNR for the
considered techniques with α = 60%.

are reported in Figure 2.28 for four different architectures: DSSS, DSSS with ZF using

3 taps and 11 taps, and DSSS with TDS. The considered techniques are compared with

the single channel simulated BER of OOK with multi-path using α = 60%, and without

multi-path channel (OOK Theory in Figure 2.28). The results indicate that the average

BER of the DSSS technique, without channel compensation, stays high even with an SNR

per bit of 27 dB. This poor BER performance is due to the impact of the CIR on the

code orthogonality, and consequently on the mis-detection rate. Nevertheless, associat-

ing DSSS with TDS or ZF improves performance compared with the technique without

compensation. Indeed, part of the channel degradation was corrected, thus decreasing the

mis-detection rate. Furthermore, comparing ZF filter using 3 taps with the other archi-
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tectures on an average BER of e.g. 10−6, shows that TDS and ZF with 11 taps improve

the SNR by 5 and 8 dB, respectively. However, despite ZF with 11 taps provides best

performance, its complexity is much higher compared to the other architectures.

2.6.2 Synthesis Results and Discussion

The different blocks of the digital transceiver as depicted in Figure 2.22 have been

synthesized from C/C++ using HLS and logic synthesis. Digital interfaces with the router

are designed considering a 32-bit bus width, which is serialized at 1.25 Gbit/s by the 32-bit

SER/DESER blocks described in Section 2.5.2. The DSSS Encoder block encodes each

data bit in a parallel stream of 8 bits, before being serialized at 10 Gbit/s by the 8-bit

SER block.

Four different architectures (DSSS, DSSS with 3-tap ZF, DSSS with 11-tap ZF, and

DSSS with TDS) are synthesized separately. Each architecture configuration is capable

to retrieve data from N − 1 clusters among N . Synthesis results of each architecture with

N = 4 and other blocks of the wireless interface are summarized in Table 2.1. Codec in the

table means both the encoder and the considered decoder architecture configuration. The

Optimized TDS Codec corresponds to the scheme proposed in Section 2.5.2. The total

Table 2.1: Synthesis results (area and power consumption) of the different Wireless
Interface architectures using 28-nm FDSOI.

WI Block Area (µm2) Power (mW)

DSSS Codec 313.18 0.43
TDS Codec 401.63 0.82
Optimized TDS Codec 317.42 0.63
3-tap ZF with DSSS Codec 490.41 0.98
11-tap ZF with DSSS Codec 1967.37 4.04
8-bit Serializer (10 Gbps) 21.8 0.1741
32-bit Serializer (1.25 Gbps) 49 0.04391
32-bit Deserializer (1.25 Gbps) 50 0.044

4-bit ADC [Tua+14] 9000 16
OOK Transceiver [Dur+17] not specified 20.8

power consumption of each block reports both the static and dynamic power consumed.

However, static power represents less than 1% of the total power, mainly thanks to the

28-nm FDSOI low leakage technology. To estimate an accurate dynamic power, a Pseudo
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Random Bit Sequence of 4× 104 bits is injected into the encoder block, which generates

a total of 3.2× 105 bits for the decoder block.

The ADC is a key block in OOK transceivers based on DSSS and filter compensation

(e.g., zero-forcing) since it consumes the bulk of area and power of the WI. Nevertheless,

as performance simulations in literature only consider an ideal wireless channel, no ADC is

used for digital channel compensation. The parallel architecture of time-interleaved SAR

ADC, mentioned in Section 2.5.2, decreases the frequency for digital filters and therefore

to improve power consumption. Based on [Tua+14], Table 2.1 also provides area and

power for the ADC block. For reference, figures extrapolated from [Dur+17] of an OOK

transceiver are also reported. However, Section 2.2 already showed the poor performance

of this transceiver in case of multi-path CIR.

The DSSS codec shows lower area and power consumption overhead than the other

techniques. However, as shown in Figure 2.28, its average BER is lower than for the other

techniques with channel effect compensation. On the other hand, the ZF with 11 taps

shows the best performance in terms of average BER, at the cost of highest power and

area overhead. Finally, the average BER performance of the Time Diversity Scheme (TDS)

based on the RAKE receiver is situated between ZF with 11 taps and 3 taps. In addition,

the area and power consumption overhead of the optimized TDS codec is better than any

k-tap ZF codec.

Furthermore, as shown in Figure 2.8, decreasing α, the amplitude of the second path of

the CIR, improves BER performance. Therefore, any technique applied with α less than

60% will enhance BER too. However, the area and power consumption of each architecture

will be approximately the same (overhead may depend upon the coefficient values), but

the TDS performance will become closer to the 11-tap ZF. Under these conditions, the

TDS technique offers the best trade-off between BER performance and area/power over

the other techniques.
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2.7 Conclusions

Emerging WiNoC communication technology is considered as a very viable solution for

facing scalability and energy issues in multicore architectures. However, communication

reliability through a realistic wireless channel cannot be ensured by adopting conventional

transceiver architectures. Therefore, in this chapter, we have shown the impact of a semi-

realistic multi-path wireless channel over conventional WiNoC modulation scheme. Our

study demonstrates the significant unreliability of an OOK transceiver, even for a channel

with low dispersion.

To overcome this issue, we propose to combine the DSSS coding scheme with channel

compensation blocks. Among the solutions studied, the TDS receiver represents the best

trade-off between bit-error rate performance and area/power overhead, when compared

with different Zero-Forcing equalizers. The area (power) overhead of the TDS block for a

four-cluster receiver is only 317 µm2 (0.63 mW), which represents less than 1% (2%) of the

wireless interface. Therefore, the gain in performance of our proposed scheme is significant

at the cost of a very low area/power overhead. The TDS, unlike an error-correcting code,

offers more throughput as the number of users sharing the wireless channel increases.

We believe that the introduction of the proposed solution opens interesting scenarios to

combat channel effects in WiNoC.
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Chapter 3

ADAPTIVE TRANSCEIVER FOR

WIRELESS NOC

Wireless Network-on-Chip (WiNoC) peculiarly fulfills system feasibility and flexibility

to overcome limitations of standard wired communications. However, the reliability of

wireless links is not enough explored and remains an important and unsolved issue. Most

contributions in the WiNoC research field are oriented to demonstrate that WiNoCs can

overcome limitations of conventional NoC architectures for core-to-core [Pan+09] and

core-to-memory communications, e.g., in the case of cache coherency [ACV17]. Contribu-

tions have also investigated different network topologies to take advantage of long distance

links [Pan+09].

Additionally, since cache coherency requires a network architecture supporting vari-

ous communication scenarios, such as many-to-one, all-to-one, and multiple-unicast, there

is a substantial body of work analyzing the impact of allowing multiple parallel channel

accesses to improve bandwidth, average packet energy, and communication latency. These

approaches mainly divide the channel by creating multiple isolated spaces (SDM) [Zha+11],

by frequency (FDM) [Lee+09], using orthogonal frequencies (OFDM) [Bri+15; GGD17],

and adopting channelization codes (CDM) [Vid+12]. However, each parallel channel access

method comes with some challenges to be implemented in WiNoC, such as early network

saturation, several band-pass filters, frequency synthesizers, (inverse) fast Fourier trans-

form blocks and ADCs.

In this chapter, we propose a reconfigurable digital transceiver architecture with effi-

cient support of unicast/broadcast, many-to-one, all-to-one, and multiple unicast commu-

nication patterns, adopting some configurable channel compensation techniques. We show

that it is required to adapt the transceiver configurations according to these different com-
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munication patterns, in order to improve WiNoC performance, especially when facing a

semi-realistic wireless channel. Furthermore, the design adopted provides low complexity,

sustains low bit-error-rate, minimal data transfer latency and reasonable power require-

ments. Indeed, each configuration is intended to be used according to network traffic

requirements.

The results presented are based on a semi-realistic channel model for intra-chip wave

propagation derived from [AVM16; KBK01; ZCS07]. The channel impulse response (CIR)

representation considers two main propagation paths: direct and reflected path. The di-

rect and reflected path are separated in time by one symbol duration.The reflected path

is generated by the edges of the chip. The amount of energy preserved by the reflected

path after to be rebounded by the chip-edge structures, mainly depends of the physical

structures and substrate losses. A rough approximation of this preserved energy was per-

formed in Chapter 2, defining this energy as a ratio (α) between the amplitudes of the

reflected and the direct path. In the rest of the chapter, this ratio is considered as α = 60%
which, corresponds to the worst condition of a channel without any mechanism to avoid

chip-edge reflections.

3.1 WiNoC Architecture

For NoC architectures, hybrid interconnects are more suitable designs to improve

throughput, power consumption, and scalability than using only one interconnect type.

This premise is demonstrated in WiNoC state-of-the-art where several approaches com-

bine wired/wireless and optical/wireless [SKL16] solutions. Combining wireless links with

another interconnect solution allows for the number of embedded cores to be easily scaled

and latency and power to be improved. This is due to the natural support of broad-

cast/multicast communication traffic in wireless links, which is especially difficult with a

large number of cores (e.g., 256 – 1024).

To manage the wireless channel, WiNoC solutions require a wireless interface (WI),

typically connected to a conventional NoC router. This WI is divided into analog and

digital parts. Current analog part typically comprises an OOK transceiver supporting 16

Gb/s data rate. The digital part includes a serializer/deserializer (SER/DESER) module

and a wireless network access controller. Nevertheless, this basic WI only supports unicast

or broadcast communications in a given time slot.
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As power overhead limits the number of wireless links, creation of clusters (subnetworks

of processing elements) is necessary during the topology design. Each cluster typically

incorporates a single WI connected to one or several router/switches of the electrical NoC.

However, multiple router/switches connected to the cluster WI improves efficiency of the

access to the wireless point from different cluster areas. The general WiNoC architecture

considered in this work is depicted in Figure 3.1. The wired interconnect network connects

Figure 3.1: Wireless interface distribution among a clustered WiNoC hybrid topology
with N clusters of M cores. The WI of a cluster is connected to four routers.

all the cores using a mesh topology. N clusters of M cores are distributed homogeneously

on the chip with one WI connected to four routers. This configuration can easily scale with

the number of cores embedded on the chip. Moreover, this kind of WiNoC architecture

was already experimentally analyzed in [Cat+17] using a wired 16 × 16 mesh topology.

The authors show that a wireless link utilization of 48% for real traffic scenarios leads to

significant latency and energy improvements compared to an electrical-only NoC.
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3.2 Channel Compensation Techniques

As discussed in Chapter 2, current WiNoC architectures are evaluated using very sim-

ple wireless channel model, i.e., considering AWGN as the only impairment in the com-

munication. However, the AWGN model is not representative of actual intra-chip wireless

channels. In particular, it does not consider the frequency selectivity and time behavior of

WiNoC for isotropic antennas, such as multi-path propagation and bandwidth limitation,

as well as the problems related to silicon properties. These considerations are critical,

especially when communication data rate is aiming at several tens of gigabits per second.

Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge, current WiNoC transceiver solutions do not

incorporate any channel compensation mechanism considering different communication

traffics. In [SSR18], the authors introduce a WI with different multi-path cancellation

techniques which only supports many-to-one wireless communication patterns. In this

chapter, we propose a reconfigurable digital transceiver that is able to compensate for

channel interference considering unicast/broadcast and multicast requirements. As com-

pensation efficiency closely depends on the channel cancellation technique adopted, this

solution employs a channel compensation technique according to the channel access con-

figuration. The work in this chapter complementary relies on a technique oriented to

unicast/broadcast communication and a second one adapted to multiple channel accesses

in parallel.

In this section we briefly introduce two compensation techniques, Decision Feedback

Equalizer and Time Diversity Scheme, that will be then combined to define our adaptive

wireless interface architecture, as described in the next section.

3.2.1 Decision Feedback Equalizer

The decision feedback equalizer (DFE) is an effective technique for detection of signal

affected by noise and inter-symbol interference (ISI). As shown in Figure 3.2a, the general

structure of a DFE consists of a feedforward filter (FFF), a feedback filter (FBF) and a

symbol detector [Pro07]. Computation of FFF and FBF by methods operating entirely

in the time domain has been widely studied in standard wireless communication litera-

ture [SM04]. This time domain analysis is performed to model both filters using the finite

impulse response (FIR) transverse form. In this work, the DFE technique is used only

for single channel access, since its performance is affected by decision errors and that

any erroneous decision is propagated in the system, thus affecting the upcoming signal

corrections.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.2: (a) General DFE structure, (b) Adopted DFE.

Power

As argued in Chapter 2, the WiNoC channel can be assumed time-invariant, causal

and stable. Therefore, the DFE structure could be simplified without the FFF block

and the form shown in Figure 3.2b is adopted. Consequently, the correction signal w[n]
is subtracted from the sampled received signal x[n]. Then the corrected signal y[n] =
x[n]− w[n] is passed to a decision block whose output signal ŷ[n] is given by

ŷ[n] =

1 y[n] ≥ Vth

0 y[n] < Vth

where Vth is the threshold defined by the transmission system. The signal ŷ[n] is the input

signal of an FIR filter of length Mh with coefficients ci, which generates the correction

signal w[n]. The filter coefficients ci are equal to the coefficients of the channel impulse

response and Mh is also the length of the CIR. As an example, following the channel

model discussed in Chapter 2, the filter is specified by Mh = 2, c0 = 0, c1 = α, and ci = 0,

∀ i ≥ 2.

3.2.2 Time Diversity Scheme

The Time Diversity Scheme (TDS) is based on Direct-Sequence Spread Spectrum

(DSSS) modulation technique, which takes advantage of the multiple copies of the same

signal created by the propagation channel. The effectiveness of this technique lies in the

fact that each copy differs in time by one symbol (chip) duration. TDS is recognized

as an efficient technique to compensate for channel interference in WiNoC communica-

tions [SSR18]. However, unlike the architecture proposed in [SSR18] assigning a dedicated
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code for each cluster, in this work, the codes are assigned dynamically, allowing the WI to

easily manage the different multicast configurations. The receiver architecture correlates

the input data signal x[n] with L code sequences delayed by i = 0 . . . L − 1 chip peri-

ods. The L correlator outputs are combined using a diversity combining rule with their

respective weighting coefficients (Gi).

3.3 Proposed Wireless Interface Architecture

The digital part of conventional WI is significantly modified to comply with the pro-

posed adaptive techniques. Figure 3.3 depicts the architecture of the proposed adaptive

transceiver. An ADC is required to implement channel correction mechanisms and sup-

port multiple channel access. This ADC is constrained to have a low impact on area and

power consumption. Therefore, the bit resolution and sampling frequency should be as

low as possible, while keeping system integrity. Consequently, the ADC block adopted in

this work is a 10 Giga-samples-per-second time-interleaved successive approximation reg-

ister (SAR) [Tua+14] providing eight 4-bit words in parallel at 1.25 GHz corresponding

to eight consecutive samples.

Figure 3.3: Enhanced digital-domain adaptive transceiver architecture.
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3.3.1 Adaptive Wireless Access

To take advantage of communication patterns and traffic variations, the wireless access

is adaptive. In our case, adaptivity means that according to the communication scenarios

(unicast, broadcast/multicast, mutliple unicast), the channel can be reserved by one or

multiple WIs. In addition, each wireless node uses a half-duplex operation to avoid signal

cancellation, self-interference, and to simplify the OOK transceiver design. The WIs are

configured in transmission or reception mode according to system communication require-

ments. Fig. 3.4 depicts the different communication patterns that could be supported by

the proposed adaptive wireless interface design. In this example, the hybrid topology has

N = 4 clusters distributed on the chip, each one with one WI placed in the center of

cluster. Increasing the number of cluster beyond N = 4 follows the same principle for the

communication patterns.

Figure 3.4: Wireless communication patterns for a clustered WiNoC hybrid topology
with N = 4 clusters.

Parallel Mode

The parallel mode corresponds to many-to-one, all-to-one, and multiple unicast com-

munications, where several WIs require to use the wireless channel at the same time. In

this mode, a synchronous DSSS technique based on channelization codes is configured in

each WI to allow for parallel communications. The maximum number of parallel communi-

cation is defined as N−1 clusters (all-to-one mode), with at least one cluster as a receiver.

Once the number of source and destination clusters are defined, the available codes are

selected randomly by each WI. These codes are released when all data are transmitted to

the destination nodes.
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Unicast/Broadcast Mode

In the second mode, unicast or broadcast communication is used. Therefore, one trans-

mitter and one receiver (unicast) or multiple receivers (broadcast) are configured in the

wireless network. As the channel does not need to be shared with other transmitters, no

channelization code is necessary to forward information to the destination nodes. In this

mode, the DFE compensation technique is used to enhance communication link reliability.

3.3.2 Digital Transmitter Architecture

As depicted in the upper part of Fig. 3.3, the transmitter is composed of three blocks:

SER(32:1/8), DSSS encoder, and SER(8:1). A serializer SER(n:m) is a shift register hav-

ing an input on n bits issued at a clock fi which is serialized on an m-bit output at a

clock fo = n.fi/m. The SER(32:1/8) has two outputs on 1 bit and 8 bits, which are

activated according to system requirements. In case of unicast/broadcast communication,

the SER(32:1/8) 8-bit output is multiplexed into the SER (8:1) block. Otherwise, when

channel multiple access is required, the SER (32:1/8) 1-bit output and DSSS encoder

blocks are activated by the controller.

The DSSS encoder is very simple, since composed of a register initialized by the consid-

ered 8-bit channelization code (Cj) or its complement, according to the input data being

equal to 1 or 0, respectively. This encoder relies on the code Cj selected by the controller

during the configuration phase. On the router/switch side, the output ports connected

with the SER(32:1/8) block have an increased RF buffer depth of 8 flits (1 flit = 32 bits) to

avoid excessive latency while waiting the channel to be released. As explained in [Cha+12],

buffer depth beyond this limit does not produce any further performance, but leads to

overhead in power and area.

3.3.3 Digital Receiver Architecture

As shown in the lower part of Figure 3.3, the receiver is composed of the follow-

ing blocks: DFE channel compensation, DESER(8:32), and one DESER(1:32) and TDS

per code Cj. Each DESER is associated with a 32-bit register to store the flit before to

be read by the router. All channel compensation blocks (DFE, TDS Cj) receive eight

4-bit words in parallel from the ADC. Furthermore, these blocks are only activated dur-

ing the network configuration phase according to communication requirements. For the

unicast/broadcast mode, the DFE and associated DESER(8:32) blocks are activated for
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channel compensation. For the parallel channel access mode, the TDS blocks are config-

ured by the controller with allocated Cj. A TDS block consists of several correlators to act

against multi-path interference existing in the CIR. Each TDS block is associated with

a particular 8-bit channelization code Cj to allow for parallel communications. The data

received from these blocks is deserialized in the respective DESER blocks (complexity

similar to the SER) and saved into the 32-bit registers. Then, a signal is immediately sent

to the router/switch indicating the register state.

3.4 Hardware Implementation and Performance Evaluation

An end-to-end wireless communication system has been implemented for performance

simulation and hardware synthesis. The effectiveness of this architecture is estimated

under unicast/multicast conditions in presence of multi-path interference, as described

in Chapter 2. The system under study is simulated using MATLAB assuming perfect

synchronization to estimate the bit error rate (BER) performance. Then, the digital

transceiver architecture is modeled in C/C++ for High-Level Synthesis (HLS). The de-

sign is synthesized from C to RTL by Catapult HLS (V10.8) and to the gate level by

Synopsys Design Compiler (V2015.06-SP5). A 28-nm FDSOI technology library is used

during hardware synthesis as a target with a supply voltage of 1 Volt. Finally, the full

transceiver design was validated by simulation from the C/C++ model down to the gate

level using ModelSim and SCVerify.

3.4.1 Bit Error Rate Evaluation

The end-to-end system modeled in MATLAB considers a half-duplex communication

and consists of four wireless interfaces (i.e., N = 4 clusters) configured for single or par-

allel communication. The channelization codes used during parallel channel access are

orthogonal Hadamard codes on 8 bits, supporting up to 7 parallel channels. The channel

model employed in the simulations is a two-ray time-invariant frequency-selective channel

with AWGN. The modulation scheme simulated is coherent OOK. The simulated model

considers the quantization noise added in the demodulation process by a 4-bit ADC at

the receiver side. Finally, the average BER is estimated by Monte-Carlo simulation with

a confidence interval of 95%. Simulation results are reported in Figure 3.5 for single and

parallel channel configurations. Their effectiveness is contrasted with the single channel
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simulated BER of OOK with multi-path using α = 0.6 (60%), and without multi-path

channel (OOK Theory in Fig. 3.5). As reported in [SSR18], OOK without channel com-

pensation is practically unsuitable for communications facing multi-path interference.
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Figure 3.5: Demodulation performance BER scaling according to SNR for the
considered techniques with α = 60%.

Firstly, the DFE and TDS compensation techniques are compared considering the

unicast/broadcast mode (S.Ch. DFE and S.Ch. TDS in Figure 3.5). The results indicate

that with an SNR of 15 dB, both techniques yield to 10−7 BER, improving performance

compared with OOK without compensation channel and nearly reaching the limits of

OOK theory. However, contrary to DFE, the data rate of the TDS scheme is divided by

the code size. Consequently, in this mode, the DFE configuration provides higher data

rate with improved SNR compared to TDS and thus produces a good BER performance

for the single channel access mode.

Secondly, the effectiveness of TDS in the parallel channel access mode was tested with

the same channel interference used in previous analysis. Two and three parallel communi-

cations were configured to evaluate the system performance (2-P.Ch. and 3-P.Ch. TDS in

Figure 3.5). These configurations are representative for multiple-unicast, many-to-one and
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all-to-one communication patterns of the parallel mode for the network topology shown

in Figure 3.4. In both cases, the results highlight that the channel is compensated even

though more than one transmitter is transmitting data at the same time. However, due

to ADC limitations and Multiple Access Interference, the SNR increases by 1.5 dB and

2.5 dB compared with single channel access, respectively for two and three parallel chan-

nels. This parallel mode brings significant benefits in terms of communication energy and

latency, compared to multiple single channel accesses on different time slots. The energy

efficiency and the decrease in latency will perfectly scale with the number of clusters,

which demonstrates the potential of our adaptive transceiver for a large number of cores.

3.4.2 Synthesis Results and Discussion

The architecture depicted in Figure 3.3 has been synthesized from C/C++ using HLS

and logic synthesis. Most elements are clocked at 1.25 Gbit/s, except a low complexity

SER(8:1) block that was designed at 10 Gbit/s. Data interfaces with the router/switch

have 32-bit width. Synthesis results of the blocks of the wireless interface are summarized

in Table 3.1. The total power consumption of each component reports both static and

Table 3.1: Synthesis results (area and power consumption) of the Wireless Interface
architecture using 28-nm FDSOI.

WI Block Area (µm2) Power (mW)

DSSS encoder 52 0.07
DFE block 7.34 0.0023
TDS decoder 93.69 0.11
Serializer 32:1:8 (1.25 Gbps) 270 0.27
Serializer 8:1(10 Gbps) 94 1.15
Deserializer 8:32-bit (1.25 Gbps) 189 0.33
Deserializer 1:32-bit (1.25 Gbps) 221 0.37

Total Adaptive WI (N = 4) 1556.41 3.27

4-bit ADC [Tua+14] 9000 16
OOK Transceiver [Shi+18; Sub+17] not specified 10

dynamic power consumed. Nevertheless, the static power represents less than 1% of the

total power, mainly thanks to the 28-nm FDSOI low-leakage technology. Therefore, un-

used blocks after network configuration do not represent significant power consumption.

The proposed WI consumes 3.27 mW and occupies 1556.41 µm2 for four clusters. These

values consider all the elements corresponding to the architecture shown in Figure 3.3,
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disregarding the RF, ADC and router/switch. Based on [Tua+14], Table 3.1 also provides

area and power for the ADC block and for a low-power OOK RF transceiver. The ADC

block may be considered as a drawback in our architecture, since it consumes the bulk of

area and power of the WI. However, any digital filter or channel compensation technique

requires this block to perform corrections. The ADC architecture needed in this type of

WiNoC is a parallel one, as mentioned in Section 3.3, which decreases the frequency of

digital filters and therefore reduces power consumption. Consequently, to push the per-

formance limits of wireless links in WiNoC, the use of an ADC is mandatory. This opens

for relevant research to build new ADC designs dedicated to the WiNoC context.

The proposed solution, which considers all mandatory elements into the digital WI part

including the compensation techniques, represents less than 1% (10%) of the total WI area

(power). Furthermore, the solution proposed improves by 67% the power consumption of

the technique presented in [Deb+10] without any channel compensation. Moreover, our

adaptive approach provides on-chip communication with a reliability near to the limit of

the OOK theory, both for single unicast and parallel multicast/broadcast configurations.
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3.5 Conclusions

WiNoC communication technology is expected to overcome limitations of conventional

wired communications. However, communication reliability through a realistic wireless

channel still remains an unexplored area in the state of the art. Furthermore, due to,

e.g., the cache coherence protocols supported by on chip interconnection networks, var-

ious multicast/broadcast scenarios are important to be considered during the wireless

interface design of WiNoCs. As a consequence, in this chapter, we proposed an adaptive

digital transceiver using channel compensation techniques for single and multiple parallel

channel access modes. Our study demonstrates the significant reliability improvement of

an OOK scheme facing a channel with high dispersion.

The area (power) overhead of the adaptive digital transceiver for a four-cluster re-

ceiver is only 1556.41µm2 (3.27mW), which represents less than 1% (10%) of the wireless

interface. Therefore, the gain in performance of our proposed scheme is significant at the

cost of a very low area/power overhead. In addition, unlike an error-correcting code, our

solution offers more throughput and less latency when the number of clusters sharing the

wireless channel increases (parallel mode), as well as in unicast/broadcast mode.
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MULTICHANNEL WIRELESS NOC

In this chapter, we demonstrate the significant power efficiency degradation of a single-

carrier high-speed system designed with limited bandwidth. Furthermore, we discuss the

problems of future WiNoCs to reach high-speed data links, as well as the challenges that

the channel will bring to future WiNoC designers. Then, we propose and study a multi-

carrier wireless system based on Frequency Division Multiplexing (FDM), which can easily

overcome future WiNoC generation requirements. Subsequently, we propose an efficient

multi-carrier transceiver architecture capable of supporting unicast/broadcast, many-to-

one, all-to-one, many-to-many and multiple unicast communication patterns, adopting a

spread-spectrum multiple-access technique. Finally, an approach for symbol timing recov-

ery leveraging the spread spectrum technique is studied.
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4.1 Towards High-Speed Wireless Links

Massive parallelism in manycore architectures for emerging high-performance comput-

ing applications requires the use of an efficient interconnection system. However, current

electrical interconnections are not efficient enough to support an increasing number of

cores while ensuring high performance and energy efficiency. As discussed in Chapter 1,

massive number of cores necessitates a large Network-on-Chip (NoC), which can easily

lead to prohibitive communication latency due to long multi-hop paths. These long paths

can be reached using high-speed wireless links, radiating electromagnetic energy along

the chip. However, the additional power consumption required to implement these wireless

links is not negligible. The main contributors in the power budget are the power amplifiers

used to establish high-speed communication with very low Bit-Error-Rate (BER). In fact,

the bandwidth needed to reach this high-speed communication increases the power con-

sumption in all single-carrier wireless transceivers. Therefore, in order to keep a reasonable

trade-off between power consumption and data rate, WiNoC designers have decreased the

minimum required bandwidth to support a given data rate (e.g. 16 Gbps). However, this

reduction produces significant communication errors that have to be compensated by in-

creasing the transmission signal power and the receiver sensitivity.

Recent studies on the Terahertz-band reveal the possibility of highly increasing the

available bandwidth, impacting positively on the communication data rate. But in a single-

carrier wireless transceiver, such bandwidth means a very high power consumption, de-

grading the whole communication system. Even with a bandwidth reduction in the power

amplifiers, the power dissipated will reach prohibitive levels for on-chip wireless communi-

cation. Therefore, the main issue will reside in how we can efficiently utilize the hundreds

of GHz of the bandwidth for high-speed links.

On the other hand, a system designed to reach very high data rates will be always

prone to multi-path propagation. This phenomenon is especially important when the

symbol duration is shorter than the multi-path duration, which produces Inter-Symbol

Interference (ISI) and consequently leads to significant system performance degradation.

For this reason, the on-chip wireless communication, aiming high-speed data rate, requires

an especial channel to decrease the impact of such multi-path propagation. This can

be attained by introducing a dedicated communication layer, providing a close to ideal

channel behaviour. In the following sections, we will discuss about this kind of channel.
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Another issue related to high-speed communications is the bit synchronization or sym-

bol timing recovery for WiNoC solutions based on Non-Coherent On-Off Keying (NC-

OOK). The symbol timing recovery is tricky for a short symbol duration or huge data

transfer rate. In the case of a coherent communication system, it requires carrier and phase

synchronization in addition to the bit synchronization, complexifying the transceiver de-

sign. For this reason, NC-OOK is the most used modulation scheme for WiNoC wireless

links. Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge, no work considers any symbol timing

recovery algorithm to properly recover the forwarded data.

In this chapter we will discuss more deeply these issues and propose a digital transceiver

capable of handle high-speed communications for future WiNoC designs.

4.2 Wireless NoC Architecture

The WiNoC architecture mainly consists in how the processing blocks (homogeneous

or heterogeneous) are distributed and connected between them. The connectivity struc-

ture and topology used in most research works is the hybrid one. Hybrid designs basically

exploit the idea that a simple and reliable short-distance wired link is more efficient for

a local traffic inside a small group of nodes, whereas a wireless link can significantly im-

prove the performance for relative long-distance communication. Four main architectures

based on hybrid topologies combining wired and wireless interconnections were proposed

for WiNoCs with different scalability levels, such as 2D clustered mesh-based [WHB11],

WCube [Lee+09], iWISE [DiT+11], and Small-World [Kim+16]. The 2D clustered mesh-

based, WCube, and iWISE architectures only change according to the number of cores. In

contrast, in the Small-World architecture, the topology changes according to the frequency

of traffic between cores.

To manage the wireless channel, WiNoC solutions require a wireless interface (WI),

typically connected to a conventional NoC router. This WI is divided into analog and

digital domains, as explained in [SSR18]. The analog module of a standard WI comprises

a single-carrier NC-OOK transceiver with 16 Gb/s data rate support. The digital part

consists of a serializer/deserializer (SER/DESER) module and a wireless network access

controller. Current implemented transceivers consume around 32 mW DC power, pro-

viding a point-to-point bit-energy efficiency of 2 pJ/bit. Compared with other NC-OOK

transceivers used outside WiNoC application, it is a very promising design. However,
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the DC power consumed still remains significant to use a huge number of NC-OOK

transceivers embedded on a single-chip, e.g, 32 mW × 16 WI = 0.512 W. The DC

power is constantly consumed during the power supply of the chip, even whether no data

is forwarded using the wireless links. Therefore, this value requires to be improved, and

WiNoC designers have to make sure that the wireless links are used the most part of the

time during chip operation. Moreover, in order to save power, these transceivers require

to be switched off during any long idle state or chip sleeping mode.

Figure 4.1: Wireless interface distribution among a clustered WiNoC hybrid topology
with N clusters of M cores.

Considering that the number of wireless links is limited by power overhead, the cre-

ation of clusters (subnetworks) is required during the topology design. Depending on the

architecture, each cluster can incorporate a WI connected to one or several electrical

router/switches contained in a cluster. In this work, the 2D clustered mesh-based archi-

tecture is adopted due to its simplicity and general applicability, as shown in Figure 4.1.

The wired interconnect network connects all the cores using a mesh topology, and M

cores are distributed homogeneously. The N clusters are integrated by the cores that

have more probability to reach a WI placed into the center. Furthermore, this configura-

tion can easily scale with the number of cores embedded on the chip by increasing the
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number of antennas, e.g, 256-cores with 16 WI [Cat+17]. Another important aspect that

should be carefully considered is the number of routers connected to a single WI. Increas-

ing the number of connections allows improving the access probability into the WI, as

well as it confers a congestion distribution into the different routers. Nevertheless, this is

only profitable whether the WI supports a core multiple access into the wireless channel.

In [Deb+13], the authors propose a WI directly connected to 16 cores. However, this con-

figuration increases router complexity, and some wired interconnection becomes relatively

long. On the other hand, the authors in [Cat+17] are using a single WI connected to four

routers, but they do not really motivate their choice for this configuration.

In this chapter, a statistical approach was performed to find the difference between

single and multiple router connections to a single WI. Our approach considers an X-

Y routing strategy and the Dijkstra algorithm to find the best shortest paths among

cores but does not take router congestion into consideration. The Dijkstra algorithm

is configured using the energy consumption of wired and wireless interconnections as

the main parameter. Energy parameters for 64 cores were obtained from [Deb+13], and

the energy for 121 and 256 cores was estimated according to the distance between the

cores. Two traffic distribution patterns were considered in this approach: Uniform and

Transpose. For a Uniform traffic, each core has an equal probability to communicate with

every other core. In case of the Transpose traffic, each core communicates 90% of its data

to the location reflected along the main diagonal of the network, the remaining 10% is

uniform. Cores that do not reflect across the main diagonal, and cores along the main

diagonal keep their traffic as Uniform.

As depicted in Figure 4.2, the wireless utilization probability can be improved by

15% for uniform traffic distribution, and by 9% for transpose traffic using four router

connections to a single WI instead of only one. Considering a system that can take full

advantage of this by supporting multiple core access, the hot-spot in a single router can

be distributed into multiple ones. Moreover, this configuration allows to avoid any router

complex design and relatively long wired connections between clustered local routers and

WIs. For these reasons, the wireless NoC architecture used in this paper considers four

routers connected to a single WI.
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Figure 4.2: Wireless interface utilization using single and multiple router connections
into a single WI.

4.3 Channel Modeling

Wireless NoCs open a new research topic encompassing the modeling of the wire-

less channel. Manycore systems are packaged on a substrate, which makes the realistic

propagation environment different from classical unpackaged wireless channels [ZW04]. A

realistic channel must consider the parasitic phenomena introduced by the physical struc-

ture and electrical properties of all the components inside the chip. Therefore, designing

a precise channel model for WiNoC applications is important but also difficult. However,

contrary to standard wireless communications, in WiNoC, the propagation medium can

be characterized according to the chip fabrication process and considered as stationary.

Recent research works have introduced more realist wireless channel models for millimeter-

waves and terahertz band [Mas+18; CH18; EM+19; El +19; Mas+19] by identifying the

wave propagation mechanisms in multilayer chip design. Besides, these models are consid-

ering the impact of lossy and lossless dielectric substrates, as well as absorption/reflection

coefficients, propagation electric field, etc. The authors in [Mas+18; CH18] reaffirm some

results obtained for intra-chip wireless channels analyzed in [ZCS07]. Their results reveal

three important parameters: delay spread, coherence bandwidth, and channel capacity,

which are generally dependent on frequency and substrate properties.

Nowadays, WiNoC designers are proposing to take advantage of the highest frequen-

cies (from sub-terahertz band) to increase the maximum supported bandwidth for OOK
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communication and to improve the miniaturization of the on-chip antennas. Nevertheless,

the signal attenuation mainly depends on the distance and carrier frequency, as depicted

in Figure 4.3. Thus, a huge frequency easily attenuates the signal by around −20 dB
compared with a lower one at the same distance. Consequently, the transmission power

has to be increased to achieve the same BER, demanding more power consumption. In

contrast, shorter distances will be interesting for futures NoCs, considering that with the

continuously shrinking CMOS technology, the number of cores comprised at a distance of

5 mm could be the same as in even 15 mm using a 65-nm CMOS process. This approach

makes possible to implement wireless links in, e.g., Terahertz band for short distances.

Therefore, the main issue will reside in how can we efficiently utilize the hundreds of GHz

of the bandwidth for future MPSoCs?

Figure 4.3: Path attenuation as a function of frequency [CH18]

Indeed, in terms of transmitted and received information, a large bandwidth trans-

lates into high data transfer rates. However, two main challenges come from these high

data rates. Firstly, the RF circuits (e.g, filters and amplifiers) consume more power to

reach a high-bandwidth, as it will be discussed in the next section. Secondly, communi-

cation is more prone to suffer from multi-path propagation, as discussed in Chapter 2.

For this reason, a special communication layer is proposed by Masri et al. [Mas+19; El

+19; EM+19] to describe a channel with minimal perturbations and with a phase close

to linearity. Indeed, a channel like this depicts a close to ideal wireless channel without
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frequency selectivity. This is possible thanks to the absorption layer used by the authors,

which is placed surrounding the silicon substrate and it is composed of Graphene. In this

layer, the waves will be evanescent before reaching the air and thus reflections are signifi-

cantly reduced. Simulated and experimental results reported by the authors demonstrate

the effectiveness of the proposed solution to solve the multipath propagation, as illus-

trated in Figure 4.4. The multipath interference is mostly related to frequency-selective

distortion (sharp dip), which is experimented at 58 GHz (dashed red line) by the channel

without an absorption layer. Thanks to the absorption layer surrounding the silicon sub-

strate, the frequency channel response becomes flat (blue line) along with the frequencies

of interest, whereas the substrate without the absorption layer has many gain fluctua-

tions and a sharp dip. In contrast, the gain for a substrate without an absorption layer is

higher than the one with this layer. Indeed, this phenomenon happens because all kinds

of reflections are absorbed, whether constructive or destructive.

Figure 4.4: Channel frequency response for real case (without absorption layer) and
with implemented solution (absorption layer) [Mas+19].

Once validated the simulation with experimental results, the authors have proposed

a quarter-wavelength monopole antenna centered at 200 GHz, enlarging the bandwidth

and shrink in size the antenna. The reported results were obtained adopting a scenario

of 16 antennas distributed in a clustered position, as shown in Figure 4.1. Besides, the

absorption layer was deployed surrounding the dedicated high-resistivity (HR) silicon

(Si)substrate improving the channel response. This substrate is separated from the rest

of the WiNoC to overcome the limitations of the conventional substrate used in current

on-chip designs. Additionally, a top metallic plane along with the ground plane is used to

ensure complete isolation of the silicon substrate, as shown in Figure 4.5a.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 4.5: (a) Monopole antenna, (b) return loss of the antenna, (c) Frequency channel
response for worst and best scenarios [Mas+19].
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Each monopole is embedded into the Si substrate to reduce its resonant frequency.

This is possible due to the wavelength on silicon, which is around 435 µm at 200 GHz.

Therefore, the quarter-wavelength monopole would be after optimization of 148 µm height,

which is lower than the substrate thickness (200 µm) used by the authors. Moreover, each

monopole is excited by a coaxial cable form to their dimensions.

The efficiency and bandwidth of the monopole antenna are illustrated in Figure 4.5b,

using the return loss (S11) parameter. In practice, S11 represents how much power is

returned from the antenna, thus if S11 = 0 dB, then all power is reflected from the

antenna and nothing is radiated. If S11 = −10 dB, this implies that if 8 dB of power is

delivered to the antenna, −2 dB is the reflected power. This reflected power is considered

as losses within the antenna. Generally, the efficiency and the antenna bandwidth are

measured within the frequency ranges where S11 ≤ −10 dB. Therefore, the quarter-

wavelength monopole has a bandwidth of around 67.8 GHz, with a very low returned

power S11 = −39.7 at the center frequency (200 GHz).

On the other hand, Figure 4.5c shows the channel frequency response between two

monopole antennas with different channel characteristics. This channel characteristics are

defined by the authors as a worst and best-case scenarios, obtained from 16 antennas

deployed into a clustered mesh-based NoC, as illustrated in Figure 4.1. Each quarter-

wavelength monopole is placed at the center of a single cluster, providing different signal

intensity at different positions on the chip. Therefore, for the best-case scenario (green

line), the channel corresponds to antennas separated by only 5 mm. In this scenario, the

average channel attenuation is around Sij ≈ −29 dB between 150 GHz and 250 GHz with

smoothed variations. In contrast, the worst-case scenario (red dashed line) correspond

to antennas separated by 21.2 mm, with multiple antennas interfering between them,

as illustrated in Figure 4.1. In this case, several times the channel reaches attenuation

greater than Sij > −35 dB, as depicted in Figure 4.5c, requiring more transmission power

to establish a wireless communication. Therefore it is indispensable to use only the fre-

quency ranges with acceptable attenuation to avoid a high increase in power consumption.

This thesis work is part of the CominLabs BBC project, which studies the different

aspects of on-chip wireless broadcast-based parallel computing, comprising the electro-

magnetic (EM) and radio aspects, the electronic circuit conception, the coding and the

routing strategy. The previous described channel is a part of this project as well. There-

fore, the channel frequency response was provided by the authors of [Mas+19], considering
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a center frequency of 200 GHz. This chapter considers the benefits of their proposition

to obtain a channel close to ideal, avoiding any additional channel compensation block at

the reception side.

4.4 Single-carrier Wireless Interface

Current single-carrier NC-OOK transceiver architectures are designed to reach a com-

munication link of 20 mm with a data transfer rate of 16 Gbps. In this type of systems,

the required transmitter (TX) output power is calculated as

Pt = SNR + PL+ Noise Floor, (4.1)

where PL = 26.5dB is the path loss for a carrier frequency of 60 GHz [Yu+14a], the

Signal-to-Noise ratio (SNR) is approximately 18dB to reach a Bit-Error-rate (BER) of

10−15. Then, the noise floor is calculated as

Noise Floor = 10 log10(kT ) + 10 log10(BW ) +NFRX , (4.2)

where k = 1.38064852 × 10−23 is the Boltzmann constant, T = 273.16 the absolute

temperature in Kelvin, BW the noise bandwidth equal to 32 GHz for a system with a

data rate of 16 Gbps, and NFRX = 10 dB the noise figure of the receiver (RX). The output

power with these parameters is calculated to be −14 dBm. However, as the required 3-dB

receiver bandwidth of 16 GHz is reduced to 9.2 GHz, the TX output power is increased to

−0.5 dBm to reach a BER = 10−15. This problem is related to the Low Noise Amplifier

(LNA), which only provides a bandwidth of 9.2 GHz [Yu+14c; Yu+15]. The main reason

of this bandwidth reduction is demonstrated in Table 4.1, where it is possible to verify that

a huge bandwidth consumes a non negligible power. The resulting power consumption for

a wide bandwidth can achieve prohibitive values for low power WiNoC communications.

Table 4.1: LNA power trends

Ref. Process
Freq.
(GHz)

BW
(GHz)

Gain
(dB)

Supply
(V)

Pdc
(mW)

Area
(mm2)

[Cha+12] 90-nm CMOS 57 6 12.5 1 4.4 0.047
[CRR08] 90-nm CMOS 58 5.3 15 1.3 3.9 0.04
[Yu+14c] 65-nm CMOS 62 9.2 17.7 1 9.4 0.05
[Sak+12] 65-nm CMOS 61 23 10 1.2 35 0.056
[Had+15] 28-nm CMOS 53 27 23 1 25.3 -
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To verify the effect on the communication system of the bandwidth reduction, a single-

carrier simulation model of NC-OOK was implemented in MATLAB. The LNA bandwidth

was simulated using a second-order band-pass Butterworth filter with a reduced (9.2 GHz)

and non-reduced (16 GHz) bandwidth. As shown in Figure 4.6, the system SNR is de-

graded by 14 dB at 10−7. Considering a rough estimation, the SNR (18+14 = 32 dB) differ-

ence can be preserved until 10−15, which provides the same SNR calculated in [Yu+14a] for

a TX output power of −0.5 dBm. Therefore, designing a system with a reduced bandwidth

can significantly degrade performance, requiring a high TX output power to overcome this

effect.

Figure 4.6: Single-carrier non-Coherent OOK system model

4.5 Proposed Multi-carrier Wireless Interface Architecture

Current low-power high-speed wireless links suffer from reduced bandwidth to save en-

ergy, as demonstrated in Section 4.4. However, the saved energy is traduced in additional

TX output power, whose power consumption is distributed between both Power Amplifiers
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(PA) at TX and LNA at RX. Moreover, the challenges to design a low power single-carrier

NC-OOK with, for instance, a 32 Gbps data-link, can degrade the improvement granted

by the impact of technology scaling. This degradation could be traduced in non-negligible

power dissipation over a very small area overhead. For these reasons, we believe that a

single-carrier NC-OOK is not a scalable solution for future high-speed WiNoCs, especially

with the Tera-Hertz band providing a broad bandwidth. In order to take full advantage

of the available bandwidth, this work proposes the design of a multi-carrier NC-OOK

transceiver based on Frequency Division Multiplexing (FDM) and Direct Sequence Spread

Spectrum (DSSS). The FDM technique is used as a mean to divide the total bandwidth

into four different carrier frequencies with shorter bandwidth, e.g., 10 GHz/4 = 2.5 GHz.

The aim of this division is to avoid any LNA bandwidth reduction due to high power

consumption, as explained in Section 4.4. Furthermore, there are spectral regions called

guard bands between carriers that act as buffer zones to prevent interference between

frequency sub-channels. On the other hand, the DSSS technique has two functions on

this architecture, the first one is to enable parallel channel access reusing existing fre-

quencies, and the second one is to provide some processing gain (PG) [FB96]. The PG

obtained grants resistance against jamming interference and provides some power advan-

tage over interference. For instance, a system without DSSS requires an SNR = 18 dB
to reach a given BER. However, the same system with DSSS and PG = 10 dB requires

an SNR = 8 dB to achieve the same BER. This SNR improvement reduces the required

transmission power to establish the wireless communication with the same reliability.

The transmitter/receiver architecture is composed of several identical sub-blocks, con-

nected into a passive power combiner [ZLS11] and power splitter [EDP11], as depicted

in Figure 4.7. Both devices can be linked to an RF circulator or RF switch, allowing

for the same antenna to be shared for transmission/reception operation. Indeed, an RF

circulator can provide a full-duplex communication [RZK17]. However, isolation and self-

interference associated with this device still remain a challenge to be implemented for

WiNoC applications. In contrast, an RF switch [MPE08] has a simple design and can be

easily implemented. Nevertheless, the RF switch only supports half-duplex communica-

tion. Unlike power amplifiers, an OOK modulator and envelope detector are low-power

devices, as reported in [Yu+14a; Yu+15] for 65-nm CMOS technology. Besides, the energy

consumption of modulator is related to the VCO and the input power required by the

PA to generate a certain TX output power. Therefore, any improvements in the PA can
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Figure 4.7: Enhanced digital-domain transceiver architecture.
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significantly enhance all other sub-blocks.

An Analog-to-Digital converter (ADC) is required in the proposed architecture since

a DSSS technique is employed to share the wireless channel with the same frequencies.

However, the power consumption in ADC devices is strongly related to the bit reso-

lution and sampling frequency. For instance, an ADC designed for 10 Gsps with 6-bit

resolution [Tua+14] using 28-nm FDSOI, consumes 32 mW for a 1 V power supply. Un-

like, an ADC designed for 1.2 Gsps with 8-bit resolution [Kul+13] using 32-nm SOI

CMOS consumes only 3.1 mW at 1 V. Contrary to the sampling frequency, the bit res-

olution has an exponential relationship with power consumption. Consequently, one less

bit resolution would mean a significant reduction in power consumption for the ADC.

According to [KHD12], only a 4-bit ADC resolution is required for OOK communications

to provide performance close to optimum. Therefore, the ADC reported by [Kul+13]

can easily achieve a power consumption less than 0.73 mW, even with a sampling fre-

quency of 2.5 GHz. In order to avoid an overestimation of power consumption in each

sub-block, the 3-dB bandwidth required in this work for each sub-channel is fixed to

2.5 GHz. Therefore, the TX output power by frequency sub-channels is calculated con-

sidering a BW = 5 GHz and the worst case path loss (PL = 31 dB) given in Sec-

tion 4.3. Using Equations (4.1) and (4.2), the required TX output power is calculated

as Pt = 18dB + 31dB − 97.25dB ≈ −18.25dBm. Based on the state-of-the-art, Ta-

ble 4.2 depicts a rough estimation of the power consumption of the multi-carrier NC-OOK

transceiver shown in Figure 4.7 using 28-nm FDSOI at 1 V. Furthermore, these values

can be improved by 1.55 times (e.g, 14.76/1.55 = 9.52 mW) when decreasing the power

supply from 1 V to 0.9 V, as reported in [Kul+13].

Table 4.2: Power estimation of the multi-carrier NC-OOK transceiver shown in
Figure 4.7 using 28-nm FDSOI at 1 V

WI analog sub-blocks
in 28-nm FDSOI

Power (mW)

PA 0.85
LNA 0.85
Modulator 0.56
VCO 0.7
ADC 0.73

Total per carrier 3.69

Total analog sub-blocks 14.76
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4.5.1 Digital Transmitter Architecture

A transmitter assigned to a carrier frequency fi is composed of three blocks: a serializer

SER(32:1/2/8), a DSSS encoder, and an SER(8:1), as illustrated in Figure 4.7. A basic

architecture of an SER(n:m) is based on a shift register having an input on n bits issued

at a clock fi which is serialized on an m-bit output at a clock fo = n.fi/m. On the

other hand, the DSSS encoder is designed using 8-bit and 4-bit registers initialized by

the considered Hadamard codes (Ci). The output of this sub-block is a specific code (Ci)

or its complement (Ci), according to the input data being equal to 1 or 0, respectively.

Furthermore, in the case of 4-bit code, the output is combined with two codes of the

same size. The SER(32:1/2/8) has three outputs on 1-bit, 2-bit, and 8-bit. However,

only one of them is activated according to system requirements. For instance, in case

of unicast/broadcast communication, the SER(32:1/2/8) 8-bit output is multiplexed into

the SER (8:1) block. Otherwise, for channel multiple access, the SER (32:1/2/8) 1-bit or

2-bit output and the DSSS encoder block are activated by the controller and multiplexed

into the SER (8:1) block. The SER (32:1/2/8) 1-bit and 2-bit outputs are related with the

processing gain (PG) required by the system, as well as the number of parallel channels

supported by each carrier frequency. A PG = 6 dB is associated with a 4-bit Hadamard

code and the SER (32:1/2/8) 2-bit output, supporting only 3 parallel channels. The SER

(32:1/2/8) 1-bit output is related with an 8-bit Hadamard code, providing a PG = 9 dB
and 7 parallel channels. However, beyond 4 parallel channels, the quantization noise is

increased, degrading the SNR obtained by the 4-bit ADC. Furthermore, contrary to a

system without PG, the TX output power using a PG = 6 dB is reduced to Pt =
−24.25 dBm, and for PG = 9 dB the TX output power is Pt = −27.24 dBm. Consequently,

the DSSS technique can be used to design a low-power system, but at the cost of decreasing

the effective data rate.

4.5.2 Digital Receiver Architecture

A receiver sub-block tuned for a certain carrier frequency fi, receives an analog signal

and converts it into eight 4-bit words using its respective ADC, as depicted in Figure 4.7.

Afterwards, this digitized signal is forwarded into a block composed of the DSSS decoder

and the hard decision sub-blocks. A DSSS decoder consists of multiple parallel correlators

associated with a specific code Ci,j with index i and set j. Each input correlator takes

the eight 4-bit words from the ADC, and generates 1-bit or 2-bit output in case of code
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with PG = 8 (Ci,1) or PG = 4 (Ci,2), respectively. These outputs are forwarded into the

deserializer DESER(1:32) and DESER(2:32) blocks. Each DESER is associated with a

32-bit register to store the flit before to be read by the Access Control (AC) block. The

blocks that are not used, are deactivated by the AC block to save energy. On the other

hand, a hard decision sub-block takes the eight 4-bit words from the ADC, and generates

an 8-bit output, according to a given threshold. This 8-bit output is associated with one

DESER(1:32) and a 32-bit register to store the received flit. Finally, the AC block decides

the communication type (unicast/broadcast/multicast) and consequently deactivates the

sub-blocks not required for a specific communication pattern.

4.5.3 Adaptive Wireless Access

To take advantage of communication patterns and traffic variations, the wireless access

is adaptive. In our case, adaptivity means that, according to the communication scenar-

ios (unicast, broadcast/multicast), the channel can be reserved by one or multiple WIs.

Moreover, the probability of using a WI can be improved connecting 4 routers to one

interface, as explained in Section 4.2. Therefore, in the case that all routers require to use

the WI, a frequency sub-channel fi is assigned to each of them, as illustrated on the left

sides of Figure 4.8a and Figure 4.8b. Otherwise, to always use the available frequencies,

(a) (b)

Figure 4.8: Adaptive Wireless Access: (a) Single access, (b) Multiple access.

the frequency sub-channels can be assigned to one, two or three routers, as shown on the

right sides of Figure 4.8a and Figure 4.8b. In addition, a code i can be assigned to all

frequencies in case of multicast (all/many-to-one, many-to-many, and multiple-unicast)

communication. On the contrary, for unicast and broadcast, no code is required.
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The Access Control (AC) block manages the transmitter and receiver blocks. In case

of the transmitter, the AC assigns the frequencies to be used with the respective routers.

On the receiver side, the AC does not know the configuration used by one or multiple

transmitters. For this reason, the first operation performed by the AC block is to read

all the flit buffers that contain the retrieved data after all code correlations Ci,j and

without code. After the header flits are read, the AC block can determine the nature

(unicast/broadcast/multicast) of the communication. The final step is to deactivate all

the blocks not used, in order to save energy. Figure 4.9 depicts the different communication

patterns that could be supported by the proposed multi-carrier wireless interface design.

In this example, the hybrid topology has N = 4 clusters distributed on the chip, each

one with one WI placed in the center of cluster. Increasing the number of cluster beyond

N = 4 follows the same principle for the communication patterns.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.9: Supported communication patterns.

4.5.4 Symbol Timing Recovery

The purpose of the timing recovery loop is to obtain symbol synchronization. First,

we need to know the symbol period, where the samples can be taken at the correct rate.

Second, we need to determine the sampling phase. Locking the sampling phase involves

determining the correct time within a symbol period to take a sample. Real-world symbol

pulse shapes have a peak in the center of the symbol period. Sampling the symbol at

this peak results in the best signal-to-noise-ratio and will ideally eliminate interference
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from other symbols. The most popular technique used to determine the sampling phase is

the Gardner algorithm. However, this technique requires two sampling per symbol, which

increases system complexity for WiNoC applications.

In this work, we consider two simple techniques to reach symbol synchronization. The

first one is based on the DSSS technique. In fact, correlating the received signal with

a specific code results in a high correlation value when the samples are taken at the

correct time. The clock phase of the ADC is modified until reach the best correlation

value. As this technique uses only one sample per symbol, more clock cycles than the

Gardner technique are required before to achieve the required sample phase. The second

possibility is to distribute an unique clock signal using the wireless links, as proposed

in [FHO02]. For this purpose, a single transmitter is required with multiple receivers

surrounding the transmitter at a certain distance. Thus, in order to easily reach all the

receivers, the transmitter is placed at the chip center. This technique allows for suppressing

the additional clock cycles required to reach symbol synchronization but punishing the

system with additional circuitry.

4.6 Hardware Implementation and Performance Evaluation

The system under study is simulated using MATLAB to estimate the bit error rate

(BER) performance. Then, the digital transceiver architecture is modeled in C/C++ for

High-Level Synthesis (HLS). The design is synthesized from C to RTL by Catapult HLS

(V10.8) and to the gate level by Synopsys Design Compiler (V2015.06-SP5). A 28-nm

FDSOI technology library is used during hardware synthesis as a target with a supply

voltage of 1 Volt. Finally, the full transceiver design was validated by simulation from the

C/C++ model down to the gate level using ModelSim and SCVerify.

4.6.1 Bit Error Rate Evaluation

The end-to-end system is modeled in MATLAB using a bandpass (carrier) signal rep-

resentation, and the channel model provided by [Mas+18]. The channel model consists of

4 antennas (N = 4 clusters) distributed into a 20 mm × 20 mm chip dimensions, separated

by 10 mm and 14 mm. The carrier frequencies used are f1 = 195 GHz, f2 = 200 GHz,

f3 = 205 GHz, and , f4 = 210 GHz. The time granularity employed is 2 ps, which pro-

vides 200 samples per symbol. The receiver bandwidth is Bw3dB = 2.5 GHz by frequency
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sub-channel fi, modeled using a second-order bandpass Butterworth filter. Moreover, the

simulation considers the signal desynchronization due to the wave propagation time. This

desynchronization is generated when two or more transmitters are separated from a re-

ceiver at a different distance. For instance, a wave propagation time of 115 ps and 163 ps
corresponds to a distance of 10 mm and 14 mm, respectively. Therefore, two or more trans-

mitted signals will be desynchronized by around 50 ps when they will reach the receiver.

This issue does not exist when unicast/broadcast are performed by only one transmitter.

Simulation results are reported in Figure 4.10 for unicast/broadcast and multicast

communications. As the number of cluster is N = 4, the total number of available codes

i by j are 3 and 2, respectively. The first set j = 1 of codes provides a PG = 4, and

the second set j = 2 brings a PG = 8. As explained in previous sections, the PG has

two applications. The first one is oriented to improve signal resilience providing a better

BER with the same transmission power, and the second one aims at reducing transmis-

sion power keeping the same BER. Figures 4.10a, 4.10b, and 4.10c depict the average

BER by the same code Ci,j distributed on each frequency sub-channel fi, and the average

BER by frequency when no code is used, as shown in Figure 4.8, for PG = 4, PG = 8,

and unicast/broadcast, respectively. These results demonstrate a very close relationship

between the different modes, even when, in multicast communications, the signals are

desynchronized by 50 ps. Therefore, no additional synchronization is required, as it would

be in [Gan+11], when TDM and FDM are combined. The reported results indicate that

with an SNR of 15 dB, both communication modes yield to 10−7 BER. However, multi-

cast communication can bring significant benefits in terms of communication energy and

latency, compared to multiple single channel accesses on different time slots. The energy

efficiency and the decrease in latency will perfectly scale with the number of clusters,

which demonstrates the potential of our adaptive transceiver for a large number of cores.

4.6.2 Synthesis Results and Discussion

The architecture depicted in Figure 4.7 has been synthesized from C/C++ using HLS

and logic synthesis. Most elements are clocked at 312.5 MHz, except a low complexity

SER(8:1) block that was designed at 2.5 GHz. Data interfaces with the router/switch

have 32-bit width. Synthesis results of the sub-blocks of the wireless interface are given in

Table 4.3, which reports both static and dynamic power consumption of each component.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 4.10: performance BER for multicast with (a) PG = 4, (b) PG = 8, and (c)
unicast/broadcast.
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The static power represents less than 1% of the total power, mainly thanks to the 28-nm
FDSOI low-leakage technology. Therefore, the blocks deactivated after the configuration

performed by the access control block do not represent significant power consumption.

Table 4.3: Area and power consumption of the Wireless Interface architecture designed
using 28-nm FDSOI.

WI Block Area (µm2) Power (mW)

DSSS encoder 121 0.0175
DSSS decoder 130 0.0275
Hard Decision 22 0.0125
Multiplexer 16:8-bit 22 0.0125
Serializer 32:1:2:8-bit (312.5 Mbps) 391 0.16
Serializer 8:1-bit (2.5 Gbps) 94 0.27
Deserializer 8:32-bit (312.5 Mbps) 190 0.082
Deserializer 2:32-bit (312.5 Mbps) 200 0.089
Deserializer 1:32-bit (312.5 Mbps) 221 0.093
Access Control Block 500 0.7

Table 4.4: Power consumption of the different communication configurations and phases.

TX Blocks Qty Power (mW)

SER 32:1:2:8 4 0.64
MUX 16:8 4 0.05
SER 8:1 4 1.08
DSSS encoder 4 0.07

Unicast/Broadcast Mode 1.77
Multicast Mode 1.84

RX Blocks Qty Power (mW)

Access Control 1 0.7
Hard Decision 4 0.05
DSER 8:32 4 0.328

Unicast/Broadcast Mode 1.078

DSSS Decoder 4 0.11
DSER 2:32 12 1.068

Multicast Mode (i=3 and PG=4) 1.878

DSER 1:32 12 1.116

Multicast Mode (i=3 and PG=8) 1.926
Configuration Phase 3.372

The block that consumes the highest power at the beginning of communication is

the digital receiver, which requires a configuration phase to determine the communica-

tion nature (unicast/broadcast/multicast). In this phase, the digital receiver consumes

3.372 mW, because all the digital sub-blocks of Figure 4.7 are activated during the

configuration phase. After configuration, the power is reduced according to the blocks

that are still active. In case of unicast/broadcast, the power consumption is 1.078 mW
since only the access control, 4 × Hard decision, and 4 × Deser(8:32) remain active. For

multicast with PG = 8, when the maximal number of available codes (e.g, i = 3)

is used by each frequency sub-channel fi, the power consumption reaches 1.926 mW
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(1×Access control, 4×DSSS Decoder, 12×DESER 1:32). On the other hand, the digital

transmitter drains 1.77 mW and 1.84 mW for unicast/broadcast and multicast communi-

cation modes, respectively.

The power consumption of the adaptive digital transceiver, according to the different

communication configuration phases and modes, is summarized in Table 4.4.

The total area overhead of the digital WI including the Access control and all the

sub-blocks is 0.009432 mm2, which is 25 times smaller than the WI proposed in [Dur+17]

for multicast communications. Unfortunately, the authors do not provide the power con-

sumption, however, the large area overhead suggests that their WI interface would drain

much more power than the one proposed in this work.

The power consumption of this WI can be improved defining only one PG instead of

two. Nevertheless, as explained in Section 4.7, the PG = 8 can improve the power required

by a PA using a Variable Gain Amplifier controller, as proposed in [Min+15]. Finally, this

work uses the principle of “divide and conquer” to allow for future wireless links to reach

the highest data rates, without consuming prohibitive levels of power.
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4.7 Conclusions

Multi-hop issues in current Network-on-Chip paradigms are expected to be overcome

using wireless links. However, the design of efficient wireless links still remains a chal-

lenge to WiNoC designers. In this work, we demonstrated that future high-speed WiNoC

transceivers are not scaling using single-carrier NC-OOK. For this reason, a multi-carrier

NC-OOK FDM-based is proposed and combined with a spread-spectrum technique. The

DSSS technique allows for reducing the number of carrier frequencies required for multi-

directional communications. Furthermore, no additional synchronization is needed, con-

trary to a TDM technique which requires frame synchronization. The results show that

the average BER in unicast/broadcast and multicast communications are closely identi-

cal, even when some transmitted signals are desynchronized due to the different distances

between the transmitters and the receiver (multicast mode). The area overhead of the

multi-carrier digital transceiver for a four-cluster architecture is around 0.009432 mm2,

which represents only 0.60% of a tile used in a 256 multicore architecture. Moreover, once

the receiver auto-configuration is established, the transceiver consumes only 2.85 mW in

unicast/broadcast mode and 3.766 mW for the full multicast mode.
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Chapter 5

WINOC EVALUATION

Network-on-Chip architectures improve the scalability and power efficiency of an MP-

SoC, contrasted with other communication subsystem designs. The NoC technology ap-

plies the theory and methods of computer networking to on-chip communication, bringing

notable improvements over conventional bus communication. As discussed in Chapter 1,

an NoC can be conceived using different emerging interconnections, which require an eval-

uation. This evaluation is performed using benchmarks, which are designed to mimic a

particular system operation. Thus, there are two types of benchmarks used to evaluate

an NoC: synthetic and application benchmarks. A synthetic benchmark represents differ-

ent communication patterns that simplify the evaluation of an NoC. They are handy to

consider the spatial distribution of messages in any interconnection network. This type

of benchmarks produces a rapid analysis for point-to-point (P2P) scenario, disregarding

scenarios such as broadcast/multicast. Synthetic benchmarks can cover aspects as: control

flow of the network, congestion, throughput latency, and network scalability. In contrast,

an application benchmark is obtained from real workloads, which are modeled as com-

munication task graphs exhibiting control and data dependencies. The cores imitate the

real traffic generated for a real implemented application. Benchmarks cover aspects as

run time (completion time of the application) and application throughput (the minimum

period at which the input processing core injects data). Moreover, they provide realistic

traffic distributions for P2P and broadcast/multicast scenarios. However, benchmarks are

in general difficult and always under development, but there are a few important ones such

as MCSL NoC Traffic Patterns [Liu+11], SPLASH-2 [Woo+95], and PARSEC [Bie+08]. In

this chapter, we evaluate an NoC connected by wireless and wired interconnections using

both types of benchmark (synthetic and real workloads). Moreover, from the benchmarks,

we analyze the main traffic patterns that can be found into real applications.
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5.1 Frequency of Iteration Between Cores

The communication frequency is related to the percentage of traffic generated from

core i that has core j as a destination. This frequency distribution is based on the par-

ticular application mapped to the overall NoC. Previous knowledge of the traffic pattern

can be used to establish a close-to-optimal network topology and optimize the network

architecture for nonuniform traffic scenarios and specific applications. The frequency dis-

tribution is highly exploited by the Small-World (SW) topology [OM06], establishing

direct connections between the cores that are prone to generate massive traffic during the

NoC operation. Nevertheless, the performance of this topology is limited to be application-

specific, not being interesting to be implemented in chips with more general purposes.

The core-to-core communication frequency can be expressed as a squared traffic ma-

trix B of size M ×M , defined as

B =


b1,1 b1,2 · · · b1,M

b2,1 b2,2 · · · b2,j
...

...
. . .

...

bM,1 bM,2 · · · bM,M

 =



b1

b2
...

bi
...

bM


(5.1)

where bi,j represents the communication probability between core i and core j, with i, j =
1, 2, ...,M , and M the total number of cores. Each row bi represents the communication

probability between core i and all the other cores j. Obviously, bi,j = 0,∀i = j. The

percentage of traffic generated from core i to core j depends on the application or the

synthetic traffic pattern under analysis.

5.2 Synthetic Traffic Patterns

The synthetic traffic represents different communication patterns that simplify the

evaluation of an NoC. They are handy to consider the spatial distribution of messages in

any interconnection network. These message distributions are represented with the traffic

matrix B, which provides the percentage of traffic generated among cores. Several of

these patterns are based on communication traffics that arise in particular applications,

as explained in [DT04]. For instance, an applications like the matrix transpose induces
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the transpose pattern, whereas a Fast Fourier Transform generates patterns following

the perfect shuffle permutation [Sto71]. On the other hand, traffic patterns like uniform

random and hotspot help to evaluate performance of the network when balancing the

traffic load or randomly creating hotspot nodes.

5.2.1 Uniform Random Traffic

The Uniform Random traffic pattern is actually very simple, it implies that each

core has an equal probability to communicate with every other core. For probability

assignments, intuition indicates that each possible outcome has the same likelihood of

occurrence, so bi,j = 1
M−1 , ∀ i 6= j and bi,j = 0, otherwise. Moreover, according to the third

axiom [Ros10], the probability of the event equal to the union of any number of mutually

exclusive events is equal to the sum of the individual event probabilities. Consequently, the

probability of the event equal to the union of all the events or in a row can be expressed

as:

M∑
j=1

bi,j =
M∑
i=1

bi,j = 1

An example is illustrated in Figure 5.1, the traffic matrix B is built for M = 9 cores

with uniform traffic. So bi,j = 1
8 , ∀ i 6= j, and bi,j = 0,∀i = j.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.1: Example of M = 9 cores with uniform random traffic based on (a) network
mesh topology with its respective (b) frequency matrix of communication between cores.
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5.2.2 Transpose Traffic

In a transpose traffic pattern, some pairs of cores have a higher communication prob-

ability than others when communicating to each other, whereas the rest of the traffic is

uniform random. The network topology illustrated in Figure 5.2a shows an example of

transpose traffic where pairs of cores (2, 4), (3, 7), and (6, 8) have a higher communication

probability that the other cores. In this model, the communication probability bi,j among

each pair of cores reflected along the main diagonal of the matrix B is

bi,j = 9(M − 2)
10(M − 2)

, whereas the remaining of the traffic for these cores with the others is uniform random with

bi,j = 1
10(M−2) ,∀ i 6= j. Cores that do not reflect across the main diagonal to another core

and cores along the main diagonal keep their traffic as uniform random bi,j = 1
M−1 , ∀ i 6= j.

Figure 5.2b depicts the traffic matrix for an NoC composed of M = 9 cores.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.2: Example of M = 9 cores with transpose traffic based on (a) network mesh
topology with its respective (b) frequency matrix of communication between cores.

5.2.3 Hotspot Traffic

For the hotspot traffic, every core sends a percentage of all its traffic to a particular

core. For instance, every core sends 20% of its traffic to core j, and the other 80% of its

traffic is uniform random with the other cores. For this traffic, the likelihood of occurrence

between all cores and the core j chosen as a hotspot is bi,j = 2(M−2)
10(M−2) . The remaining of

the traffic is uniform random with bi,j = 8
10(M−2)∀ i 6= j. Figure 5.3 illustrates an example

for a communication traffic where the core 5 is chosen as a hotspot.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.3: Example of M = 9 cores with hotspot traffic based on (a) network mesh
topology with its respective (b) frequency matrix.

5.2.4 Perfect Shuffle Traffic

Perfect shuffle traffic is a communication pattern that divides the elements of a vec-

tor into two equal pieces, and then combines these pieces by shuffling them, as shown in

Figure 5.4a. The resulting permutation provides a circulating shuffle network as a sim-

ple circular rotation between source and destination cores, as illustrated in Figure 5.4b

for 8 cores. Harold [Sto71] demonstrated that this pattern fits the algorithm of some

applications (e.g., FFT, polynomial evaluation, etc.) better than other cyclical patterns.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.4: Example of (a) perfect shuffle for M = 8 cores with the obtained
(b) circulating shuffle network.

The perfect shuffle can be expressed with a vector of source and destination cores
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using indices running from 1 to M , where M = 2m for some integer m. Subsequently, as

depicted in Figure 5.4a, the indices on the left (sources) are mapped onto the indices on

the right (destinations) according to the following permutation:

P (i) = 2i− 1 1 ≤ i ≤M/2

P (i) = 2i−M M/2 + 1 ≤ i ≤M (5.2)

The traffic matrix will consider that each core i communicates 90% of its traffic to

the destination core j obtained from the permutation j = P (i), and the remaining 10%
of its traffic is uniform random. Cores that do not permute with another core keep their

traffic as uniform random. Figure 5.4 illustrates an example for a communication traffic

following the perfect shuffle pattern with 8 cores.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.5: Example of M = 8 cores with perfect shuffle traffic based on (a) network
mesh topology with its respective (b) frequency matrix of communication between cores.
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5.3 Application Benchmark Suites

The synthetic traffic patterns described above produce a rapid performance analysis of

an NoC for point-to-point (P2P) scenario. Nevertheless, specific traffic scenarios, such as

broadcast and multicast, are not provided by these traffic patterns. And even with only

5% of broadcast and multicast traffic, the network can be highly congested [Kar+16].

In contrast, real workload benchmarks provide a realistic traffic distribution for broad-

cast and multicast scenarios, which are often associated with cache coherency. Nowadays,

SPLASH-2 1, PARSEC 2, and MCSL 3 benchmark suites are commonly used to study the

performance of CMPs. Nevertheless, the program collection of SPLASH-2 benchmark suite

is skewed towards High-Performance Computing (HPC) and graphics programs, and does

not include certain parallel models used in other application areas [Woo+95]. Contrary to

SPLASH-2, the collection of programs of the PARSEC benchmark suite already includes

input some programs that reflect current computing problems [Bie+08]. A deep compari-

son between SPLASH-2 and PARSEC benchmarks is reported by Bienia et al. [BKK08],

considering different configurations for simulations. The PARSEC benchmark contains

thirteen applications from different domains and consequently with different character-

istics. Nevertheless, we have chosen five representative applications, according to their

parallelization level, working set, and data usage, which are described in the following

sections.

On the other hand, the MCSL benchmark is a more recent project, which tries to

provide NoC traffic patterns with high fidelity, and more realistic traffic patterns. MCSL

NoC traffic patterns are based on real applications and covers mesh, torus, and fat-tree

NoC architectures to be easily incorporated into an NoC simulator or a multi/many-core

simulator [Liu+11]. The traffic patterns provided by this benchmark were evaluated at

the beginning of this thesis in order to compare the wireless and wired interconnection

solutions. Nevertheless, we detected that beyond 64 cores, the NoC is not used properly,

considering that many cores do not generate any traffic. For more details, please refer to

Appendix A. We concluded that this problem was mainly related to the parallelism level

of certain applications. Therefore, this benchmark was not considered for our simulations.

1. Stanford Parallel Applications for Shared Memory
2. Princeton Application Repository for Shared-Memory Computers
3. Multi-Constraint System-Level
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5.3.1 BlackScholes

This application is from an Intel Recognition, Mining and Synthesis (RMS) benchmark,

which is designed to calculate the prices for a portfolio of European options, using Black-

Scholes partial differential equation (PDE) [BS73]. Generally, it represents a wide field

of analytic PDE solvers and their application in finance. This application has a coarse-

grained parallelism, meaning that the program is split into large tasks. Often in this type

of parallelism, both the communication and synchronization overheads are low, due to

the large amount of computations. Therefore, typically, the network congestion is low,

due to the low packet injection rate (PIR) generated per processor at the same time, as

illustrated in Section 5.3.6. However, as shown in Figure 5.6, all the processors generate a

message, which means that the application is correctly using all the available cores. This

phenomenon is the same for an NoC composed of 64-core or 256-core, contrary to MCSL

where many cores are just not used when the network exceeds 64 cores. Furthermore, the

first core concentrates most of the messages generated, because this core is selected at the

beginning of the program execution as a host to distribute the tasks to all the other cores

into the network.
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Figure 5.6: Message generated per core for the BlackScholes benchmark in a network of
(a) 64 and (b) 256 cores.
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5.3.2 Dedup

Next-generation compression with data deduplication (Dedup) is a kernel from PAR-

SEC developed by Princeton University. The objective is to compress a data stream with

a combination of global compression and local compression to achieve high compression

ratios. This kernel is a common method to compress storage footprints for backup storage

systems [QD02] and to compress communication data for bandwidth optimized network-

ing appliances [SW00]. This application has a medium-grained parallelism level, which

represents a compromise between fine- and coarse-grained parallelism. Contrary to coarse

grain, fine-grained parallelism divides a program into small tasks increasing the speedup.

However, this in turn increases the communication and synchronization overhead, which

means a very high packet injection rate (PIR) generated per processor at the same time.

Hence, optimal performance is achieved between the two extremes of fine-grained and

coarse-grained parallelism. As a consequence, most general-purpose parallel computers

fall in this category. This application generates a close to uniform percentage of message

transmitted per core, as depicted in Figure 5.7. This uniformity is kept even with a large

number of cores, which shows that the tasks of this application can be correctly distributed

along all the cores.
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Figure 5.7: Message generated per core for the Dedup benchmark in a network of (a) 64
and (b) 256 cores.
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5.3.3 Raytrace

This is an application used to render an animated 3D scene. It generates a visually

realistic image by tracing the path of light through a scene [Whi80]. The major advantage

of this technique is the ability to create photorealistic images at the expense of higher

computational requirements. The computational complexity of this algorithm depends on

the resolution of the output images and the scene. This program uses a variety of the

ray-tracing method that would typically be employed for real-time animations such as

computer games. Nowadays, major graphic card vendors are supporting Ray Tracing, like

Nvidia in its GeForce RTX graphic card series. Besides, AMD has announced that it will

support Ray Tracing in its future graphic cards launched this year. This application has

medium-grained parallelism with a balanced PIR. Besides, as depicted in Figure 5.8, the

percentage of messages generated per core is uniform, for both network sizes (64 and 256),

aside from the configuration core (first core).
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Figure 5.8: Message generated per core for the Raytrace benchmark in a network of
(a) 64 and (b) 256 cores.

5.3.4 x264

x264 is a H.264/AVC 4 video encoder with high encoding quality. It is based on the

ITU-T H.264 standard, also included in MPEG-4 standard. The H.264 encoder achieves

a higher output quality with lower bit-rate at the expense of a significantly increased

4. Advanced Video Coding
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encoding and decoding time. However, even with the increased encoding/decoding time,

its flexibility allows for its use in a wide range of contexts with different requirements,

from video conferencing solutions to high-definition (HD) movie distribution. This appli-

cation has coarse-grained parallelism. However, contrary to Blackscholes, this application

generates a non-negligible number of messages in parallel, as analyzed in Section 5.3.6.

Therefore, due to the traffic injected into the network, a communication improvement can

help to decrease energy consumption. Furthermore, as depicted in Figure 5.9, the per-

centage of messages generated per core is uniform starting from core 21, for both network

sizes (64 and 256), which shows an efficient utilization of the multi-core solution.
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Figure 5.9: Message generated per core for the x264 benchmark in a network of (a) 64
and (b) 256 cores.

5.3.5 Streamcluster

This RMS kernel was developed to solve online clustering problems [O’C+02]. Basi-

cally, Streamcluster finds a predetermined number of medians for each stream of input

points, assigning each point to its nearest center. Generally, this technique is employed

when data is produced continuously and has to be organized under real-time conditions

(e.g., network intrusion detection, pattern recognition and data mining). The granularity

level is classified as medium-grained parallelism, reaching high network communication.

Furthermore, contrary to the previous applications, the host core does not concentrate

the highest percentage of the messages transmitted per core. In this application, the per-

centage of messages generated per core is higher into the core 47.
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Figure 5.10: Message generated per core for the Streamcluster benchmark in a network
of (a) 64 and (b) 256 cores.

5.3.6 Traffic Analysis

The type of traffic that can be extracted from the above-described applications is

based on the nature of the messages to be transmitted. For instance, any message can be

transmitted between one source and one destination core for data exchange. This type

of message is classified as unicast or point-to-point (P2P) communication. Besides, this

type of traffic can be transmitted simultaneously by multiple cores. In such a case, it is

considered as multiple unicast. Finally, one source message can also have many destination

cores (multicast) or even be destined to all the cores (broadcast or one-to-all). Multicast

communication comprises different transmission patterns, such as many-to-one, one-to-

many, and many-to-many.

On the other hand, applications running on an NoC-based MPSoC may need large

levels of data storage requirements. In such systems, the messages are transmitted between

the cores and an external DRAM 5 memory through a single or multiple on-chip DRAM

controllers. Generally, the DRAM traffic shares the same communication backbone of the

non-DRAM traffic, easily blocking the communication and becoming a bottleneck for the

performance of the system. Furthermore, a DRAM connected to the network through

an on-chip DRAM controller can easily generate different traffic patterns, such as many-

to-one, all-to-one, one-to-many, and one-to-all. Three types of traffic were provided by

5. Dynamic Random-Access Memory
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Lee et al. [Lee+19] for each application described in Section 5.3. The traffic generated

among cores is classified as P2P and multicast/broadcast, but the traffic between cores

and the main memory is considered as DRAM traffic. Due to the especial configurations

adopted by the authors to obtain these traces, the DRAM traffic is only taken as a

reference and not used during simulation.

The packets injected into the network vary according to the application. For instance,

the Blackscholes application has a low number of parallel messages generated per millisec-

ond (∼ 500). Only a few milliseconds before to finish the application execution, there is a

peak of communication between the cores and the DRAM, as illustrated in Figure 5.11.

Besides, the multicast/broadcast messages among cores are also sent at the end of the

execution. Therefore, the bulk of communication traffic is distributed between P2P and

DRAM communications, representing 37.8% and 47.6% of the total messages, respectively.

The multicast/broadcast communication represents only 14.6%, concentrated at the end

of the application execution.
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Figure 5.11: Temporal distribution of the different types of traffic (P2P, DRAM,
Multicast/Broadcast) for the Blackscholes application.

Another example is provided by the X264 application which shares the same granular-

ity level of Blacksholes. However, the volume of parallel messages generated per millisecond

is highly increased for each communication type, with the lowest value of ∼ 60000 mes-

sages per millisecond for P2P and DRAM communications, as illustrated in Figure 5.12.
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Besides, contrary to Blacksholes, the multicast/broadcast communication is distributed

along all the application execution. However, it represents only 0.04% of the total mes-

sages. The bulk of communication traffic is therefore distributed between the P2P and

DRAM, representing around 48.12% and 51.84% of the total messages, respectively.
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Figure 5.12: Temporal distribution of the different types of traffic (P2P, DRAM,
Multicast/Broadcast) for the x264 application.

The communication density can easily increase with the number of parallel messages

generated per millisecond. This is especially true when the granularity level is a fine-

or medium-grained one. As shown in Figure 5.13 for the Streamcluster benchmark, all

the communication types provide a huge volume of messages per millisecond, which can

rapidly saturate the network. Moreover, contrary to the previous applications, the bulk

of communication is concentrated in multicast/broadcast communication, representing

46.3% of the total messages transmitted during the application execution. The P2P and

DRAM messages represent only the 28.7% and 25% of the total.
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Figure 5.13: Temporal distribution of the different types of traffic (P2P, DRAM,
Multicast/Broadcast) for the Streamcluster application.

5.3.7 Wireless Multicasting

In NoCs’ communication, a packet may need to travel through long distances to reach

a destination. Typically, this packet goes trough multiple router pipelines of five stages

at each hop, eventually, consuming energy at each step. This feature widens the gap be-

tween the ideal interconnect and the NoC design. But more severe problems occur when

multicast or broadcast communications are activated, creating network congestion (high

latency). Consequently, this decreases the throughput features that usually do not satisfy

the demand of applications. The easiest way to handle the multicast/broadcast traffic is

by sending multiple unicast packets. Nevertheless, this approach is inefficient when the

percentage of multicast/broadcast traffic increases beyond 2% percent of the total net-

work traffic [APG09]. Some propositions has been done to alleviate this problem [AJJ16;

Ebr+14; He+13; SHG08], providing additional features at the NoC router level to handle

multicast messages. The efficiency of these techniques are promising for tens of cores.

However, for hundreds or thousands cores, their effectiveness is degraded with a multicast

message requiring hundreds or thousands of destinations. For theses reasons some tech-

niques have virtually divided the NoC by regions or clusters [HWX13], as illustrated in

Figure 5.14b.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.14: Multicasting techniques: (a) MDND, (b) VBON, and (c) WDN.

The objective of any multicasting technique is to decrease the congestion generated

into the network by a source forwarding the same message to many destinations. Indeed,

two destinations with the same message, or even ten destinations forwarded within a few

time, are not a real problem for the multiple unicast techniques. Nevertheless, injecting

many times the same type of traffic, or highly increasing the number of destinations,

will rapidly saturate the network. For these reasons, the techniques oriented to solve the

multicast problem, in essence, try to decrease the number of multicast packets generated

by the same source. For instance, Arun et al. [AJJ16] propose a Message Duplication in

Non Destination (MDND) technique based on the XY routing algorithm, in which the

source router generates a maximum of 4 packets, containing all the destinations.

An example is illustrated in Figure 5.14a, where the source core 28 has a multicast

message for 8 destinations (3, 8, 19, 31, 51, 54, 57, 60). Usually, this type of message is

broken down into 8 unicast packets, because the network interface controller is not de-

signed to handle multiple destinations for one packet. But using the MDND technique, the

source router 28 will generate only three messages forwarded to the farthest destinations.

These destinations are generated according to the four cardinal directions (north, south,

east, and west). All the cores at the left side of the source router are included within

the west direction (blue zone), the other ones included at the right side of the source

router are classified as east direction (orange zone). The north and south directions only

include the routers placed at the same column of the source router, as depicted in Fig-

ure 5.14a. Therefore, the router 28 will send a message to the farthest router of each zone,
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but each message contains the other cores inside each zone into its payload. For instance,

the farthest core of the east direction is the core 8, and the other cores included in the

payload are cores 31 and 54. This can be represented as 28 East(8,{31,54}). Similarly, we

get 28 West(57,{3,19,51}), and 28 South(60,{ }). North direction does not contain any

multicast destination. These three packets are forwarded from core 28 to the appropriate

neighbors. As 28 East does not find any multicast destination in the column upon reach-

ing core 29, this packet moves to core 30. In the column of core 30, there is one multicast

destination (core 54) in the same column. Thus, a duplicated packet is created for core 53

from core 30. Another duplicated packet is created when 28 East reaches cores 31, which

is forwarded to the local core 31. Subsequently, this packet reaches the final destination

core 8 via 32,24,16. Similarly, the packet 28 West will create two duplicated packets upon

reaching core 27. One packet is created for destination 51 and the other to destination 3,

but with core 19 into the payload. Then, the packet moves to core 57 via 26,33,41, and

48, without any further creation of duplicate packets.

The interest of this technique is to reduce the distance between the source and desti-

nation cores, saving energy and power consumption in a multicast context. Nevertheless,

in an NoC containing hundreds or thousands of cores, the longest distance among cores

is always an energy and latency problem. For this reason, we propose to combine this

simple technique with wireless links, as illustrated in Figure 5.14c. The principle of packet

duplication is the same for this technique. Nevertheless, a source core will send packets

to the shortest destination via the conventional wired links, and the longest ones using

the wireless access points. A message reaching the nearest access point, which is defined

by a virtual cluster division, is broadcasted over the entire NoC using the wireless link.

The wireless points affected by this message will duplicate it inside their virtual cluster.

Indeed, additional packets are generated compared with the base technique, however, this

technique provides better performance, as demonstrated in Section 5.4.3.

5.4 Performance Evaluation

An energy-based simulator was implemented in MATLAB to evaluate the performance

of a wireless NoC facing a conventional NoC. The graphical interface was designed using

the GUIDE 6 tool of MATLAB, which provides the access to all the functions included in

MATLAB. The main goal of this simulator is to obtain a promptly performance approxi-

6. Graphical User Interface Development Environment
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mation of a WiNoC architecture, using the WI proposed in Chapter 4. This approximation

is based on the energy consumption and the position of the WI. Other parameters such

as throughput, latency, and packet lost, can be investigated using more complex NoC

simulators (e.g., JADE, Noxim, Gem5). Nevertheless, the obtained network configuration

can be easily exported to be deeply explored in such simulators, especially in Noxim which

supports both wired/wireless interconnections.

The proposed simulator provides the total dynamic energy consumed by the network,

the traffic load by the routers, and the network behavior according to the communication

patterns. The dynamic energy consumed is calculated with the energy per bit (pJ/bit) of

each element (e.g., wire, router, and wireless interface) inside the network. The network

behavior is graphed according to traffic load, which represents the portion of messages

passing through a router. Therefore, the routers that are more used during a program

execution will be brought to light. The traffic load for router i is calculated as follows:

Traffic load i =
∑

Packets passing through router i∑
Packets passing through all the routers

(5.3)

5.4.1 NoC Energy-Based Simulator

The interface of the NoC energy-based simulator is depicted in Figure 5.15a. Any

network size can be created in the Electric Network section of the interface. The archi-

tecture employed is based on a 2-D mesh topology and uses an XY routing algorithm.

Once created the mesh, we can place the WIs into the network, connecting each WI to

one or many routers, using the Wireless Network section of the interface. An example of

WiNoC network created is illustrated in Figure 5.15b.
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Figure 5.15: (a) Simulator interface, (b) WiNoC and path trace example generated by
the simulator.

Once the network is created, it is possible to save it to be used another time. The

network saved takes account of the values of the interface defined in Section Peer-to-

Peer cost, which can be expressed as energy per bit (pJ/bit) or as a ratio among the

communicating links (wired/wireless). For instance, according to Catania et al. [Cat+17],

the use of wireless links is energy efficient when the distance between the communicating

nodes is greater than three hops, representing a ratio of 1/3. This ratio helps the simulator

to rapidly analyze the percentage of wireless links used during any program execution,

as well as the network behavior, but it does not allow to measure the dynamic energy

consumed.

A section called as Shortest path estimation allows to verify the routing protocol and

the choice between wireless or wired links. The simulator uses the Dijkstra's algorithm to
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find the efficient shortest path between a source and destination core. Indeed, this efficient

path is found using the communication cost for each link type. An example is illustrated in

Figure 5.15b, considering a communication between core 1 and core 64, where, according to

Dijkstra's algorithm, the most efficient way to reach core 64 is using the wireless interfaces

W1 and W4 (dashed cyan line) along with the wired links (blue line). Another section

of this interface, called Global Parameters allows to configure the NoC frequency, packet

parameters, and the data rate of the WIs. Furthermore, a Checkbox is placed to allow

for the users to force the simulator to use only wired interconnections or both wired and

wireless interconnections.

Once the WiNoC is designed and configured, the simulation can be executed choos-

ing the synthetic or application benchmarks presented in Section Traffic patterns. Each

synthetic benchmark is implemented in MATLAB using the frequency communication

matrix, explained in Section 5.2. This type of benchmark requires to configure the simula-

tion time, which have to be enough to allow for each core to forward a message according

to its probability. The trace files corresponding to an application benchmark are avail-

able in a specific directory into the MATLAB project. These traces were provided by

Lee et al. [Lee+19] using the Sniper [CHE11] simulator. Sniper is a multi-core simulator

based on interval core model 7 and the Graphite simulation infrastructure [Mil+10].

5.4.2 Network Evaluation

As previously mentioned, a basic NoC energy-based simulator has been implemented to

evaluate and compare the performance of a conventional Electrical NoC and the proposed

clustered Wireless NoC. The evaluation is performed based on the dynamic power con-

sumption that the transmitted bits require to travel through a wired or wireless medium.

In this section, firstly, we evaluate the conventional electrical NoC with the different bench-

marks discussed in the previous section. Secondly, a WiNoC network is designed according

to the parameters considered in Chapter 4, also considering the energy characteristics of

the proposed wireless interface. Squared and circular antenna placements are considered

in our analysis, as depicted in Figure 5.16. The baseline network topology adopted is a

2D-mesh, with four routers connected to one wireless interface distributed into the

network.

7. Interval simulation is a proposed simulation approach for simulating multi-core and multiprocessor
systems at a higher level of abstraction, modeling the timing for individual cores [GEE10].
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 5.16: Antenna placement for evaluation of 64 and 256 cores.

The on-chip antenna placement was adopted from [El +19], with its respective channel

characteristics. The path loss (PL) reported by El Masri et al. [Mas+19] is around PL =
−26 dB for a distance of 5 mm and PL = −33 dB for 21.2 mm, both distance are using

the same antenna tuned at 200 GHz. The minimum PL at 200 GHz is close to the PL at

60 GHz [Deb+13] but for 20 mm. This difference is due to the losses introduced by the

silicon substrate at high frequencies. The reduced data rate per carrier frequency used

in the WI of Chapter 4 allows for avoiding a huge impact in energy due to the power

amplifiers. In the worst case, with the largest distance, the BER can be increased with

any low-complexity Error Correcting Code to keep a close power budget between shorter

and longest distance. Therefore, to simplify, our simulations, we consider that the power

efficiency for a WI is regardless of the communication link distance. On the other hand, as

the number of antennas embedded into the chip is frequently limited to sixteen [DiT+15],

the same limitation was considered during our network designs. This limitation is mainly

related to the energy dissipated by the wireless interfaces, which is non-negligible due to

the high DC power required to provide a high-speed data link.

On the state-of-the-art, the chip area adopted to design an NoC is frequently de-
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fined as 400 mm2. This surface allows for integrating many cores into the same chip die

according to the CMOS process used during the chip fabrication and of the core complex-

ity (e.g., 32 nm CMOS → 1000 cores). Therefore, for the same antenna separation, the

number of cores is variable. Indeed, with more cores among antennas, the impact on en-

ergy reduction will be more meaningful to improve the energy efficiency of any manycore

architecture. Thus, the distance between antennas considered during the network design

is influenced by the tile dimensions in any homogeneous or heterogeneous architectures.

The energy exploration performed by our simulator considers the energy efficiency of

three elements to evaluate the energy consumption: the wire, the router, and the wireless

interface (WI). A long wire length with short cross-sectional area drains huge current to

transfer information (e.g., 5 mm→ 1.06 pJ/bit). A similar phenomenon happens with the

router and WI if the complexity of its design is extended. Therefore, a trade-off between

performance and energy has to be seeked when designing a NoC. Each NoC designed

using the simulator considers that the tile dimensions are 1 mm × 1 mm. Besides, the

tiles are connected by a 32 nm metal wired link consuming an energy of 0.18 pJ/bit

clocked at 1 GHz [Mat+12]. The routers used to transfer the message of each core were

designed and synthesized from a 32 nm SOI by Chia-Hsin et al. [Che+17], consuming an

energy of 0.62 pJ/bit at 1 GHz with high load. However, as the router was designed using

standard-Vt cells, the leakage power contributes to 59% of the power consumed by each

router. On other hand, the WI detailed in Section 4 consumes around 1.021 pJ/bit for

the transmitter and 1 pJ/bit for receiver, in case of unicast/broadcast communication.

Besides, in case of multicast, the receiver can only support 7 simultaneous links, consuming

around 1.2334 pJ/bit, while the transmitter consumes around 1.028 pJ/bit.

Multiple simulations were performed to cover the synthetic and application bench-

marks, considering the network topology and antenna placements depicted in Figure 5.16.

Simulation results are reported in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2. The first simulations were com-

pleted only considering a conventional 2D-NoC. They provide the network behavior and

energy consumed during the benchmark execution. In most cases, the DRAM controller

was placed at the top middle of the network. It was only considered at the center of the

network in case of 9 antennas circularly placed into the chip, as illustrated in Figure 5.16f.

An example of a network behavior is illustrated in Figure 5.17 obtained from the ap-

plication x264 using a 64-core NoC. The traffic load, in this case, is mostly concentrated

into the core 4 (yellow region), because the network controller was placed at this place

(top middle), thus creating a hotspot. The traffic load below this core is generated due
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to the XY routing algorithm used to route the data into the network. It is not surprising

that the traffic load is important in that region, because, as discussed in Section 5.3.6,

the communication density generated by DRAM communications is almost the same as

P2P communications. Therefore, the packets will be horizontally routed (X-axis) multiple

times, before vertically (Y-axis) climbing to the router connected to the DRAM controller.

In contrast, the routes followed by the P2P communications do not lead to any hotspot

nor repetitive path, loading multiple routers with traffic. The total energy consumed by

the network to execute this application is around 4.4 × 10−3Joules, using the previously

mentioned configurations.
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Figure 5.17: Network behaviour generated by application benchmark x264 into a 64-core
NoC.

On the other hand, placing only four antennas into the chip allows for decreasing the

traffic load into several routers, as illustrated in Figure 5.18. The routers which are very

close to the DRAM controller stay loaded with more traffic than the other ones, allowing

to decrease the congestion of the network in other regions. Besides, as the traffic load is

normalized in relation to the total packets passing through all the routers, it is evident

that releasing some network regions will increase the traffic load in the sectors close to

the antennas. This is clearly evidenced in Figure 5.18. On the other hand, the WI close

to the DRAM controller is mostly used in receiver mode, retrieving the packets forwarded

from the other WIs. Therefore, for applications with high DRAM communication traffic, a

simple M-to-1 communication feature can improve the energy consumed and release some

possible network congestions.
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Figure 5.18: Network behaviour generated by application benchmark x264 into a 64-core
WiNoC using 4 antennas rectangularly placed into the chip.

Table 5.1 summarizes the simulation results for an NoC and a WiNoC embedding

64-cores. The antenna placement for the WiNoC is illustrated in Figure 5.16a. For this

architecture, due to the low number of cores, four antennas are enough to provide a

reasonable trade-off between performance and power consumption. The results reported in

Table 5.1 are based on the energy consumed during a benchmark execution, the percentage

of wireless interface utilization, and the saved energy by the wireless links.

Consumed Energy (pJ)

NoC WiNoC

% Wireless

Utilization

% Saved

Energy

Traffic Type Nb. Antennas 0 4 4 4

Uniform Random 6.99E+08 4.68E+08 56.45 33.08

Transpose 7.68E+08 4.74E+08 48.44 38.26

Hotspot 7.43E+08 4.93E+08 58.47 33.60
Synthetic

Perfect Shuffle 5.55E+08 4.45E+08 49.02 19.76

Average 53.10 31.18

BlackScholes 2.06E+08 1.47E+08 53.77 28.68

Dedup 1.54E+11 1.10E+11 56.14 28.78

RayTrace 1.09E+11 7.66E+10 57.30 29.46

x264 8.52E+09 5.96E+09 56.96 30.07

Application

Streamcluster 1.44E+11 8.48E+10 69.96 41.01

Average 58.83 31.60

Global Average 56.28 31.41

Table 5.1: 64-core NoC vs WiNoC
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Each synthetic traffic was simulated considering 10.000 clock cycles, injecting 640.000
packets into the on-chip network. Each packet contains 8 flits of 32 bits generated by

the network interface. We can observe from Table 5.1 that the wireless utilization for the

synthetic benchmarks is on average 53.10%, meaning that half of the injected packets are

using the wireless links as a shortcut to decrease the number of hops. The energy saved

by the wireless links mainly depends on the number of hops reduced by the wireless links

to reach any destination. In this case, most of the synthetic applications reach on average

31.18% of energy saved, except for the “Perfect Shuffle”, which only saves around 20% of

the energy consumed by a conventional NoC.

On the other hand, the application benchmarks are simulated according to the clock

cycles required by the application to finish all their tasks. Each application has a different

number of packets injected into the network according to their functionality. Furthermore,

contrary to the synthetic benchmark, the packet size changes according to the type of

message: 2 flits for control messages and 18 flits when a payload is included. We can

observe from Table 5.1 that the wireless utilization for the application benchmarks is on

average 58.83%, meaning that more than half of the injected packets are avoiding a part

of the wired path using wireless links. However, the energy saved for each application

benchmark is still around 31%. Except for the Streamcluster benchmark, which reaches a

41% of saved energy, meaning that this application has frequently forwarded messages to

distant destinations. Globally, the average wireless utilization, considering the synthetic

and application benchmarks, is 56.28% with a 31.41% of saved energy.

Consumed Energy

NoC WiNoC
%Wireless utilization % Saved Energy

Traffic Type Nb. Antennas 0 4 8 16 4 8 16 4 8 16

Uniform Random 5.59E+09 3.68E+09 2.95E+09 2.08E+09 58.76 73.80 86.27 34.20 47.30 62.72

Transpose 5.89E+09 3.58E+09 2.84E+09 2.04E+09 47.08 70.52 74.63 39.17 51.69 65.35

Hotspot 6.05E+09 3.99E+09 3.16E+09 2.19E+09 60.49 75.25 87.37 34.07 47.81 63.75
Syntethic

Perfect Shuffle 4.27E+09 3.44E+09 2.83E+09 2.06E+09 51.37 69.43 85.88 19.39 33.70 51.71

Average 54.43 72.25 83.54 31.71 45.13 60.88

Blackscholes 1.01E+09 7.31E+08 5.70E+08 3.76E+08 54.55 74.76 88.71 27.79 43.76 62.87

Dedup 5.99E+11 4.45E+11 3.54E+11 2.41E+11 53.66 70.86 86.37 25.69 40.92 59.83

Raytrace 2.25E+11 1.63E+11 1.28E+11 8.52E+10 57.61 74.09 88.29 27.44 43.18 62.11

x264 1.90E+10 1.37E+10 1.09E+10 7.19E+09 57.43 73.35 88.01 27.78 42.62 62.12

Application

Streamcluster 1.32E+12 1.07E+12 7.29E+11 6.74E+11 61.27 80.95 84.33 19.25 44.92 49.04

Average 56.90 74.80 87.14 25.59 43.08 59.19

Global Average 55.80 73.67 85.54 28.31 43.99 59.94

Table 5.2: 256-core NoC vs WiNoC
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On the other hand, increasing the number of cores improves computational perfor-

mance and allows for placing additional antennas. But this also degrades the latency and

energy of a conventional NoC. For instance, the Blackscholes benchmark consumes five

times more energy when executed over a 256-core NoC than on a 64-core NoC. The ex-

ecution time is reduced, but the energy is increased. The same phenomenon is reported

by the other applications, reaching around ten times of energy consumed for the Stream-

cluster. Table 5.2 summarizes the results obtained for a 256-core NoC, using the same

applications as for the 64-core NoC. Additionally, a different number of antennas, placed

in a squared shape, were considered for the WiNoC to probe the interest of increasing the

number of antennas. As illustrated in Table 5.2, the energy saved by a WiNoC using 16

antennas is around the double compared with only 4 antennas. In case of 8 antennas, the

energy saved is already interesting compared with 4 and 16 antennas, especially because

8 antennas introduce less DC power than 16 antennas. We can observe, from Table 5.2,

that the average wireless utilization for all benchmarks is around 50%, 70%, and 80% for

4, 8, and 16 antennas, respectively. This means that, in the best case, 80% of the injected

packets are using the wireless links as a shortcut to decrease the number of hops. But the

gain in energy depends on the distance reduced on each decision. For this reason, even

with 70% of wireless utilisation, the energy saved can be only around 40%.

Consumed Energy (pJ)

NoC WiNoC
% W. Utilization % Saved Energy

Traffic Type Nb. Antennas 0 8 9 8 9 8 9

Uniform Random 5.59E+09 3.03E+09 2.89E+09 74.0915 77.7311 45.83 48.39

Transpose 5.89E+09 2.77E+09 2.74E+09 66.1966 67.0348 52.90 53.48

Hotspot 6.05E+09 3.15E+09 2.72E+09 69.6296 79.2029 47.90 54.98
Synthetic

Perfect Shuffle 4.27E+09 2.79E+09 2.60E+09 67.0658 67.8696 34.61 39.20

Average 69.25 72.96 45.31 49.01

BlackScholes 1.01E+09 5.39E+08 4.87E+08 75.378 75.7418 46.76 51.93

Dedup 5.99E+11 3.07E+11 2.69E+11 76.6932 80.4512 48.85 55.11

RayTrace 2.25E+11 1.19E+11 1.08E+11 78.2503 80.3605 46.87 52.07

x264 1.90E+10 9.77E+09 8.79E+09 78.8166 80.9068 48.50 53.68

Application

Streamcluster 1.32E+12 7.47E+11 7.02E+11 77.0188 54.3389 43.53 46.90

Average 69.25 72.96 45.31 49.01

Global Average 61.55 64.85 40.28 43.57

Table 5.3: 256-core NoC vs WiNoC using circle antenna placement

Another antenna configuration was simulated, placing the antennas in a circular posi-

tion, as shown in Figure 5.16e. The configurations used, together with their channel char-
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acteristics, were provided by El Masri et al. [Mas+19]. Contrary to the squared placement,

the circular position has a maximum of 9 antennas distributed on the chip. In our simu-

lations, we consider the ninth antenna, positioned in the middle of the chip, as an access

point for the DRAM controller. This allows for a better signal spread in case of broadcast

messages coming from the memory. The objective of this simulation is to evaluate if we

can take advantage of this type of antenna placement, not only for broadcast, but also

for other traffic patterns. Simulations results reported in Table 5.3 show that 8 antennas

circularly placed improve the average energy saved by around 4.92%, when compared with

a squared placement, in case of the application benchmarks. Nevertheless, in the case of

the synthetic applications, the improvement is only around 0.39%. On the other hand,

adding the ninth antenna in the center close to the DRAM controller, improves on average

by a around 12% and 8% the energy saved by this circular placement compared with the

squared one, in case of the synthetic and application benchmarks, respectively. Therefore,

the circular placement can slightly improve performance when compared with a squared

one, in addition to its facility to spread the broadcast messages from the memory.

5.4.3 Evaluation of the Multicasting Techniques

The facility of wireless links to spread a signal in all directions provides a natural

broadcast/multicast solution, contrasted with any other non-wireless solutions proposed

for NoCs. Nevertheless, the energy constraints avoids the simultaneous use of a large

number of WIs into the chip. Therefore, as discussed in Chapter 1, the wireless links

are generally combined with wired interconnects to optimize their utilization in case of

requiring long distance links. In this section, we evaluate the three multicast techniques

discussed in Section 5.3.7, using the multicast traffic obtained from the application bench-

marks.

Consumed Energy (pJ) % Saved Energy

MU MDND WMD MDND WMD

Traffic Type Nb. Antennas 0 0 4 0 4

BlackScholes 1.23E+07 6.53E+06 8.81E+06 46.98 28.47

Dedup 6.84E+07 5.38E+07 4.95E+07 21.34 27.54

RayTrace 1.37E+08 1.11E+08 9.75E+07 19.12 28.88

x264 7.58E+05 6.88E+05 4.57E+05 9.30 39.67

Application

Streamcluster 7.73E+09 3.74E+09 5.54E+09 51.65 28.39

Average 29.68 30.59

Table 5.4: Comparison of multicast techniques using a 64-core NoC
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Multiple Unicast (MU) and Message Duplication in Non Destination (MDND) tech-

niques are both using only wired links. The Wireless Message Duplication (WMD) is based

on MDND but is using wireless links to reduce the distance of the farthest packet desti-

nations. Simulation results for an NoC embedding 64 cores are reported in Table 5.4. As

expected, the energy saved by decreasing the number of packets forwarded from the source

is improved by the MDND technique. This technique even reaches up to 50% of energy

saved for the Streamcluster benchmark. Nevertheless, MDND only improves by 9.30%
the energy consumed by the x264 benchmark. In contrast, the WMD technique provides

close to the same gain (around 30%) for each application benchmark. But MDND can

provide a better performance for some applications using small networks. This is the case

of Streamcluster, where MDND provides 51.65% of energy saved versus 28.39% for the

WMD technique. In fact, WMD requires to generate more packets than MDND, since

the longest packet is forwarded using the wireless links, and the shorter ones are using

the electrical links. In case of a 256-core NoC, the results for WMD improve with the

number of antennas deployed into the chip. However, as reported in Table 5.5, MDND

still provides better results for some applications, compared with WMD using four anten-

nas. Nevertheless, contrary to MDND, the energy saved by WMD is uniform regardless

the type of application simulated. On the other hand, when the number of antennas is

increased by 8, the energy saved is still uniform, but improved by 10% compared with 4

antennas. These results were similarly in both squared and circle placements. However,

the best results for WMD were obtained when deploying 16 antennas using a squared

placement. In this case, the power saved by WMD outperforms the MDND technique in

all the application benchmarks. Therefore, increasing the network beyond 256 cores and

deploying 16 wireless interfaces, can improve the energy saved by around 60% for all the

traffics considered as broadcast/multicast.

Consumed Energy (pJ) % Saved Energy

Multicast Technique

MU MDND WMD MDND WMD

Antenna

Placement
- - Squared Circle - Squared Circle

Nb. Antennas 0 0 4 8 16 8 9 0 4 8 16 8 9

BlackScholes 1.88E+08 8.08E+07 1.31E+08 1.07E+08 7.27E+07 1.08E+08 1.02E+08 57.00 30.13 43.29 61.34 42.35 45.68

Dedup 4.18E+08 2.66E+08 2.84E+08 2.35E+08 1.68E+08 2.35E+08 2.25E+08 36.43 32.12 43.76 59.87 43.64 46.16

RayTrace 7.88E+08 4.59E+08 5.29E+08 4.30E+08 3.32E+08 4.44E+08 4.28E+08 41.69 32.84 45.45 57.86 43.61 45.60

x264 1.76E+07 1.48E+07 1.12E+07 9.14E+06 6.01E+06 9.33E+06 8.96E+06 15.87 36.19 47.91 65.78 46.87 48.97

Application

Streamcluster 4.88E+10 1.49E+10 3.21E+10 2.46E+10 1.85E+10 2.50E+10 2.54E+10 69.44 34.16 49.60 62.00 48.70 47.93

Average 44.09 33.09 46.00 61.37 45.03 46.87

Table 5.5: Comparison of multicast techniques using a 256-core NoC
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Finally, some comparisons between the two architectures supporting unicast and mul-

ticast messages are depicted in Figure 5.19. The first architecture is a conventional NoC

following MDND and the second one is a WiNoC using WDM, both evaluated with 64

and 256 cores. The WiNoC architecture is contrasted with the different configurations dis-

cussed in previous sections. Figure 5.19a shows the normalized energy consumed by the

communications in a 64-core architecture for different synthetic and application bench-

marks. We can observe a significant reduction in energy, with an average energy saving

of 32%. This gain is due to the cost of wireless communication becoming cheaper, hence

wireless hops are more frequently used than electrical routers. Furthermore, Figure 5.19b

shows the wireless utilization, which is on average equal to 58.85%. This means that more

than 50% of the messages injected into the network are using the wireless links to im-

prove the energy consumed during the execution of a benchmark. Figure 5.19c shows the

normalized energy consumed by the communications in a 256-core architecture for dif-

ferent benchmarks. We can observe a large recuction in energy, with an average energy

saving of 42% considering all the antenna configurations. Indeed, the best configuration

providing the biggest average energy saving (60%) is the squared placement containing 16

antennas. This large gain is due to the reduced distance provided by the wireless links to

transfer messages with the longest distance. Furthermore, Figure 5.19d shows the wireless

utilization, which is on average equal to 72.78% considering all the configurations running

the application benchmarks.
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Figure 5.19: Energy reduction and wireless utilization in 64-core and 256-core
architectures.
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5.5 Conclusion

The Network-on-Chip paradigm provides superior features than a conventional

transaction-based bus. However, this only applies to unicast communications with non-

critical latency traffic. The inherent multi-hop and point-to-point nature of NoCs made

them inefficient to support multicast and broadcast communications. The inefficiency in

these domains has made their use award to perform some applications, including cache

coherence protocols, global timing, control signals, and some latency-critical communica-

tions.

In this chapter, a network evaluation was performed using synthetic and application

benchmarks to compare the impact of wireless interconnections over a convectional NoC.

In order to perform this evaluation, an energy-based simulator was implemented in MAT-

LAB to evaluate: the dynamic energy consumed, the percentage of wireless utilization,

and the energy saved by the wireless links.

The results of this chapter were obtained deploying a different number of antennas

and modifying their placement inside the chip. Firstly, a general evaluation is performed,

considering some synthetic traffics used for NoC evaluations. Subsequently, some applica-

tion benchmarks were executed, considering all the possible traffic injected by each core

into the network. As expected the obtained results show that the performance of the wire-

less interfaces mainly improves according to their quantity and network size. In case of a

network embedding 64 cores, the number of antennas was limited to 4, saving around of

30% of the energy consumed by an NoC executing synthetic and application benchmarks.

Nevertheless, using a network embedding 256 cores and 16 antennas, the energy saved

reaches around 60%. Indeed, these percentages of energy saved are the maximum that

can be reached by the network, considering some ideal conditions for the wireless links.

Secondly, broadcast/multicast communications were evaluated using three techniques:

Multiple Unicast (MU), Message Duplication in Non Destination (MDND), and Wireless

Message Duplication (WMD). In this case, only the traffic of the application benchmark

containing multicast messages were injected into the network, demonstrating the limi-

tations of any multicasting technique implemented only using wired links. Besides, even

though WDM using 4 antennas saves less energy than the maximum energy saved by

MDND, the energy saved by WMD is uniform regardless the type of application.
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CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

The evolution of microelectronics and the requirements in high-speed data rate for High

Performance Computing (HPC), involve a larger number of computation resources and

faster components (e.g. processors, memories) to support the application needs. For theses

reasons, the emerging manycore architecture era comes up with critical issues in commu-

nication latency and power consumption. Network-on-Chip (NoC) was a very promising

solution to solve these challenges. However, with the scaling of advanced CMOS technolo-

gies, the number of cores is continuously growing. As a consequence, the number of hops

needed to communicate between cores creates a critical bottleneck in the communication

backbone by increasing latency and power consumption due to large volume data trans-

mission. To deal with the surge of high performance computing systems and to overcome

this communication bottleneck, new interconnect technologies have emerged, such as 3D-

NoC, Radio-Frequency Interconnects based on waveguides, Optical NoC, and Wireless

NoC.

Wireless Network-on-Chip (WiNoC) is one of the most promising solution for the com-

munication infrastructure of CMPs and MPSoCs. As discussed in this thesis work, this

technology offers a natural support for broadcast communication, facilitating the cache

coherence protocols. Moreover, contrary to the optical solutions, it does not require ther-

mal tuning management, expensive area, and complex interconnects. Multiple benefits are

brought by the wireless technology, as was demonstrated in Chapter 5. However, current

technology does not allow the development of wireless links with high power efficiency. For

this reason, the wireless solutions are mostly combined with other interconnect technol-

ogy, reducing the number of wireless access points into the chip. On the other hand, as the

wireless signal is propagated everywhere, the multipath interference naturally arises in this

type of communication. In Chapter 2 and 3, we propose and design a digital transceiver

architecture, adopting different techniques to compensate for multipath interferences. Fur-

thermore, in order to reduce the congestion generated by a packet waiting for the release

of the wireless access point, we implement a direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) com-

munication system capable of supporting multiple simultaneous communications. In this
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technique, a node has access to the entire bandwidth for the entire time duration, contrary

to time and frequency division multiplexing. Moreover, a DSSS system can be combined

with a RAKE receiver used to improve the signal reception, when it is degraded by mul-

tipath propagation. However, this technique suffers for near-far effects, as illustrated in

Figure 5.20. In other words, a transmitting antenna close to the receiving antenna with

the same power as another antenna placed far from the transmitting antenna, will drown

the transmitted signal. Two solutions are possible to solve this problem:

1. First, to implement a tight power control on each transmitter, controlling the trans-

mission power according to the distance.

2. Second, to divide communications into sectors defined according to the distance.

In the second case, the sectors closest to the receiving antenna will communicate first, and

then the farthest sectors. This is possible especially because the number of available codes

used for simultaneous communications is limited, as discussed in Chapter 2. Therefore,

even with 16 antennas, it is not possible for nodes to communicate simultaneously, unless

we increase the scrambling code size. But this implies growing the power consumption and

the synchronization latency. On the other hand, the placement of a circled antenna with

a centered antenna can resolve this near-far effect, considering that only the centered an-

tenna, containing the DRAM controller, will receive all the simultaneous communications

from the other nodes.

Figure 5.20: DSSS far-near effects.

Another aspect to consider is the wireless link energy-efficiency, which is one of the main

constraints present in current WiNoC designs. In fact, the bulk of power is consumed by
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the power amplifiers and local oscillators, increasing the energy consumed (≈ 2 pJ/b)

per bit transmitted. However, some power amplifiers are required, due to the high path

loss (≈ −26 dB) resulting from going through the silicon substrate at frequencies be-

yond 60 GHz. But increasing the carrier frequency allows for shrinking the antenna size

and, as a consequence, allows for a seamless integration into the chip. Besides, it also

increases the total communication bandwidth. A possible solution, considered as a future

study, is the implementation of a backscattering communication to resolve this energy

efficiency constraint. To the best of our knowledge, this kind of communication system is

not yet proposed for WiNoC designs. We believe it can provide a low-power and low-cost

implementation for on-chip wireless communications. But most backscatter radio imple-

mentations are targeted for 2.4 GHz, 900 MHz or even lower frequencies, providing a

low data rate for communication. Nevertheless, a more recent research work [KGT17]

has demonstrated the feasibility to implement a backscatter radio on the millimeter-wave

bands (24 GHz), offering a data rate of 4 Gb/s and consuming around of 0.15 pJ/bit

transferred. This energy-efficiency is already thirteen times more efficient than current

WiNoC radio solutions existing in the literature, and 1.2 times better than a 1 mm wired

link. Besides, the visible frequency scaling on this systems makes this a promising solu-

tion for WiNoCs. The power-efficiency of this kind of backscatter radio system is reached

(a) (b)

Figure 5.21: BackScattering WiNoC Communication.

thanks to the utilization of only one antenna transmitting a carrier wave to all the chip.

In this configuration, the antenna transmitting the carrier wave is placed at the center

of the chip, spreading the signal homogeneously to all the wireless nodes, as illustrated
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in Figure 5.21a. Besides, this antenna is the only one connected with a power amplifier

and a local oscillator generating the carrier wave. The nodes surrounding the central an-

tenna are only equipped with a receiver, a digital interface, and a transistor used as a

switch to modulate the incoming wave from the central node, as shown in Figure 5.21b.

The modulation is performing short-circuits of the antenna when 0’s are transmitted,

whereas releasing it when 1’s are transmitted. Therefore, the radiated wave makes its

way back to the transmitting antenna and the surrounding nodes, producing a signal that

can be detected: a backscattered signal. The data rate provided at millimeter-wave by the

backscatter radio is already promising for WiNoCs, but it is necessary to increase further

the frequency to miniaturize the antennas used in this kind of system.

On the other hand, as discussed in Chapter 4, to provide wireless reliability and im-

prove the energy consumed by any channel compensation technique, the utilization of a

dedicated layer for wireless communication is essential. The BBC project, to which this

thesis work has contributed, has proposed and designed the utilization of this layer, pro-

viding an almost ideal wireless channel. Furthermore, as explained in Chapter 2, wireless

communication provides a better solution when it is combined with other interconnec-

tion technology. Often, it is combined with conventional wired links and, within very few

works, with optical links. But to the best of our knowledge, the wireless links are never

combined with both wired and optical interconnection technologies at the same time, and

we see this as an interesting perspective. Nevertheless, considering that already all the

optical NoCs have a dedicated layer to place the optical transceivers and optical waveg-

uides, there is a possibility to use the same layer to also integrate the antennas used for

wireless communications, as illustrated in Figure 5.22.

In this proposition of future work, we see the optical links as being placed close to the

edges of the chip, leaving the inner part free for the antennas to avoid interference. More-

over, the antennas placement can adopt any configuration already discussed in Chapter 5.

Indeed, the reduced number of optical receivers between two optical nodes should improve

the energy required to propagate the information. But this would also decrease the per-

formance in latency given by a conventional ONoC. However, this can be compensated

by the integration of wireless and wired links. In a general view, in terms of energy, this

proposition provides a gain for both, wired and optical links, by only adding few wireless

links.
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Figure 5.22: Optical/Wireless NoC Communication layer.

We believe that wireless links embedded into a NoC is a real promising solution, which

can provide multiple benefits. Some of these benefits include its natural broadcast sup-

port, its seamless integration, its low-power consumption according to the communication

system, multiple network configurations, and its flexibility to be combined with any other

interconnect technology. In the development of this thesis, we discussed the gaps on the

literature of the wireless technology used in conventional NoCs, proposing new solutions

to improve the reliability and energy consumption. Multiple configurations were analyzed,

highlighting the limitations of each one. We conclude that the best solution for a wireless

communication is to use a dedicated layer to propagate the electromagnetic waves, limit-

ing the losses and interference. Besides, we demonstrated that future high-speed WiNoC

transceivers are not scaling using single-carrier NC-OOK. For this reason, a multi-carrier

NC-OOK FDM-based was proposed in Chapter 4, combined with a spread-spectrum tech-

nique.
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Appendix A

MCSL BENCHMARK ANALYSIS

MCSL NoC traffic patterns are based on real applications and cover mesh, torus,

and fat-tree NoC architectures. The MCSL benchmark is available for download [TXC+],

together with its user manual. Each application contained into the benchmark captures

the following key aspects: temporal and spatial communication behaviors, computation

tasks, memory usages. Table A.1 shows the description, tasks and communication links

of each application contained into the MCSL benchmark.

Table A.1: MCSL NoC traffic patterns

Application Description Tasks
Communication

Links

RS-32 28 8 enc
Reed-Solomon code encoder with codeword

format RS(32,28,8).
262 348

RS-32 28 8 dec
Reed-Solomon code decoder with codeword

format RS(32,28,8).
182 392

H264-720p dec H.264 video decoder with a resolution of 720p. 2311 3461

ROBOT
Newton-Euler dynamic control calculation for the

6-degrees-of-freedom Stanford manipulator.
88 131

FPPPP
SPEC95 Fpppp is a chemical program performing

multi-electron integral derivatives.
334 1145

FFT-1024 complex
Fast Fourier transform with 1024 inputs of

complex numbers.
16384 25600

SPARSE
Random sparse matrix solver for electronic

circuit simulations.
96 67

The traffic patterns, for a 256-core NoC, were extracted using MATLAB using the

instructions given by the user manual. Once the traffic patterns extracted, the applications

were evaluated according to the number of messages generated per core. However, as

depicted in Figure A.1, most applications use less than 50% of the NoC. Only the FFT

and the H264 decoder applications are correctly distributed into the 256-core NoC. For

this reason, we concluded that the applications proposed by the MCSL benchmark can

not be used to properly evaluate the performance of the WiNoC facing a conventional

NoC.
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Figure A.1: Messages generated per core for the MCSL benchmarks using an NoC of
256 cores.
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Titre : Conception d'un émetteur-récepteur numérique pour les réseaux sur puce sans fil

Mot clés : Réseaux sur puce sans fil, émetteur-récepteur numérique, communication intra-puce

Résumé : Le parallélisme massif dans les
applications émergentes de calcul haute per-
formance (HPC) nécessite l'utilisation des ar-
chitectures multi-cœur reposant sur un sys-
tème d'interconnexion efficace. Les technolo-
gies d'interconnexion sans fil sur un réseau sur
puce (WiNoC) offrent une solution prometteuse
pour ces architectures, permettant principale-
ment des liaisons efficaces et prenant en charge
de façon naturelle les communications broadcast
and multicast. Cette thèse se concentre sur la
couche physique des WiNoC, en particulier sur
la conception d'un émetteur-récepteur numérique
capable de fournir le meilleur compromis entre
performances et efficacité énergétique. Afin de
concevoir l'émetteur-récepteur numérique le plus
approprié, nous avons tout d'abord étudié la dé-
gradation des canaux en prenant en considéra-
tion les phénomènes parasites courants apparte-
nant à n'importe quel canal sans fil, contrairement

au modèle idéal utilisé par la littérature sur les Wi-
NoC. Par la suite, nous avons proposé une pre-
mière solution capable de fournir une résilience
aux interférences de canal, offrant également un
accès à plusieurs canaux. Cette conception a en-
suite été modifiée pour pouvoir s’adapter aux mo-
dèles de trafic de NoC existants. De plus, afin
de fournir une communication à haut débit sans
compromis significatif sur le plan énergétique, un
émetteur-récepteur haute vitesse basé sur une
architecture multi-porteuses a été proposé, sur-
montant les limites des émetteurs-récepteurs mo-
noporteuses classiques en WiNoC. Finalement,
un simulateur de réseau a été développé pour
calculer le pourcentage d'utilisation des liaisons
sans fil en fonction de la configuration et du pla-
cement de l'interface sans fil. Ce simulateur cal-
cule également l'énergie dynamique consommée
par un NoC électrique par rapport à un WiNoC
utilisant plusieurs interfaces sans fil.

Title: Design of a Digital Baseband Transceiver for Wireless Network-on-Chip Architectures

Keywords: Wireless Network-on-Chip (WiNoC), digital transceiver, intra-chip interconnection

Abstract: Massive parallelism in emerging high-
performance computing (HPC) applications re-
quires the use of manycore architectures rely-
ing on an efficient on-chip interconnection sys-
tem. Wireless Network-on-Chip (WiNoC) offers
a promising solution for interconnection architec-
tures, mainly providing efficient communication
links and supporting natural broadcast/multicast
communication. This thesis focuses on the phys-
ical layer of WiNoC, particularly on the design
of a digital transceiver capable of providing the
best trade-off between performance and energy
efficiency. In order to design the most appropri-
ate digital transceiver, we first study the chan-
nel degradation carried out by common parasitic
phenomena belonging to any wireless channel,
contrasting with the ideal channel models used

by most of the WiNoC research papers. Subse-
quently, we propose a first solution capable of
providing channel interference resilience, while
offering multiple channel access. This design is
later enhanced to be able to adapt to the exist-
ing NoC traffic patterns. Then, in order to provide
a high speed communication without a significant
compromise in energy, a high-speed transceiver
based on a multi-carrier architecture is proposed,
overcoming the limitations of conventional single-
carrier WiNoC transceivers. Finally, a network
simulator is developed to calculate the percent-
age of wireless link utilization according to the
wireless interface configuration and placement.
This simulator further computes the dynamic en-
ergy consumed by an electrical NoC compared
with a WiNoC using multiple wireless interfaces.
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